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70.42% 407
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4.50% 26

40.31% 233

30.62% 177

Q1 What is your relationship to Medford? (Select all that apply)
Answered: 578 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 578  

I live in
Medford

I work in
Medford

I go to school
in Medford

I visit
Medford for...

I visit
Medford for...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I live in Medford

I work in Medford

I go to school in Medford

I visit Medford for shopping, recreation, or entertainment

I visit Medford for other reasons/services
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Q2 What is your home ZIP code?
Answered: 578 Skipped: 0
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 97520 3/12/2021 10:35 PM

2 97504 3/12/2021 5:22 PM

3 97504 3/12/2021 3:53 PM

4 97501 3/12/2021 3:01 PM

5 97504 3/12/2021 2:20 PM

6 97504 3/12/2021 1:28 PM

7 97526 3/12/2021 11:13 AM

8 97527 3/12/2021 10:54 AM

9 97504 3/12/2021 10:07 AM

10 90701 3/12/2021 8:56 AM

11 97524 3/12/2021 7:08 AM

12 97504 3/12/2021 7:08 AM

13 97502 3/12/2021 6:29 AM

14 97504 3/12/2021 5:57 AM

15 97504 3/12/2021 5:31 AM

16 97524 3/12/2021 4:31 AM

17 97501 3/12/2021 1:34 AM

18 97501 3/12/2021 1:22 AM

19 97603 3/11/2021 11:45 PM

20 97504 3/11/2021 11:01 PM

21 97502 3/11/2021 10:47 PM

22 97501 3/11/2021 9:49 PM

23 97504 3/11/2021 9:01 PM

24 97501 3/11/2021 8:28 PM

25 97501 3/11/2021 7:08 PM

26 97502 3/11/2021 6:50 PM

27 97524 3/11/2021 6:46 PM

28 97502 3/11/2021 5:58 PM

29 97504 3/11/2021 4:22 PM

30 97504 3/11/2021 4:20 PM

31 97504 3/11/2021 3:50 PM

32 97501 3/11/2021 3:22 PM

33 97530 3/11/2021 2:59 PM

34 97501 3/11/2021 2:35 PM

35 97501 3/11/2021 2:11 PM

36 97502 3/11/2021 2:07 PM

37 97501 3/11/2021 1:34 PM
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38 97539 3/11/2021 1:18 PM

39 97539 3/11/2021 12:51 PM

40 97504 3/11/2021 12:44 PM

41 97504 3/11/2021 12:42 PM

42 97503 3/11/2021 12:39 PM

43 97524 3/11/2021 12:30 PM

44 97502 3/11/2021 12:26 PM

45 97504 3/11/2021 12:15 PM

46 97524 3/11/2021 12:11 PM

47 97501 3/11/2021 12:02 PM

48 97504 3/11/2021 11:45 AM

49 97504 3/11/2021 11:29 AM

50 97504 3/11/2021 10:59 AM

51 97504 3/11/2021 10:53 AM

52 97504 3/11/2021 10:50 AM

53 97504 3/11/2021 10:49 AM

54 97504 3/11/2021 10:28 AM

55 97504 3/11/2021 10:00 AM

56 97504 3/11/2021 9:54 AM

57 97229 3/11/2021 9:46 AM

58 97504 3/11/2021 9:44 AM

59 97504 3/11/2021 9:42 AM

60 97501 3/11/2021 9:37 AM

61 97501 3/11/2021 9:34 AM

62 97504 3/11/2021 9:15 AM

63 97502 3/11/2021 9:10 AM

64 97501 3/11/2021 8:48 AM

65 97503 3/11/2021 8:46 AM

66 97530 3/11/2021 8:44 AM

67 97540 3/11/2021 8:41 AM

68 97504 3/11/2021 8:28 AM

69 97501 3/11/2021 8:21 AM

70 94541 3/11/2021 8:16 AM

71 97504 3/11/2021 8:14 AM

72 97504 3/11/2021 8:07 AM

73 97504 3/11/2021 7:38 AM

74 97504 3/11/2021 7:29 AM

75 97504 3/11/2021 7:15 AM
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76 97501 3/11/2021 7:09 AM

77 97504 3/11/2021 7:03 AM

78 97501 3/11/2021 7:02 AM

79 97504 3/11/2021 6:52 AM

80 97504 3/11/2021 6:49 AM

81 97501 3/11/2021 6:32 AM

82 97504 3/11/2021 6:04 AM

83 97501 3/11/2021 6:00 AM

84 97502 3/11/2021 5:37 AM

85 97504 3/11/2021 5:28 AM

86 97502 3/11/2021 2:48 AM

87 97504 3/11/2021 1:14 AM

88 97520 3/11/2021 12:47 AM

89 97501 3/11/2021 12:21 AM

90 97504 3/10/2021 11:43 PM

91 97504 3/10/2021 11:16 PM

92 97501 3/10/2021 10:07 PM

93 97540 3/10/2021 9:50 PM

94 97487 3/10/2021 9:15 PM

95 97504 3/10/2021 9:06 PM

96 97502 3/10/2021 9:04 PM

97 97504 3/10/2021 9:02 PM

98 97520 3/10/2021 8:54 PM

99 97504 3/10/2021 8:54 PM

100 97501 3/10/2021 8:50 PM

101 97504 3/10/2021 8:47 PM

102 97501 3/10/2021 8:36 PM

103 97501 3/10/2021 8:31 PM

104 97501 3/10/2021 8:19 PM

105 97504 3/10/2021 8:13 PM

106 97502 3/10/2021 8:08 PM

107 97504 3/10/2021 7:26 PM

108 97524 3/10/2021 7:22 PM

109 97504 3/10/2021 7:17 PM

110 97504 3/10/2021 7:11 PM

111 97501 3/10/2021 6:59 PM

112 97524 3/10/2021 6:46 PM

113 97504 3/10/2021 6:42 PM
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114 97524 3/10/2021 6:12 PM

115 97504 3/10/2021 6:10 PM

116 97504 3/10/2021 5:43 PM

117 97520 3/10/2021 5:34 PM

118 97501 3/10/2021 5:23 PM

119 97501 3/10/2021 5:21 PM

120 97504 3/10/2021 5:12 PM

121 97502 3/10/2021 5:10 PM

122 97501 3/10/2021 5:01 PM

123 97501 3/10/2021 4:27 PM

124 97501 3/10/2021 4:22 PM

125 97504 3/10/2021 4:14 PM

126 97520 3/10/2021 4:10 PM

127 97535 3/10/2021 3:57 PM

128 97504 3/10/2021 3:30 PM

129 97520 3/10/2021 3:02 PM

130 97504 3/10/2021 2:57 PM

131 97520 3/10/2021 2:54 PM

132 97504 3/10/2021 2:48 PM

133 97504 3/10/2021 2:46 PM

134 97501 3/10/2021 2:46 PM

135 97503 3/10/2021 2:42 PM

136 97520 3/10/2021 2:33 PM

137 97501 3/10/2021 2:27 PM

138 97504 3/10/2021 2:18 PM

139 97501 3/10/2021 2:16 PM

140 97504 3/10/2021 2:13 PM

141 97525 3/10/2021 2:11 PM

142 97530 3/10/2021 2:10 PM

143 97504 3/10/2021 2:08 PM

144 97502 3/10/2021 2:06 PM

145 97501 3/10/2021 2:02 PM

146 97504 3/10/2021 1:59 PM

147 97520 3/10/2021 1:57 PM

148 97501 3/10/2021 1:47 PM

149 97527 3/10/2021 1:32 PM

150 97530 3/10/2021 1:29 PM

151 97502 3/10/2021 1:22 PM
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152 97501 3/10/2021 1:20 PM

153 97501 3/10/2021 1:11 PM

154 97504 3/10/2021 1:04 PM

155 97530 3/10/2021 1:02 PM

156 97539 3/10/2021 12:55 PM

157 97520 3/10/2021 12:50 PM

158 97504 3/10/2021 12:47 PM

159 97537 3/10/2021 12:45 PM

160 97520 3/10/2021 12:37 PM

161 97501 3/10/2021 12:32 PM

162 97504 3/10/2021 12:16 PM

163 97504 3/10/2021 12:01 PM

164 97526 3/10/2021 11:50 AM

165 97504 3/10/2021 11:50 AM

166 97502 3/10/2021 11:30 AM

167 97502 3/10/2021 10:53 AM

168 97540 3/10/2021 10:51 AM

169 97501 3/10/2021 10:46 AM

170 97527 3/10/2021 10:32 AM

171 97503 3/10/2021 10:30 AM

172 97501 3/10/2021 10:24 AM

173 97501 3/10/2021 10:08 AM

174 97502 3/10/2021 10:02 AM

175 97502 3/10/2021 10:02 AM

176 97502 3/10/2021 9:45 AM

177 97501 3/10/2021 9:44 AM

178 97502 3/10/2021 9:40 AM

179 97501 3/10/2021 9:33 AM

180 97504 3/10/2021 9:19 AM

181 97501 3/10/2021 9:11 AM

182 97504 3/10/2021 9:03 AM

183 97501 3/10/2021 8:16 AM

184 97501 3/10/2021 8:04 AM

185 97501 3/10/2021 7:59 AM

186 97501 3/10/2021 7:33 AM

187 97504 3/10/2021 7:27 AM

188 97541 3/10/2021 7:25 AM

189 97504 3/10/2021 7:11 AM
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190 97537 3/10/2021 7:04 AM

191 97504 3/10/2021 6:56 AM

192 97501 3/10/2021 6:53 AM

193 97504 3/10/2021 6:12 AM

194 97504 3/10/2021 5:25 AM

195 97537 3/10/2021 5:16 AM

196 97504 3/10/2021 5:15 AM

197 97520 3/10/2021 4:58 AM

198 97524 3/10/2021 4:47 AM

199 97527 3/10/2021 4:46 AM

200 97535 3/10/2021 4:08 AM

201 97501 3/10/2021 1:12 AM

202 97501 3/10/2021 1:08 AM

203 97540 3/10/2021 12:07 AM

204 97501-8715 3/9/2021 11:23 PM

205 97502 3/9/2021 11:23 PM

206 97540 3/9/2021 11:07 PM

207 97501 3/9/2021 10:53 PM

208 97504 3/9/2021 10:41 PM

209 97501 3/9/2021 10:40 PM

210 97501 3/9/2021 10:27 PM

211 97501 3/9/2021 10:23 PM

212 97501 3/9/2021 10:22 PM

213 97504 3/9/2021 10:18 PM

214 97530 3/9/2021 10:18 PM

215 97502 3/9/2021 10:15 PM

216 97501 3/9/2021 10:07 PM

217 97501 3/9/2021 10:03 PM

218 97504 3/9/2021 9:53 PM

219 97504 3/9/2021 9:45 PM

220 97504 3/9/2021 9:40 PM

221 97504 3/9/2021 9:31 PM

222 97502 3/9/2021 9:27 PM

223 97504 3/9/2021 9:22 PM

224 97504 3/9/2021 9:22 PM

225 97501 3/9/2021 9:18 PM

226 97504 3/9/2021 9:18 PM

227 97504 3/9/2021 9:11 PM
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228 97504 3/9/2021 9:09 PM

229 97501 3/9/2021 9:08 PM

230 97502 3/9/2021 9:08 PM

231 97501 3/9/2021 9:06 PM

232 97520 3/9/2021 9:05 PM

233 97504 3/9/2021 9:04 PM

234 97501 3/9/2021 8:55 PM

235 97504 3/9/2021 8:49 PM

236 97501 3/9/2021 8:49 PM

237 97504 3/9/2021 8:48 PM

238 97501 3/9/2021 8:39 PM

239 97504 3/9/2021 8:33 PM

240 97504 3/9/2021 8:22 PM

241 97504 3/9/2021 8:18 PM

242 97501 3/9/2021 8:16 PM

243 97504 3/9/2021 8:13 PM

244 97504 3/9/2021 8:07 PM

245 97501 3/9/2021 8:02 PM

246 97501 3/9/2021 7:56 PM

247 97503 3/9/2021 7:52 PM

248 97502 3/9/2021 7:44 PM

249 97504 3/9/2021 7:40 PM

250 97504 3/9/2021 7:35 PM

251 97502 3/9/2021 7:35 PM

252 97501 3/9/2021 7:34 PM

253 97467 3/9/2021 7:33 PM

254 97501 3/9/2021 7:32 PM

255 97501 3/9/2021 7:28 PM

256 97535 3/9/2021 7:24 PM

257 97504 3/9/2021 7:23 PM

258 97501 3/9/2021 7:20 PM

259 97504 3/9/2021 7:18 PM

260 97525 3/9/2021 7:18 PM

261 97501 3/9/2021 7:15 PM

262 97502 3/9/2021 7:14 PM

263 97539 3/9/2021 7:09 PM

264 97603 3/9/2021 7:07 PM

265 97504 3/9/2021 7:00 PM
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266 97501 3/9/2021 6:55 PM

267 97504 3/9/2021 6:55 PM

268 97526 3/9/2021 6:54 PM

269 97504 3/9/2021 5:06 PM

270 97520 3/9/2021 4:46 PM

271 97501 3/9/2021 3:54 PM

272 97501 3/9/2021 3:31 PM

273 97501 3/9/2021 3:17 PM

274 97502 3/9/2021 2:44 PM

275 97502 3/9/2021 2:41 PM

276 97501 3/9/2021 2:27 PM

277 97504 3/9/2021 2:13 PM

278 97540 3/9/2021 2:12 PM

279 97501 3/9/2021 2:00 PM

280 97502 3/9/2021 1:37 PM

281 97504 3/9/2021 1:37 PM

282 97504 3/9/2021 1:37 PM

283 97504 3/9/2021 1:25 PM

284 97502 3/9/2021 1:17 PM

285 97535 3/9/2021 12:57 PM

286 97501 3/9/2021 12:56 PM

287 97537 3/9/2021 12:52 PM

288 97524 3/9/2021 12:51 PM

289 97501 3/9/2021 12:34 PM

290 97540 3/9/2021 12:05 PM

291 97504 3/9/2021 11:52 AM

292 97501 3/9/2021 11:49 AM

293 f 3/9/2021 11:38 AM

294 97520 3/9/2021 11:09 AM

295 97504 3/9/2021 10:37 AM

296 97501 3/9/2021 10:22 AM

297 97502 3/9/2021 10:17 AM

298 97501 3/9/2021 9:44 AM

299 97501 3/9/2021 9:27 AM

300 97504 3/9/2021 9:23 AM

301 97501 3/9/2021 9:10 AM

302 97501 3/9/2021 8:52 AM

303 97501 3/9/2021 6:37 AM
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304 97530 3/9/2021 5:29 AM

305 97524 3/9/2021 4:50 AM

306 97524 3/8/2021 10:15 PM

307 97502 3/8/2021 9:40 PM

308 97123 3/8/2021 8:37 PM

309 97524 3/8/2021 8:32 PM

310 97524 3/8/2021 8:03 PM

311 97502 3/8/2021 5:48 PM

312 97502 3/8/2021 5:41 PM

313 97530 3/8/2021 4:43 PM

314 97501 3/8/2021 4:43 PM

315 97501 3/8/2021 3:47 PM

316 97524 3/8/2021 2:17 PM

317 97501 3/8/2021 2:16 PM

318 97501 3/8/2021 1:45 PM

319 97524 3/8/2021 1:32 PM

320 97520 3/8/2021 1:14 PM

321 97501 3/8/2021 12:46 PM

322 97501 3/8/2021 12:30 PM

323 97504 3/8/2021 12:28 PM

324 97540 3/8/2021 11:47 AM

325 97504 3/8/2021 11:45 AM

326 97415 3/8/2021 11:44 AM

327 97504 3/8/2021 11:39 AM

328 97504 3/8/2021 11:37 AM

329 97504 3/8/2021 11:28 AM

330 97501 3/8/2021 11:25 AM

331 97504 3/8/2021 11:23 AM

332 97504 3/8/2021 11:14 AM

333 97504 3/8/2021 11:06 AM

334 97504 3/8/2021 11:03 AM

335 97502 3/8/2021 10:55 AM

336 97520 3/8/2021 10:50 AM

337 97504 3/8/2021 10:39 AM

338 97541 3/8/2021 10:29 AM

339 97504 3/8/2021 10:10 AM

340 97504 3/8/2021 9:26 AM

341 97502 3/8/2021 12:07 AM
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342 97530 3/7/2021 9:26 PM

343 97504 3/7/2021 7:28 PM

344 97504 3/7/2021 11:42 AM

345 97504 3/7/2021 11:35 AM

346 95441 3/7/2021 9:01 AM

347 97504 3/7/2021 8:12 AM

348 77449 3/7/2021 5:40 AM

349 97501 3/7/2021 2:52 AM

350 97504 3/6/2021 9:51 PM

351 97504 3/6/2021 8:44 PM

352 97504 3/6/2021 6:19 PM

353 97504 3/6/2021 2:50 PM

354 97504 3/6/2021 2:31 PM

355 97504 3/6/2021 12:33 PM

356 97504 3/6/2021 7:19 AM

357 97530 3/6/2021 6:38 AM

358 97501 3/5/2021 8:16 PM

359 97501 3/5/2021 7:34 PM

360 97502 3/5/2021 7:08 PM

361 97501 3/5/2021 7:08 PM

362 97502 3/5/2021 6:44 PM

363 97504 3/5/2021 6:25 PM

364 97504 3/5/2021 5:41 PM

365 97501 3/5/2021 5:31 PM

366 97504 3/5/2021 5:12 PM

367 97502 3/5/2021 3:59 PM

368 97501 3/5/2021 3:23 PM

369 97540 3/5/2021 2:47 PM

370 97504 3/5/2021 2:46 PM

371 97504 3/5/2021 2:45 PM

372 97504 3/5/2021 2:41 PM

373 97530 3/5/2021 2:31 PM

374 97526 3/5/2021 2:30 PM

375 97502 3/5/2021 2:18 PM

376 97501 3/5/2021 2:13 PM

377 97501 3/5/2021 2:11 PM

378 97504 3/5/2021 2:03 PM

379 97502 3/5/2021 1:36 PM
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380 97501 3/5/2021 1:28 PM

381 97504 3/5/2021 12:26 PM

382 97504 3/5/2021 12:18 PM

383 97504 3/5/2021 12:08 PM

384 97504 3/5/2021 11:01 AM

385 97501 3/5/2021 10:44 AM

386 97501 3/5/2021 10:42 AM

387 97525 3/5/2021 10:03 AM

388 97504 3/5/2021 9:35 AM

389 97504 3/5/2021 9:30 AM

390 97526 3/5/2021 8:58 AM

391 97504 3/5/2021 8:38 AM

392 97501 3/5/2021 8:18 AM

393 97504 3/5/2021 7:57 AM

394 97504 3/5/2021 7:40 AM

395 97501 3/5/2021 7:37 AM

396 97504 3/5/2021 7:26 AM

397 97504 3/5/2021 7:21 AM

398 97501 3/5/2021 6:54 AM

399 97504 3/5/2021 5:44 AM

400 97504 3/5/2021 12:04 AM

401 97501 3/4/2021 11:29 PM

402 97501 3/4/2021 10:43 PM

403 97504 3/4/2021 10:01 PM

404 97501 3/4/2021 9:21 PM

405 97501 3/4/2021 8:59 PM

406 97504 3/4/2021 8:32 PM

407 97501 3/4/2021 8:27 PM

408 97501 3/4/2021 8:16 PM

409 97504 3/4/2021 8:15 PM

410 97502 3/4/2021 8:12 PM

411 97504 3/4/2021 8:03 PM

412 97501 3/4/2021 8:00 PM

413 97501 3/4/2021 7:51 PM

414 97504 3/4/2021 7:14 PM

415 97502 3/4/2021 5:35 PM

416 97504 3/4/2021 5:25 PM

417 97504 3/4/2021 3:26 PM
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418 0 3/4/2021 3:14 PM

419 97530 3/4/2021 1:34 PM

420 97504 3/4/2021 1:26 PM

421 97504 3/4/2021 12:13 PM

422 97502 3/4/2021 11:39 AM

423 97532 3/4/2021 11:31 AM

424 97501 3/4/2021 11:01 AM

425 97501 3/4/2021 10:31 AM

426 97504 3/4/2021 10:01 AM

427 76102 3/4/2021 10:00 AM

428 97504 3/4/2021 9:00 AM

429 97504 3/4/2021 8:56 AM

430 97504 3/4/2021 7:52 AM

431 97504 3/4/2021 7:50 AM

432 97501 3/4/2021 7:29 AM

433 97524 3/4/2021 7:17 AM

434 97504 3/4/2021 7:13 AM

435 97504 3/4/2021 7:00 AM

436 97504 3/4/2021 6:59 AM

437 97504 3/4/2021 6:45 AM

438 97504 3/4/2021 12:04 AM

439 97540 3/3/2021 11:21 PM

440 97504 3/3/2021 10:19 PM

441 97504 3/3/2021 9:25 PM

442 97504 3/3/2021 9:11 PM

443 97501 3/3/2021 9:07 PM

444 97530 3/3/2021 9:03 PM

445 97504 3/3/2021 8:53 PM

446 97504 3/3/2021 8:49 PM

447 97501 3/3/2021 8:44 PM

448 97504 3/3/2021 8:42 PM

449 97504 3/3/2021 8:12 PM

450 97504 3/3/2021 8:03 PM

451 97504 3/3/2021 7:45 PM

452 97501 3/3/2021 7:43 PM

453 97504 3/3/2021 7:28 PM

454 97504 3/3/2021 7:23 PM

455 97504 3/3/2021 7:09 PM
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456 97504 3/3/2021 7:07 PM

457 97504 3/3/2021 7:06 PM

458 97501 3/3/2021 6:59 PM

459 97504 3/3/2021 6:55 PM

460 97502 3/3/2021 6:50 PM

461 97501 3/3/2021 6:49 PM

462 97504 3/3/2021 6:48 PM

463 97501 3/3/2021 6:46 PM

464 97504 3/3/2021 6:45 PM

465 97504 3/3/2021 6:39 PM

466 97470 3/3/2021 6:28 PM

467 97501 3/3/2021 6:23 PM

468 97504 3/3/2021 6:20 PM

469 97501 3/3/2021 6:15 PM

470 97504 3/3/2021 6:10 PM

471 97504 3/3/2021 5:54 PM

472 97501 3/3/2021 5:54 PM

473 97501 3/3/2021 5:53 PM

474 97524 3/3/2021 5:53 PM

475 97504 3/3/2021 5:52 PM

476 97504 3/3/2021 5:50 PM

477 95358 3/3/2021 5:43 PM

478 97520 3/3/2021 5:39 PM

479 97520 3/3/2021 5:37 PM

480 97502 3/3/2021 5:36 PM

481 97504 3/3/2021 5:25 PM

482 97504 3/3/2021 4:45 PM

483 97504 3/3/2021 4:30 PM

484 97503 3/3/2021 4:25 PM

485 97504 3/3/2021 4:22 PM

486 97504 3/3/2021 3:57 PM

487 97502 3/3/2021 3:44 PM

488 97504 3/3/2021 3:32 PM

489 97504 3/3/2021 11:15 AM

490 97504 3/3/2021 11:07 AM

491 97502 3/2/2021 10:03 PM

492 97502 3/2/2021 9:58 PM

493 97504 3/2/2021 2:36 PM
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494 97504 3/2/2021 12:04 PM

495 97504 3/2/2021 11:05 AM

496 97504 3/2/2021 8:54 AM

497 97526 3/2/2021 8:08 AM

498 97504 3/2/2021 6:44 AM

499 97501 3/1/2021 6:57 PM

500 97530 3/1/2021 4:36 PM

501 97501 3/1/2021 1:14 PM

502 97501 3/1/2021 10:59 AM

503 97503 3/1/2021 10:11 AM

504 97504 3/1/2021 9:34 AM

505 97501 3/1/2021 8:49 AM

506 97504 3/1/2021 8:46 AM

507 97504 3/1/2021 8:23 AM

508 97504 3/1/2021 8:19 AM

509 97501 3/1/2021 6:04 AM

510 97530 2/28/2021 7:41 PM

511 97504 2/28/2021 6:32 PM

512 97504 2/28/2021 6:14 PM

513 97501 2/28/2021 2:28 PM

514 97504 2/28/2021 1:03 PM

515 97504 2/28/2021 12:59 PM

516 97501 2/28/2021 11:45 AM

517 97524 2/28/2021 8:58 AM

518 97504 2/27/2021 7:35 PM

519 97504 2/27/2021 3:54 PM

520 97530 2/27/2021 2:21 PM

521 97504 2/27/2021 11:48 AM

522 97501 2/27/2021 10:41 AM

523 97501 2/27/2021 8:49 AM

524 97501 2/27/2021 8:41 AM

525 97524 2/27/2021 7:58 AM

526 97504 2/27/2021 6:25 AM

527 97504 2/26/2021 9:51 PM

528 97504 2/26/2021 8:50 PM

529 97530 2/26/2021 7:34 PM

530 97504 2/26/2021 7:32 PM

531 97504 2/26/2021 7:11 PM
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532 97504 2/26/2021 7:11 PM

533 97501 2/26/2021 6:02 PM

534 97504 2/26/2021 5:52 PM

535 97504 2/26/2021 4:38 PM

536 97501 2/26/2021 4:33 PM

537 97504 2/26/2021 4:27 PM

538 97504 2/26/2021 4:23 PM

539 97504 2/26/2021 4:10 PM

540 97504 2/26/2021 4:02 PM

541 97502 2/26/2021 3:38 PM

542 97504 2/26/2021 2:20 PM

543 97504 2/26/2021 2:14 PM

544 97501 2/26/2021 12:29 PM

545 97504 2/26/2021 12:04 PM

546 97501 2/26/2021 10:50 AM

547 97504 2/26/2021 10:43 AM

548 97501 2/26/2021 10:24 AM

549 97502 2/26/2021 9:34 AM

550 97504 2/26/2021 9:28 AM

551 97504 2/26/2021 9:22 AM

552 97537 2/26/2021 8:59 AM

553 97502 2/26/2021 8:57 AM

554 97504 2/26/2021 8:38 AM

555 97504 2/26/2021 8:29 AM

556 97530 2/26/2021 8:26 AM

557 97504 2/26/2021 8:09 AM

558 97504 2/26/2021 7:53 AM

559 97504 2/25/2021 9:22 PM

560 97504 2/25/2021 7:55 PM

561 97504 2/25/2021 7:42 PM

562 97520 2/25/2021 6:42 PM

563 97502 2/25/2021 6:10 PM

564 97504 2/25/2021 5:55 PM

565 97504 2/25/2021 5:13 PM

566 97502 2/25/2021 4:57 PM

567 97504 2/25/2021 4:42 PM

568 97502 2/25/2021 9:48 AM

569 97524 2/24/2021 8:40 PM
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570 97504 2/24/2021 2:37 PM

571 97501 2/24/2021 2:11 PM

572 97504 2/23/2021 9:06 PM

573 97502 2/23/2021 6:24 PM

574 97504 2/22/2021 9:35 AM

575 97504 2/20/2021 3:10 PM

576 97501 2/18/2021 6:21 AM

577 97504 2/17/2021 9:12 PM

578 97504 2/17/2021 12:37 PM
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2.08% 12

11.76% 68

11.25% 65

18.69% 108

56.23% 325

Q3 How long have you been part of Medford? (Select one)
Answered: 578 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 578

Less than 1
year

1 – 5 years

6 – 10 years

11 – 20 years

More than 20
years

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Less than 1 year

1 – 5 years

6 – 10 years

11 – 20 years

More than 20 years
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Q4 What do you value most about Medford? Why?
Answered: 578 Skipped: 0
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Shopping 3/12/2021 10:35 PM

2 Safety. This beautiful city is only a pretty picture unless it is safe to live in, walk outdoors and
raise children!

3/12/2021 5:22 PM

3 Big city like benefits (airport, hospital, etc.) with a small town feel 3/12/2021 3:53 PM

4 The size and the surrounding nature...not too big, not too small, lots of nature to be in! 3/12/2021 3:01 PM

5 The beautiful outdoors 3/12/2021 2:20 PM

6 Small town feel & how much the Christian community steps up to help our community 3/12/2021 1:28 PM

7 It is convenient for shopping and medical care to where I live. 3/12/2021 11:13 AM

8 A lot of things to do in town 3/12/2021 10:54 AM

9 Beautiful with urban and rural amenities 3/12/2021 10:07 AM

10 The history 3/12/2021 8:56 AM

11 Work 3/12/2021 7:08 AM

12 The platform to offer goods and services that a smaller region cannot. 3/12/2021 7:08 AM

13 Weather, conservative values 3/12/2021 6:29 AM

14 Not sure; sad I cannot think of anything 3/12/2021 5:57 AM

15 I love how almost everything is close by. 3/12/2021 5:31 AM

16 The medical and shopping and ease of getting around 3/12/2021 4:31 AM

17 That we have both farms, rivers, hiking as well as city life aspects. Very diverse. 3/12/2021 1:34 AM

18 How small but big the city is 3/12/2021 1:22 AM

19 Shopping, restaurants, both are bad in K Falls 3/11/2021 11:45 PM

20 Beauty, friendly community 3/11/2021 11:01 PM

21 Area it is in. Love Southern Oregon, and Medford is the hub. 3/11/2021 10:47 PM

22 The friendliness, and all the great parks 3/11/2021 9:49 PM

23 Its downtown character 3/11/2021 9:01 PM

24 Outdoor recreation 3/11/2021 8:28 PM

25 Friendly people! Why? Isn't that self-explantory? 3/11/2021 7:08 PM

26 Open spaces, parks and small-town feel. 3/11/2021 6:50 PM

27 Police ,medical services and stores. Police where I work are very Johnny on the spot when
something happens and it reassuring!

3/11/2021 6:46 PM

28 I value it's beauty and potential. It's a hub of Southern Oregon. 3/11/2021 5:58 PM

29 The beauty and outdoor recreation 3/11/2021 4:22 PM

30 nothing- it has no real value as of yet 3/11/2021 4:20 PM

31 Born and raised here 3/11/2021 3:50 PM

32 The fact that it is not a huge city but large enough to have everything you need for shopping,
dinning and entertainment.

3/11/2021 3:22 PM

33 available shopping 3/11/2021 2:59 PM

34 Shopping, parks, activities, medical services 3/11/2021 2:35 PM

35 Convenience 3/11/2021 2:11 PM
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36 Small town, with larger city conveniences 3/11/2021 2:07 PM

37 Family 3/11/2021 1:34 PM

38 recreation opportunities 3/11/2021 1:18 PM

39 The hard working citizens who care about the Valley 3/11/2021 12:51 PM

40 The beauty of the valley. 3/11/2021 12:44 PM

41 I enjoy the location, surrounded by wilderness, but many local amenities and mild weather. 3/11/2021 12:42 PM

42 Variety of shopping and medical. 3/11/2021 12:39 PM

43 Small community 3/11/2021 12:30 PM

44 Community 3/11/2021 12:26 PM

45 Proximity to outdoor activities and the coast. 3/11/2021 12:15 PM

46 Lots of places to shop 3/11/2021 12:11 PM

47 I value the diversity of opportunities and people we have within a relatively small community. 3/11/2021 12:02 PM

48 Open areas such as parks and ball field! 3/11/2021 11:45 AM

49 easy to get around in, good stores, friendly, used to be cleaner and safe, but not now 3/11/2021 11:29 AM

50 People 3/11/2021 10:59 AM

51 Supportive community and beautiful weather 3/11/2021 10:53 AM

52 It is beautiful, relatively safe, and has amazing people. 3/11/2021 10:50 AM

53 People 3/11/2021 10:49 AM

54 Small town feel 3/11/2021 10:28 AM

55 Citizen friendly 3/11/2021 10:00 AM

56 Affordable housing, proximity to my parents in Weed CA, convenient airport, proximity to great
hiking and outdoor adventures, four season weather

3/11/2021 9:54 AM

57 The active police department, including their communication with the public--truthful, honest,
transparent--I've seen it especially as they deal with our homeless--that they clear out areas
after they have given sufficient notice and done all they can to get people the services
available to them.

3/11/2021 9:46 AM

58 Surrounding beauty 3/11/2021 9:44 AM

59 Climate 3/11/2021 9:42 AM

60 The surrounding natural beauty 3/11/2021 9:37 AM

61 The small town feel with some larger community perks. I also love the historic feel of the town. 3/11/2021 9:34 AM

62 Four seasons 3/11/2021 9:15 AM

63 Small city that has everything you need. 3/11/2021 9:10 AM

64 Hard to say because Medford has its ups and downs. 3/11/2021 8:48 AM

65 It’s home 3/11/2021 8:46 AM

66 It's my hometown 3/11/2021 8:44 AM

67 Church membership , In this day and age it is the most important value we have. 3/11/2021 8:41 AM

68 I value the proximity to outdoor recreational opportunities and charming places to visit, such as
Ashland and Jacksonville. I love it that Medford is smallish, but not too small.

3/11/2021 8:28 AM

69 Ample businesses, access to health care and hospitals, good schools, and an international
airport.

3/11/2021 8:21 AM

70 Its beautiful mountains 3/11/2021 8:16 AM
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71 The convenience of grocery stores and other places being so close together, I can get all my
errands done pretty easily.

3/11/2021 8:14 AM

72 General feeling of safety. I can walk when it's dark and I don't have to worry about being
attacked. I can let my kids can play in the neighborhood.

3/11/2021 8:07 AM

73 Small town feel, lots of outdoor recreation, good education for kids, safe for families. 3/11/2021 7:38 AM

74 The people 3/11/2021 7:29 AM

75 Unsure 3/11/2021 7:15 AM

76 Still a secure city to raise my family, 3/11/2021 7:09 AM

77 A few decent restaurants, breweries, and cocktail bars. Close to outdoor recreation. Having
small businesses downtown to support our local entrepreneurs. Clean parks to walk dogs.
Close to Ashland and Jacksonville which have more variety of food options, shopping, and
wineries.

3/11/2021 7:03 AM

78 Everything you’d want is within a day trip 3/11/2021 7:02 AM

79 The community, it's where I developed friendships that are as close as family 3/11/2021 6:52 AM

80 Family lives here. 3/11/2021 6:49 AM

81 Location, options (shady cove to Jacksonville you Ashland) plethora to do 3/11/2021 6:32 AM

82 Community and fishing 3/11/2021 6:04 AM

83 Small town feel with all the amenities I need. 3/11/2021 6:00 AM

84 A sense of community, to know we are making a city that others want to live and visit 3/11/2021 5:37 AM

85 I love the small town feeling. 3/11/2021 5:28 AM

86 It has a small town feel but has every perk of a large city 3/11/2021 2:48 AM

87 I value Medford’s small town feel. We are growing extremely fast but I enjoy remembering our
roots

3/11/2021 1:14 AM

88 The variety of food options 3/11/2021 12:47 AM

89 Proximity to nature 3/11/2021 12:21 AM

90 It's my hometown, where I raised my kids. 3/10/2021 11:43 PM

91 Clean parks/walking paths, and local produce and businesses. 3/10/2021 11:16 PM

92 The options of shopping, dinning and things to do with the family 3/10/2021 10:07 PM

93 People 3/10/2021 9:50 PM

94 Family 3/10/2021 9:15 PM

95 The natural beauty of our area. 3/10/2021 9:06 PM

96 Easy acess 3/10/2021 9:04 PM

97 Community involvement. People genuinely care when you invest yourself time to know them.
We care about the health and growth of our city.

3/10/2021 9:02 PM

98 Shopping, access to resources, businesses and church 3/10/2021 8:54 PM

99 I’m honestly no sure any more...... 3/10/2021 8:54 PM

100 Location, number of shopping availability 3/10/2021 8:50 PM

101 Entertainment 3/10/2021 8:47 PM

102 Outdoor recreation 3/10/2021 8:36 PM

103 The weather. I love the seasons. 3/10/2021 8:31 PM

104 The natural area around it, the City is mediocre at best. 3/10/2021 8:19 PM
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105 Hometown feel in a bit larger community 3/10/2021 8:13 PM

106 Still feels like a small town even though it has grown so much 3/10/2021 8:08 PM

107 The shopping, friendly people..I've made some wonderful friends over the years. We moved to
Medford in 1964. OUR DAUGHTER GRADUATED FROM NORTH MEDFORD IN 1984.64

3/10/2021 7:26 PM

108 Family 3/10/2021 7:22 PM

109 Small town but not too small. 3/10/2021 7:17 PM

110 Small town feel, close to lots of outdoor opportunities 3/10/2021 7:11 PM

111 Store convenience 3/10/2021 6:59 PM

112 Shopping. Prefer outer limits 3/10/2021 6:46 PM

113 The potential 3/10/2021 6:42 PM

114 Available services 3/10/2021 6:12 PM

115 Diverse groups of people 3/10/2021 6:10 PM

116 Affordable 3/10/2021 5:43 PM

117 Malls and doctor 3/10/2021 5:34 PM

118 Small town feel and close to mountains, rivers and ocean. 3/10/2021 5:23 PM

119 Outside of Covid, there are always local activities happening where all are welcomed to attend 3/10/2021 5:21 PM

120 decent place to live. nothing to compare it to. 3/10/2021 5:12 PM

121 Shopping availability, restaurants 3/10/2021 5:10 PM

122 The nature and lack of pollution. There's a lot of outdoor things to do that you can't get in a big
city.

3/10/2021 5:01 PM

123 The people I have met here. 3/10/2021 4:27 PM

124 Affordable nice place to live. 3/10/2021 4:22 PM

125 I was born here 53 years ago. It’s my home. It was beautiful And I am hoping it can be that
way again

3/10/2021 4:14 PM

126 airport 3/10/2021 4:10 PM

127 Dining 3/10/2021 3:57 PM

128 Access to outdoors, also great local businesses including restaurants, distilleries, wineries, etc 3/10/2021 3:30 PM

129 shopping options 3/10/2021 3:02 PM

130 Individual freedoms and communy pride 3/10/2021 2:57 PM

131 shopping option 3/10/2021 2:54 PM

132 Diversity of community 3/10/2021 2:48 PM

133 The community, small businesses, great schools and parks. We live in a great old house with
fantastic neighbors.

3/10/2021 2:46 PM

134 I love the potential in Medford. There is easy access to so much to do in the area, a downtown
that with a little rejuvenation could be really special, a greenbelt with parks and paths, and lots
more.

3/10/2021 2:46 PM

135 That it is growing and adding modern establishments 3/10/2021 2:42 PM

136 The Arts 3/10/2021 2:33 PM

137 Small town vibe with bigger city conveniences 3/10/2021 2:27 PM

138 The sense of community and many experiences. We particularly like the parks and outdoor
festivals

3/10/2021 2:18 PM
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139 parks and trees 3/10/2021 2:16 PM

140 The parks and friendly people 3/10/2021 2:13 PM

141 services such as health, shopping and airport 3/10/2021 2:11 PM

142 entertainment options 3/10/2021 2:10 PM

143 Proximity to nature 3/10/2021 2:08 PM

144 I love the small town feel with access to everything we could need or want. It makes life
convenient and community oriented.

3/10/2021 2:06 PM

145 Community 3/10/2021 2:02 PM

146 Beauty of the Rogue Valley in general 3/10/2021 1:59 PM

147 Airport, mall, library 3/10/2021 1:57 PM

148 Closeness to the mountains. 3/10/2021 1:47 PM

149 I value the shopping centers and the Rogue Valley Mall because it's a great chance for me to
just hang out with my friends.

3/10/2021 1:32 PM

150 availability of goods, services and recreation 3/10/2021 1:29 PM

151 I live in Central Point. I value the small town feel of living there. I value Medford for having all
of the things I need from a larger town that is so close to where I live.

3/10/2021 1:22 PM

152 I genuinely can't think of anything 3/10/2021 1:20 PM

153 services 3/10/2021 1:11 PM

154 Parks 3/10/2021 1:04 PM

155 Shopping 3/10/2021 1:02 PM

156 The ability to walk to most things once you are downtown. 3/10/2021 12:55 PM

157 Shopping; because that is where all the stores are now. 3/10/2021 12:50 PM

158 Beautiful surroundings and proximity to beaches and mountains. 3/10/2021 12:47 PM

159 Great weather, good parks, lots of options for things to do with family 3/10/2021 12:45 PM

160 Goodwill Stores 3/10/2021 12:37 PM

161 the people I love who live here and the beautiful nature surrounding us 3/10/2021 12:32 PM

162 Businesses having available almost anything I need. 3/10/2021 12:16 PM

163 Nearby family 3/10/2021 12:01 PM

164 It has everything that you need shopping wise, and it is a great central location for more rural
towns in the area. It has a lot of green areas.

3/10/2021 11:50 AM

165 It is centrally located to mountains, rivers, lakes which allow for recreation of all kinds. There
are multiple opportunities for theater, musical performances both indoor and outdoor, as well as
many events featuring locally produced products in all forms.

3/10/2021 11:50 AM

166 My job keeps me here, if not I would leave 3/10/2021 11:30 AM

167 The community, activites, and nature. 3/10/2021 10:53 AM

168 Variety of stores 3/10/2021 10:51 AM

169 The diversity 3/10/2021 10:46 AM

170 People, no traffic, job opportunities 3/10/2021 10:32 AM

171 It use to be the friendliness and no fires not a lot to value no more it has gone to hell in a hand
basket to many California way has infiltrated us / please get back to the basics of live and let
live

3/10/2021 10:30 AM

172 the people 3/10/2021 10:24 AM
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173 the buss system and the different community help opportunities we have 3/10/2021 10:08 AM

174 Family centered values, and a community who supports small businesses and cares for each
other. Because this is the kind of place I want to raise my own kids.

3/10/2021 10:02 AM

175 Null 3/10/2021 10:02 AM

176 The diverse shopping/medical/work opportunities 3/10/2021 9:45 AM

177 I used to value how small and quiet Medford was, and the relatively low crime rate. That is no
longer the case, sadly, and so I currently value how convenient it is with the variety of
shopping choices we have and the extensive medical community that is here

3/10/2021 9:44 AM

178 Location and proximity to outdoor activities 3/10/2021 9:40 AM

179 Convenience of everything I need, recreation, shopping, activities, facilities etc. 3/10/2021 9:33 AM

180 We came here 32 years ago and created a wonderful life in a beautiful area with incredible
family and friends. Love the small town atmosphere yet we have everything available to us.

3/10/2021 9:19 AM

181 My community. We findings to cine together through the good and bad times to support each
other

3/10/2021 9:11 AM

182 the small town feel 3/10/2021 9:03 AM

183 Change. I enjoy seeing the growth and necessary updates. 3/10/2021 8:16 AM

184 Convenience 3/10/2021 8:04 AM

185 Has most of the important things I need to live 3/10/2021 7:59 AM

186 Beautiful mountains 3/10/2021 7:33 AM

187 Small city nice people services outdoor recreation 3/10/2021 7:27 AM

188 Medical facilities and shopping are good. Streets are clean without panhandling. No homeless
camps on city streets.

3/10/2021 7:25 AM

189 About 10 years ago we started investing in places like Kid to Kid, Kidzone and parks. This
made Medford a more attractive place for families...but then we completely dropped the ball
and now our cost of daycare is 3rd highest in the nation, housing costs have gone up 100,000
in 4 years which can be good but it is devastating for local families that live off of $15...and
$15 an hour is considered a good wage...but it's a starvation wage when all rent is $1500 a
month

3/10/2021 7:11 AM

190 All the retail stores and restaurants. Baseball fields. It used to have such a fun energetic
energy for family fun and night life. Disappointed when I lived there with the crime and moved
out to rogue river.

3/10/2021 7:04 AM

191 The accessibility to local outdoor activities. Lakes,hiking etc.. 3/10/2021 6:56 AM

192 For a small town it has everything you need. 3/10/2021 6:53 AM

193 I always feel safe and don’t worry about my kids walking to school or playing outside 3/10/2021 6:12 AM

194 Family friendly things to do. 3/10/2021 5:25 AM

195 Shopping. Best we have in the area. 3/10/2021 5:16 AM

196 Proximity to outdoors 3/10/2021 5:15 AM

197 Historic district. 3/10/2021 4:58 AM

198 The scenery. I grew up here. 3/10/2021 4:47 AM

199 Downtown, variety of bars, restaurants and entertainment 3/10/2021 4:46 AM

200 the variety of things that you can do 3/10/2021 4:08 AM

201 My family is here, and it’s easy to get to them quickly. 3/10/2021 1:12 AM

202 Access to a variety medical services. 3/10/2021 1:08 AM
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203 Entertainment/Restaurants because Talent has none. 3/10/2021 12:07 AM

204 The first responders. They are professional, helpful 3/9/2021 11:23 PM

205 Family/kid programs available 3/9/2021 11:23 PM

206 My birth area 3/9/2021 11:07 PM

207 Natural landscape around Medford. 3/9/2021 10:53 PM

208 Safe place to raise a family 3/9/2021 10:41 PM

209 Landscape, hiking trails, closeness to lakes and the coast, small town feel 3/9/2021 10:40 PM

210 Beautiful scenery and friendly people. 3/9/2021 10:27 PM

211 The community when it comes together 3/9/2021 10:23 PM

212 very little at the moment 3/9/2021 10:22 PM

213 The beauty, parks & schools. 3/9/2021 10:18 PM

214 It is a great place to raise young families 3/9/2021 10:18 PM

215 For me, Medford is where I have to go to get the services and products that I need. 3/9/2021 10:15 PM

216 The people are the nicest people on the planet. The area, and surrounding areas, are beautiful.
Natural wonders abound.

3/9/2021 10:07 PM

217 Size 3/9/2021 10:03 PM

218 The beauty of our area. All perfect four seasons and the pace of how the valley is growing. 3/9/2021 9:53 PM

219 The location and proximity to activities 3/9/2021 9:45 PM

220 Close outdoor activities wish downtown was cleaned up 3/9/2021 9:40 PM

221 Community 3/9/2021 9:31 PM

222 Lately the value of Medford has gone down alot 3/9/2021 9:27 PM

223 Less traffic than Portland 3/9/2021 9:22 PM

224 Used to be green spaces 3/9/2021 9:22 PM

225 Rural community and close proximity to outdoor activities; lakes, rivers, camping 3/9/2021 9:18 PM

226 Always hoping it will revitalize.... 3/9/2021 9:18 PM

227 The outdoor recreation in and around the Rogue Valley 3/9/2021 9:11 PM

228 Outdoorsie, tons of activities of all kinds close at hand 3/9/2021 9:09 PM

229 The location. I love that it is close to mountains, the coast, the city and the desert. 3/9/2021 9:08 PM

230 Small town feel with a lot of options 3/9/2021 9:08 PM

231 The climate and was a safe place to live. 3/9/2021 9:06 PM

232 My parents work for the city of Medford 3/9/2021 9:05 PM

233 The potential to be the most dynamic part of the Rogue Valley. 3/9/2021 9:04 PM

234 Generally safe and always beautiful landscape. 3/9/2021 8:55 PM

235 Livability. Recreation nearby & small town closeness. 3/9/2021 8:49 PM

236 Safe, mid-size town in a beautiful valley. Was a good place to grow up and now raising my
family here.

3/9/2021 8:49 PM

237 Convenient to outdoor beauty 3/9/2021 8:48 PM

238 Still feels like a small town 3/9/2021 8:39 PM

239 Variety of Businesses 3/9/2021 8:33 PM
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240 Job 3/9/2021 8:22 PM

241 Not much anymore 3/9/2021 8:18 PM

242 I've lived in Jackson country my whole life, and for the past 12 years medford has been my
home.

3/9/2021 8:16 PM

243 Use to be a big fun city for Southern Oregon 3/9/2021 8:13 PM

244 Small town atmosphere. Climate. Close to many outdoor activities, sea shore, mountains,
rivers, etc Igt's a beautiful

3/9/2021 8:07 PM

245 the beauty of the valley ! started coming here in 1974 3/9/2021 8:02 PM

246 it's just my home. lately a lot of questionable acts leave me doubtful of it's value. 3/9/2021 7:56 PM

247 It's finally updating and becoming more modern 3/9/2021 7:52 PM

248 The people in the community. A lot of dedicated individuals being of service. 3/9/2021 7:44 PM

249 Outdoor activities, Wineries, Local Resturants 3/9/2021 7:40 PM

250 Safety- Fire, Police 3/9/2021 7:35 PM

251 Shopping 3/9/2021 7:35 PM

252 Our medical industry 3/9/2021 7:34 PM

253 The community of friends and people our business has brought together 3/9/2021 7:33 PM

254 view; no matter which way you look, the horizon is beautiful 3/9/2021 7:32 PM

255 The recreational opportunities 3/9/2021 7:28 PM

256 Shopping options 3/9/2021 7:24 PM

257 My family and friends I grew up with are here. Climate. 3/9/2021 7:23 PM

258 Opportunities that aren't present in the surrounding small towns 3/9/2021 7:20 PM

259 Community 3/9/2021 7:18 PM

260 I think it has the best medical care available. The best hospital, doctors, pediatricians, and
dentists. I used to love the parks too. I like the variety of food available and the farmer's
markets.

3/9/2021 7:18 PM

261 I used to feel safe. I no longer do. 3/9/2021 7:15 PM

262 Nothing 3/9/2021 7:14 PM

263 Medical Services , theater, restaurants 3/9/2021 7:09 PM

264 Family, friends, memories. 3/9/2021 7:07 PM

265 Livability 3/9/2021 7:00 PM

266 Small town feel, good community 3/9/2021 6:55 PM

267 The help that the local motels have done for the fire victims 3/9/2021 6:55 PM

268 Community and fun 3/9/2021 6:54 PM

269 Location 3/9/2021 5:06 PM

270 Closest city 3/9/2021 4:46 PM

271 Easy access to everything my family & I need 3/9/2021 3:54 PM

272 The mountains that are all around us 3/9/2021 3:31 PM

273 Small town feel is nice 3/9/2021 3:17 PM

274 used to be the small town caring feeling. 3/9/2021 2:44 PM

275 I was born here and it is what I know. I used to value the slower pace and kind neighborhoods, 3/9/2021 2:41 PM
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not so much anymore.

276 It is small enough to be connected with lots of people and groups, and to feel like I am not too
far removed from the community leaders and people making decisions

3/9/2021 2:27 PM

277 It’s a small community , close to the river and lakes 3/9/2021 2:13 PM

278 it's size, because it's a friendly place yet large enough to support business endeavors 3/9/2021 2:12 PM

279 Surrounded by beauty, nature. It's my home. 3/9/2021 2:00 PM

280 Small town feel and values 3/9/2021 1:37 PM

281 community feel, small town feel with bigger city opportunities 3/9/2021 1:37 PM

282 Employment proximity to NorCal 3/9/2021 1:37 PM

283 Small town feel, close to great outdoor recreation 3/9/2021 1:25 PM

284 Convenient location for all the things I need to do 3/9/2021 1:17 PM

285 Convenient friendly 3/9/2021 12:57 PM

286 Small town feel 3/9/2021 12:56 PM

287 Lot's of good shopping and services, great people. 3/9/2021 12:52 PM

288 Medford is the place of my birth-home. I raised my children in Medford schools. 3/9/2021 12:51 PM

289 The nature. 3/9/2021 12:34 PM

290 ? 3/9/2021 12:05 PM

291 Not much 3/9/2021 11:52 AM

292 I like that we have everything we need but still have a small town feel. 3/9/2021 11:49 AM

293 f 3/9/2021 11:38 AM

294 Accessibility 3/9/2021 11:09 AM

295 Small town vibe. 3/9/2021 10:37 AM

296 I value the sense of community. 3/9/2021 10:22 AM

297 Community 3/9/2021 10:17 AM

298 I was born and raised in Medford...Medford's value to me is that it is my heritage...it is and has
been my home.

3/9/2021 9:44 AM

299 unsure 3/9/2021 9:27 AM

300 Medford is a quiet and stable community, and the center of business activity for a wide area.
It's a surprisingly diverse community with folks from many other communities that have
chosen to spend their lives and efforts here.

3/9/2021 9:23 AM

301 The beauty 3/9/2021 9:10 AM

302 The location and recreational activities available. 3/9/2021 8:52 AM

303 I liked the small town feel that we used to have. As bad as the Almeda fire was it showed that
we still care about our neighbors and that was nice to see.

3/9/2021 6:37 AM

304 The climate and beauty. Opportunities for experiencing the arts (i.e. The Craterian), restaurants 3/9/2021 5:29 AM

305 It is a hub for shopping, entertainment and other conveniences 3/9/2021 4:50 AM

306 A safe space. Without safety, nobody would want to come for anything. 3/8/2021 10:15 PM

307 Police - They kindly get the job done in a friendly and respectful way 3/8/2021 9:40 PM

308 I love surrounding nature, beautiful mountains, and small town feel 3/8/2021 8:37 PM

309 Smaller community 3/8/2021 8:32 PM
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310 Friendly and helpful People, small businesses that meet my needs and desires 3/8/2021 8:03 PM

311 The surrounding beautiful lakes and mountains 3/8/2021 5:48 PM

312 shopping and dining experiences 3/8/2021 5:41 PM

313 Friendly people and gorgeous scenery 3/8/2021 4:43 PM

314 It's close to lakes, forests, the coast, has wonderful churches, awesome schools & it's a small
town.

3/8/2021 4:43 PM

315 Several good employers, making good products, providing good health care. 3/8/2021 3:47 PM

316 Small Clean town. 3/8/2021 2:17 PM

317 The surrounding mountains and some of the parks. The Medford Police and Fire fighters 3/8/2021 2:16 PM

318 Shopping 3/8/2021 1:45 PM

319 Caring for people in need! shopping, Air Transportation 3/8/2021 1:32 PM

320 Our Churches because they are the foundation of our youth and how the community interacts
with eachother.

3/8/2021 1:14 PM

321 My family is here 3/8/2021 12:46 PM

322 Small town feel with big town resources; especially for entertainment, health care, and
shopping

3/8/2021 12:30 PM

323 It's where we raised our children, serve in our community, work, and and live 3/8/2021 12:28 PM

324 Diversity and practical shopping 3/8/2021 11:47 AM

325 Friends and family who live here. The area in general is great for outdoor activities, four
seasons and close proximity to other areas such as Bend, the coast, etc.

3/8/2021 11:45 AM

326 Beauty and open spaces nearby. 3/8/2021 11:44 AM

327 It is where I grew up. It is close to the mountains and lakes. It used to be a very nice place to
live.

3/8/2021 11:39 AM

328 The beauty of the Rogue Valley in which it is situated. Because being surrounded by
mountains, lakes, rivers and rural agriculture enhances quality of life.

3/8/2021 11:37 AM

329 Small town with amenities 3/8/2021 11:28 AM

330 Small, friendly town-feel. Although it is getting much bigger now! 3/8/2021 11:25 AM

331 The seasons, mountain/valley situation, medical availability. 3/8/2021 11:23 AM

332 green space 3/8/2021 11:14 AM

333 Weather is amazing! 3/8/2021 11:06 AM

334 It is large in what it offers but still feels like a small community. 3/8/2021 11:03 AM

335 The community partners and working with them. 3/8/2021 10:55 AM

336 the commitment of people to engage and be honest whether they agree or not. 3/8/2021 10:50 AM

337 The in-depth participation of faith based people/organizations involved in coming alongside the
needy.

3/8/2021 10:39 AM

338 Business 3/8/2021 10:29 AM

339 community and recreation options 3/8/2021 10:10 AM

340 beauty, people, size, etc 3/8/2021 9:26 AM

341 The generosity of the people when others need assistance. 3/8/2021 12:07 AM

342 I value the areas of recreation, variety of grocery stores and shopping experiences as well as
having a Community College in Medford for continuing education.

3/7/2021 9:26 PM

343 out door recreation opportunities, small town atmosphere, easy to get around 3/7/2021 7:28 PM
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344 The sounding beauty, mountains, sunsets, hikes 3/7/2021 11:42 AM

345 Surrounding mountains are beautiful, sunsets and hikes 3/7/2021 11:35 AM

346 Parks and scenery 3/7/2021 9:01 AM

347 The nearby lakes & mountains & the weather 3/7/2021 8:12 AM

348 World cities because of good security 3/7/2021 5:40 AM

349 It’s not too small but not too big either. 3/7/2021 2:52 AM

350 Location (beauty) and community (library, organizations, etc.) 3/6/2021 9:51 PM

351 scenic hills 3/6/2021 8:44 PM

352 Being close to many outdoor activities because I love the outdoors. 3/6/2021 6:19 PM

353 Friendliness of people. Good seasons/weather. Country pacing. 3/6/2021 2:50 PM

354 My family is here 3/6/2021 2:31 PM

355 Small town feel with big town convenience 3/6/2021 12:33 PM

356 small town, community events, farmers markets, access to outdoor activities 3/6/2021 7:19 AM

357 Friendly people, large variety of shops & industries, abundance of trees 3/6/2021 6:38 AM

358 Family friendly & 4 mild seasons 3/5/2021 8:16 PM

359 The people 3/5/2021 7:34 PM

360 Everything feels close by. 3/5/2021 7:08 PM

361 Family roots here. I grew up in the area 3/5/2021 7:08 PM

362 The beauty, the small town feel, the easy access to lakes, rivers, mountains, and the ocean 3/5/2021 6:44 PM

363 Home prices, easy to get around the valley, parks 3/5/2021 6:25 PM

364 small town feel, everything is close still we have very high quality of care 3/5/2021 5:41 PM

365 Small town atmosphere. Less traffic (but taking away lanes doesn't help). Shorter commute. 3/5/2021 5:31 PM

366 small town vibe 3/5/2021 5:12 PM

367 Used to be a beautiful area to live. 3/5/2021 3:59 PM

368 still a great place to live 3/5/2021 3:23 PM

369 This city just works. It has a good vibe. The streets are in good condition and it has great
parks. The people are friendly. There is a lot of energy going into improving the downtown. I
think we are earnestly moving toward the cusp of cool.

3/5/2021 2:47 PM

370 Different options of services, the mom and pop shops, some cultural diversity 3/5/2021 2:46 PM

371 easy to get around by car, some nice parks, Roxy Ann, The Rrrink, the surrounding natural
area

3/5/2021 2:45 PM

372 the variety of weather, appreciate the airport and the ease of use 3/5/2021 2:41 PM

373 As the largest city in Southern Oregon, which also falls along a major interstate highway, I
value the importance the decisions made for Medford will have for the people who reside, work,
and travel through here. There are many

3/5/2021 2:31 PM

374 Police Department 3/5/2021 2:30 PM

375 Family/friends, work, outdoor recreation 3/5/2021 2:18 PM

376 Community, Education System 3/5/2021 2:13 PM

377 Of all places I have lived (Humboldt County, California, Lewiston, Idaho, Washington, Portland,
OR), the Rogue Valley is where I've experienced the most intimate relationship & presence of
the Holy Spirit

3/5/2021 2:11 PM
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378 location and size. It's beautiful here and we're close to outdoor activities. Commuting is easy,
quality of life is good.

3/5/2021 2:03 PM

379 Nothing. This used to be a town with values but those are now long gone. 3/5/2021 1:36 PM

380 It's friendly community makes it feel like home and that people care and it's geography. When
you love the outdoors and are teaching your kids to do the same it's nice to have sooo many
close options: rafting, hiking, camping, exploring, near the coast and the Redwoods, Crater
Lake...

3/5/2021 1:28 PM

381 Beautiful valley centered around mountains, ocean, rivers and outdoor activities. 3/5/2021 12:26 PM

382 Livability - Climate, cultural opportunities, location (halfway between Bay area and Portland
area, where our extended families are.

3/5/2021 12:18 PM

383 The community for their willingness to support local non-profits. 3/5/2021 12:08 PM

384 Small community 3/5/2021 11:01 AM

385 The outdoors and recreational opportunities 3/5/2021 10:44 AM

386 The most I value about Medford is because it is a community where one can find a little bit of
everything: entertaining, shopping places, and close to outdoors.

3/5/2021 10:42 AM

387 How caring and how many homeless services there are. 3/5/2021 10:03 AM

388 Location in the Rogue Valley & West Coast to easily access the natural beauty and bounty as
well as travel anywhere with ease.

3/5/2021 9:35 AM

389 Central location to many natural wonders 3/5/2021 9:30 AM

390 Small town feel but big enough to not run into ex's 3/5/2021 8:58 AM

391 Climate, scenery, shopping, restaurants, cleanliness 3/5/2021 8:38 AM

392 how the community comes together. Be cause it is important to help other peple. 3/5/2021 8:18 AM

393 I have deep vested roots this is my hometown 3/5/2021 7:57 AM

394 It used to be the close knit community, and the feeling of being safe. However now I don’t find
I feel those things in Medford at all

3/5/2021 7:40 AM

395 The growth and strength 3/5/2021 7:37 AM

396 The four seasons weather. 3/5/2021 7:26 AM

397 The residents because this is our city 3/5/2021 7:21 AM

398 Location 3/5/2021 6:54 AM

399 It can be the most pretty place I've lived (certain times of the year) 3/5/2021 5:44 AM

400 My family, friends, and Medford’s size and location, weather. Because it’s all good! 3/5/2021 12:04 AM

401 Close to many attractions and activities. 3/4/2021 11:29 PM

402 Life style, let a person feel very comfortable. 3/4/2021 10:43 PM

403 location, weather, services Medford is not a big city, and I appreciate that, as I do not do well
in larger cities

3/4/2021 10:01 PM

404 Location in the Pacific Northwest 3/4/2021 9:21 PM

405 I love the wineries and micro breweries. 3/4/2021 8:59 PM

406 year-round climate 3/4/2021 8:32 PM

407 Outdoor life/opportunity 3/4/2021 8:27 PM

408 Slower pace of life, lower crime then bigger areas, friendly people 3/4/2021 8:16 PM

409 Sprawling community and potential for positive grassroot community growth. 3/4/2021 8:15 PM

410 The small town feel reminds me of my home town in MI. 3/4/2021 8:12 PM
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411 The small town feel with the big town flair and I love how green this town is with all it's parks
and trees.

3/4/2021 8:03 PM

412 Culture - theater. Local shops and restaurants. 3/4/2021 8:00 PM

413 It's small town feel with all the major amenities. 3/4/2021 7:51 PM

414 Family 3/4/2021 7:14 PM

415 The community and recreation 3/4/2021 5:35 PM

416 Weather, people, Location (scenery), community feeling 3/4/2021 5:25 PM

417 The climate and hospitality from people 3/4/2021 3:26 PM

418 The sense of community and diversity 3/4/2021 3:14 PM

419 very friendly (small town familiarity) and until recently, very safe to walk around without
concerns. Before the hemp influx, loved the fresh air!!

3/4/2021 1:34 PM

420 Access to healthcare and shopping; family. 3/4/2021 1:26 PM

421 Weather and smaller population. 3/4/2021 12:13 PM

422 The hospitals the airport, the closeness to the coast or mountains. 3/4/2021 11:39 AM

423 Outside beauty 3/4/2021 11:31 AM

424 Convenience to amenities (airport, mall, church, grocery etc) 3/4/2021 11:01 AM

425 The diversity of thought and the civility of the people. 3/4/2021 10:31 AM

426 The small town charm 3/4/2021 10:01 AM

427 Hometown and family 3/4/2021 10:00 AM

428 Weather, ease of living 3/4/2021 9:00 AM

429 Climate 3/4/2021 8:56 AM

430 How close we are to the mountains, lakes, and rivers 3/4/2021 7:52 AM

431 Community, great people make a great city 3/4/2021 7:50 AM

432 It is willing to change. It is more inclusive now and is working on helping everyone. 3/4/2021 7:29 AM

433 Medical resources and opportunities for retirement living because of my age and anticipated
needs.

3/4/2021 7:17 AM

434 The location. I value this because the climate is mostly moderate and the terrain/surrounding
landscapes are aesthetically please but also have the potential to provide numerous
opportunities for outdoor recreation.

3/4/2021 7:13 AM

435 The small town feel (used to be not anymore) 3/4/2021 7:00 AM

436 Relationships 3/4/2021 6:59 AM

437 At this point, not much. 3/4/2021 6:45 AM

438 Affordable living 3/4/2021 12:04 AM

439 The options it gives me in friendships and shopping experiences. 3/3/2021 11:21 PM

440 The weather. You cannot beat it. I moved from WA and don’t think I could go back to living
there.

3/3/2021 10:19 PM

441 The parts of the city that don't have homeless encampments that almost burned down the
valley.

3/3/2021 9:25 PM

442 Access to outdoor activities, like Prescott Park 3/3/2021 9:11 PM

443 It might look gritty, but it’s got a lot going on beneath the surface. Also it’s central to all this
Rogue Valley goodness.

3/3/2021 9:07 PM

444 Shopping, services, Asante, Police Department 3/3/2021 9:03 PM
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445 My job 3/3/2021 8:53 PM

446 The mountains 3/3/2021 8:49 PM

447 The small town quality, which we are losing 3/3/2021 8:44 PM

448 Small town--not too much traffic or congestion. Accessibility to entertainment and close
proximity to great outdoor scenery and activities

3/3/2021 8:42 PM

449 How everything we need is right here in the Valley; peaceful, beautiful, I love living here 3/3/2021 8:12 PM

450 Small town feel with potential to grow 3/3/2021 8:03 PM

451 Small yet cultured and caring community 3/3/2021 7:45 PM

452 Small town 3/3/2021 7:43 PM

453 Culture - but I feel it is not it will be cancelled. 3/3/2021 7:28 PM

454 Small town feel, with larger town amenities. Beautiful Valley with a blend of homes and
agriculture, surrounded by mountains. Drawn here because of proximity to recreation, ocean,,
seasonal sports,, and until the last several years, affordability. seasonal activities sport

3/3/2021 7:23 PM

455 Friendly and caring 3/3/2021 7:09 PM

456 Friendly and caring 3/3/2021 7:07 PM

457 Weather and natural setting 3/3/2021 7:06 PM

458 It’s home. Best weather in the state. 3/3/2021 6:59 PM

459 Small town feel with lots of amenities and services. 3/3/2021 6:55 PM

460 The beautiful weather and mountains 3/3/2021 6:50 PM

461 it has a little bit of everything. 3/3/2021 6:49 PM

462 not California 3/3/2021 6:48 PM

463 It is big enough to not have to go outside of Medford for necessities, but small enough that it
doesn't feel huge.

3/3/2021 6:46 PM

464 Suburban lifestyle “small town” appeal 3/3/2021 6:45 PM

465 At this point? Nothing. 3/3/2021 6:39 PM

466 The sports history. Especially Medford Senior High. 3/3/2021 6:28 PM

467 The people. I love the small businesses and enterprising folks here. 3/3/2021 6:23 PM

468 Medical infrastructure. Restaurants. 3/3/2021 6:20 PM

469 The proximity to outdoor activities and scenery. 3/3/2021 6:15 PM

470 Friendly people 3/3/2021 6:10 PM

471 Outdoor recreation 3/3/2021 5:54 PM

472 Great home base to come back to 3/3/2021 5:54 PM

473 Smaller city with easy access to the wilds and everything a big city has 3/3/2021 5:53 PM

474 Restaurant 3/3/2021 5:53 PM

475 proximity to lakes, rivers, hiking trails, mountains. I am an outdoor enthusiast 3/3/2021 5:52 PM

476 Not a whole lot 3/3/2021 5:50 PM

477 Cleanliness, access to nature 3/3/2021 5:43 PM

478 Jobs, affordable housing, shopping, 3/3/2021 5:39 PM

479 community, beautiful scenery 3/3/2021 5:37 PM

480 The small town feeling but also the big city type feeling. The views are also beautiful. 3/3/2021 5:36 PM
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481 Weather. Enjoy 4 seasons, not very rainy. 3/3/2021 5:25 PM

482 easy access to medical facilities 3/3/2021 4:45 PM

483 Weather - more sunshine year round so I can be/play outside! 3/3/2021 4:30 PM

484 Being able to do anything because there is so much to do 3/3/2021 4:25 PM

485 Lack of traffic 3/3/2021 4:22 PM

486 Family lives in the Rogue Valley and the beautiful weather 3/3/2021 3:57 PM

487 Small town atmosphere. It’s easy to know and be known 3/3/2021 3:44 PM

488 I did value the beauty, recreation, community spirit and a great place to raise our family. Its
been difficult to feel that way because of the horrible homeless problem. All the money spent
is not taking care of the problem, housing first does not work. It seems like "Potterville."

3/3/2021 3:32 PM

489 The desire of the Christian community to make a positive impact on the wider community. 3/3/2021 11:15 AM

490 What the population believes in 3/3/2021 11:07 AM

491 Law and Order. The town was a safe place t 3/2/2021 10:03 PM

492 Community, being in a small town can lead to better communication. 3/2/2021 9:58 PM

493 The area 3/2/2021 2:36 PM

494 I love the hometown atmosphere. I know people where I shop, bank, recreate, etc.
Relationships are the key to any community, and I enjoy knowing people where in the city
where I do life.

3/2/2021 12:04 PM

495 The location to out door recreation. 3/2/2021 11:05 AM

496 Friendly people, mild climate. 3/2/2021 8:54 AM

497 I appreciate medford's commitment to growth. I like the ways it has been handled such as
beautifying down town and creating Pear Blossom Park.

3/2/2021 8:08 AM

498 Small town feel with big city aspirations. 3/2/2021 6:44 AM

499 Small town atmosphere; friendliness; amenities and services 3/1/2021 6:57 PM

500 I value the access to a variety of shopping and businesses, but also with low traffic and easy
access.

3/1/2021 4:36 PM

501 forethought....I like how medford things about the long term when planning. If we really artically
and creatively think about the futurea dn aesthetics we can make Medford better and better....I
good example of this is the commons. If nice to look at, its functional and draws in tourists
and locals alike. Here we have bear creek running through our city which would be an amazing
boardwalk but we dont use it and in many cases along the way it is ugly. It couls be like Bend
where they have utilized the river to create the Mill district.

3/1/2021 1:14 PM

502 Surrounding hills because they are a beautiful backdrop no matter where you are in town. 3/1/2021 10:59 AM

503 The central location from lakes,river, and camping. 3/1/2021 10:11 AM

504 good people, good families, great recreation, family oriented 3/1/2021 9:34 AM

505 Location, size, and amenities. Medford is located in an amazing part of the State and easy to
access other comunities, Medford is growing at a manageable pace, and it provides a range of
employment, educational, recreational and shopping needs.

3/1/2021 8:49 AM

506 The beautiful location 3/1/2021 8:46 AM

507 Outside recreation 3/1/2021 8:23 AM

508 The feeling of safety - it is diminishing through the homeless issue 3/1/2021 8:19 AM

509 I value you most that medford is home. big enough for a movie theatre, but small enough that
there isn't traffic.

3/1/2021 6:04 AM

510 Shopping, entertainment. I like having variety 2/28/2021 7:41 PM
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511 SMALL TOWN AND BEAUTY OF THE SURROUNDINGS 2/28/2021 6:32 PM

512 n/a 2/28/2021 6:14 PM

513 Small town 2/28/2021 2:28 PM

514 It's conservative values as they are rare in Oregon. 2/28/2021 1:03 PM

515 generally pleasant weather allows for a variety of activities 2/28/2021 12:59 PM

516 Just the right size 2/28/2021 11:45 AM

517 Access to shopping, medical, entertainment, restaurants, and more 2/28/2021 8:58 AM

518 Functional set of amenities and location to outdoor recreation. Small enough to not have large
city traffic/feel.

2/27/2021 7:35 PM

519 Small town feel with city-wide traditions 2/27/2021 3:54 PM

520 Hiking trails 2/27/2021 2:21 PM

521 Conservative, small town 2/27/2021 11:48 AM

522 work, and a few restaurant. 2/27/2021 10:41 AM

523 The trees, water, air, and weather foremost. The community and its inhabitants a very near
second

2/27/2021 8:49 AM

524 It's my home. 2/27/2021 8:41 AM

525 It's a beautiful area 2/27/2021 7:58 AM

526 Small community but large enough to offer conveniences, community who seeks to be diverse
but also respectful, nearness to outdoor activities

2/27/2021 6:25 AM

527 How close it is to Ashland, Jacksonville, and forests. 2/26/2021 9:51 PM

528 My Community; successful careers 2/26/2021 8:50 PM

529 Community. Small enough area to give a strong sense of commitment and support, but large
enough region to provide diverse interests and culture.

2/26/2021 7:34 PM

530 Access to convenient shopping and outdoors 2/26/2021 7:32 PM

531 quick and easy access to hiking, camping, fishing, climbing outside the city 2/26/2021 7:11 PM

532 Outdoor activities, Weather, low crime 2/26/2021 7:11 PM

533 The scenery 2/26/2021 6:02 PM

534 Scenery 2/26/2021 5:52 PM

535 best place to raise a family - little crime, great climate, friendly people 2/26/2021 4:38 PM

536 The geography, climate, and drinking water. There is no where better on the W. Coast with
those same attributes.

2/26/2021 4:33 PM

537 Medford has been a great place to raise a family 2/26/2021 4:27 PM

538 Outdoor recreation 2/26/2021 4:23 PM

539 small town atmosphere, low crime, good hospital and education facilities 2/26/2021 4:10 PM

540 I love the mountain views and big city features in a smaller town 2/26/2021 4:02 PM

541 The police department has always been professional and proactive in spite of politics 2/26/2021 3:38 PM

542 We are close to many outdoor activities. Ocean, Skiing, Lakes, Rivers. 2/26/2021 2:20 PM

543 Small town community feel and the people 2/26/2021 2:14 PM

544 Conservative politics for raising healthy families. Love the ability to do outdoor activities right
outside your door

2/26/2021 12:29 PM

545 Safety for families and avoiding becoming California-lite. I feel we are a good blend between 2/26/2021 12:04 PM
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big city and small city. Sometimes it feels like we're trying to imitate aspects of big California
places, but it only highlights what isn't in that style and makes everything feel out of place.

546 Size & proximity. Not too big, not too small. And close to lots of events, culture, shopping, &
out door recreation.

2/26/2021 10:50 AM

547 The wonderful, involved and dedicated people. I also appreciate the access to so many
outdoor activities.

2/26/2021 10:43 AM

548 Community. It is the relationships between people and dedication to each other that make a
place unique and important.

2/26/2021 10:24 AM

549 The businesses, parks and recreation, bike/walking pathways. I have a family and we work
and go to school in Medford. We are an active and involved family who utilize many of the
community amenities.

2/26/2021 9:34 AM

550 Hub of the valley 2/26/2021 9:28 AM

551 Small and big at the same time, I love the outdoor activities 2/26/2021 9:22 AM

552 Restaurants, Shopping, Parks 2/26/2021 8:59 AM

553 Restaurants 2/26/2021 8:57 AM

554 the rivers and lakes 2/26/2021 8:38 AM

555 Sunshine, vineyards, orchards, mountain views, accessibility/proximity to airport, shopping,
restaurants, hospitals.

2/26/2021 8:29 AM

556 Outdoor activities like performance venues, wineries, restaurants with outdoor seating and
inventive and delicious food/atmosphere. I like being able to spend a lot of time outdoors
enjoying concerts, dining, socializing in this great climate. I also enjoy the lack of hustle and
bustle of a big city.

2/26/2021 8:26 AM

557 Medford has potential to be a great place to live and work. 2/26/2021 8:09 AM

558 The access to nearby recreation, about an hour from the coast, snow and more 2/26/2021 7:53 AM

559 I value the opportunities the valley offers. A feeling of city and rural all at the same time. 2/25/2021 9:22 PM

560 Sense of community 2/25/2021 7:55 PM

561 The weather, friendliness of community members, the size of our city, the beauty, the freedom
to be an individual with my own beliefs.

2/25/2021 7:42 PM

562 Diversity of shopping, dining and the arts, along with reasonable prices. I also appreciate the
low-rise buildings which allow for views of the hills and lots of light.

2/25/2021 6:42 PM

563 The variety of nice restaurants and stores. It has much of what a larger city has but still is a
smal city.

2/25/2021 6:10 PM

564 Schools, sports, coffee & restaurants, physicians, police department, gyms, living in summer
field, weather & walking

2/25/2021 5:55 PM

565 Small town feel, wineries, great schools 2/25/2021 5:13 PM

566 I love that everything is close by and I have lots of friends in Medford. It feels like a
community.

2/25/2021 4:57 PM

567 Weather 2/25/2021 4:42 PM

568 Small town feel but can do anything you would want to do. 2/25/2021 9:48 AM

569 Climate, family is here, was a nice place to raise my kids, close to coast and mountains 2/24/2021 8:40 PM

570 The overall location and what it has to offer in the way of outdoor activities, cultural activities
and services available.

2/24/2021 2:37 PM

571 Beautiful 4 seasons - year round great outdoor scenes and activities. Local spirit and pride. 2/24/2021 2:11 PM

572 Ease of getting around, nothing is too far away, small town feel and sense of community 2/23/2021 9:06 PM

573 Its beauty and resources for activities, food, medical. 2/23/2021 6:24 PM
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574 It used to be the mild climate and beauty which has been ruined by the marijuana/hemp odor 2/22/2021 9:35 AM

575 Ability to get out to nice areas 2/20/2021 3:10 PM

576 Smallish community 2/18/2021 6:21 AM

577 Outdoor rec/weather/smaller non metro area 2/17/2021 9:12 PM

578 A small community which allows one to not have to drive far to go to events, many outdoor
activities, wine venues where there are live local artist performing, Brit and Shakespeare
Festival which brings in professional performers, and access to the coast. Love the small town
atmosphere.

2/17/2021 12:37 PM
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Q5 What characteristics of Medford do you want to continue into the
future?

Answered: 578 Skipped: 0
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Upscale shopping 3/12/2021 10:35 PM

2 Re-development of downtown, greenway clean-up 3/12/2021 5:22 PM

3 Being a family-friendly town with sports facilities, good healthcare and good employers. 3/12/2021 3:53 PM

4 Downtown redevelopment...urban housing and mixed use retail 3/12/2021 3:01 PM

5 The beauty and small-town feel 3/12/2021 2:20 PM

6 Small town feel, friendly 3/12/2021 1:28 PM

7 It needs to continue to be a place for families to live safely. 3/12/2021 11:13 AM

8 Small town attitude with big city activities 3/12/2021 10:54 AM

9 Healthy growth of the city with a lot more walkable home development; shops for necessities
need to be required near new housing.

3/12/2021 10:07 AM

10 Nod to history; business; shops and cafes 3/12/2021 8:56 AM

11 Kid friendly 3/12/2021 7:08 AM

12 More colaboration between existing agencies/entities. Make better use of resources, rather
than empire building.

3/12/2021 7:08 AM

13 Conservative values 3/12/2021 6:29 AM

14 Community 3/12/2021 5:57 AM

15 Our amazing community 3/12/2021 5:31 AM

16 Not sure 3/12/2021 4:31 AM

17 Keeping Medford Diverse 3/12/2021 1:34 AM

18 More shopping centers!! 3/12/2021 1:22 AM

19 Small businesses 3/11/2021 11:45 PM

20 Farmland interspersed in town, tractors driving on the rd 3/11/2021 11:01 PM

21 Growth, creativity, quality of life, connection to a beautiful region 3/11/2021 10:47 PM

22 Homeless people, trash, better areas for "hanging out" 3/11/2021 9:49 PM

23 Increased focus on transit and density 3/11/2021 9:01 PM

24 Encouraging/supporting local business 3/11/2021 8:28 PM

25 Small town atmosphere with big city amenities 3/11/2021 7:08 PM

26 Small town feeling, sense of community 3/11/2021 6:50 PM

27 Freindly and a safe feeling. 3/11/2021 6:46 PM

28 Events such as pear blossom, art walks, parades, etc. Greenway sweeps/park clean ups.
Local businesses and restaurants.

3/11/2021 5:58 PM

29 Clean air and small town feel 3/11/2021 4:22 PM

30 none - need to add characteristics worth continuing 3/11/2021 4:20 PM

31 Community cares act 3/11/2021 3:50 PM

32 The community events like the Pear Blossom Parade or Arts in Bloom. 3/11/2021 3:22 PM

33 more green space 3/11/2021 2:59 PM

34 Parks and green space 3/11/2021 2:35 PM

35 Great police force, listening to citizens 3/11/2021 2:11 PM
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36 Family friendly 3/11/2021 2:07 PM

37 Quaint, clean, safe, history 3/11/2021 1:34 PM

38 small town feel 3/11/2021 1:18 PM

39 Pear Orchards 3/11/2021 12:51 PM

40 Community spirit. 3/11/2021 12:44 PM

41 The smaller town feel and cherished history 3/11/2021 12:42 PM

42 Open spaces and safety 3/11/2021 12:39 PM

43 Small community feel, safety, low crime 3/11/2021 12:30 PM

44 Keep downtown alive 3/11/2021 12:26 PM

45 Access to city parks and trails 3/11/2021 12:15 PM

46 Lots there's Hawthorne park the greenway,the mall, thur food and craft market at Hawthorne,
rubies restaurant, rouge organics restaurant.

3/11/2021 12:11 PM

47 I would like to see our diversity continue to grow, and see people of different color and culture
not just welcome here, but celebrated and allowed to influence every sphere of our city-
political, cultural, religious, academic, etc.

3/11/2021 12:02 PM

48 The parks and ball field. 3/11/2021 11:45 AM

49 Increasing a strong working class, good recreational opportunities, clean air, good agriculture -
less pot and hemp which has destroyed our air in the past 3 years

3/11/2021 11:29 AM

50 Safe place to raise kids 3/11/2021 10:59 AM

51 Outside events that bring the community together: Christmas light event, pear blossom, etc 3/11/2021 10:53 AM

52 More recreation opportunities. 3/11/2021 10:50 AM

53 Safe place for kids 3/11/2021 10:49 AM

54 Lower taxes 3/11/2021 10:28 AM

55 Safe greenways 3/11/2021 10:00 AM

56 Affordable housing, nice parks, good selection of direct flights from airport 3/11/2021 9:54 AM

57 Continued support for law enforcement, first responders, local govt listening to its citizens. 3/11/2021 9:46 AM

58 Small town feel? 3/11/2021 9:44 AM

59 Safety, respect, pride in our area 3/11/2021 9:42 AM

60 No tall buildings, or buildings that would alter the beautiful views 3/11/2021 9:37 AM

61 Preserve the historic buildings, keep it friendly. 3/11/2021 9:34 AM

62 Growth 3/11/2021 9:15 AM

63 Clean, safe, vibrant, friendly, opportunities, family friendly, freedom of religion 3/11/2021 9:10 AM

64 The compassion and the willing to work together in tragedies. 3/11/2021 8:48 AM

65 Community events, live music, parks etc 3/11/2021 8:46 AM

66 The pride most people have 3/11/2021 8:44 AM

67 Beyond Church, We need a police force and prosecuters that follow the law not the current
political whims.

3/11/2021 8:41 AM

68 I would love to have Medford retain its sense of community, not become to sprawling, and
show evidence of good community growth planning.

3/11/2021 8:28 AM

69 Small town feel 3/11/2021 8:21 AM

70 Getting the homeless tents away from the freeway , we look like Portland 3/11/2021 8:16 AM
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71 People being nice 3/11/2021 8:14 AM

72 Safety, smaller town feel rather than a big city or metro atmosphere. 3/11/2021 8:07 AM

73 All of above. 3/11/2021 7:38 AM

74 Variety of non chain restaurants and shopping 3/11/2021 7:29 AM

75 More of a friendly downtown vibe where you could shop and go to restaurants 3/11/2021 7:15 AM

76 Security for sure , I know because of the growing population may be difficult. 3/11/2021 7:09 AM

77 Outdoor seating at restaurants downtown, building parks in neighborhoods, alternative
transportation and bike friendly roads, keeping small businesses downtown.

3/11/2021 7:03 AM

78 Expansion and upgrading existing city with valuing the historical past 3/11/2021 7:02 AM

79 Strong community 3/11/2021 6:52 AM

80 Focus on pedestrian friendly downtown and fun atmosphere for drawing people here 3/11/2021 6:49 AM

81 Growth, opportunity and support- I see so many food trucks and small businesses popping up
and expanding locations. Keeping that “within the community” expectation

3/11/2021 6:32 AM

82 Our growth and how we help the broken 3/11/2021 6:04 AM

83 Small town feel 3/11/2021 6:00 AM

84 Welcoming. Thriving. 3/11/2021 5:37 AM

85 Friendliness 3/11/2021 5:28 AM

86 Quick to get around the city! I don’t have to spend all day driving. 3/11/2021 2:48 AM

87 Small town, compassion, family focused 3/11/2021 1:14 AM

88 Affordable activities 3/11/2021 12:47 AM

89 Small town feel 3/11/2021 12:21 AM

90 Welcoming, friendly, clean. 3/10/2021 11:43 PM

91 The feeling of safety and community 3/10/2021 11:16 PM

92 I want it to be updated and cleaned up. It's looking run down and drug ridden 3/10/2021 10:07 PM

93 People are nice. Fun stuff 2 do. I want economy to thrive. 3/10/2021 9:50 PM

94 Inclusion & diversity 3/10/2021 9:15 PM

95 Friendliness, support 3/10/2021 9:06 PM

96 A place to raise a family 3/10/2021 9:04 PM

97 Wayyyy more parks. Another dog park on the north side of town, and one just for smaller dogs. 3/10/2021 9:02 PM

98 growing, progressive small city 3/10/2021 8:54 PM

99 The way Medford is as of right now nothing! 3/10/2021 8:54 PM

100 Open spaces 3/10/2021 8:50 PM

101 Safety 3/10/2021 8:47 PM

102 Small town feel 3/10/2021 8:36 PM

103 The size. Dont let Medford turn into a heartless city. 3/10/2021 8:31 PM

104 I'd like to see a more neighborhood centric urban area, kinda like old east Medford, West
Medford or the vision within Liberty Park. Need more housing to take Medford where it can go.

3/10/2021 8:19 PM

105 community togetherness, service opportunities 3/10/2021 8:13 PM

106 Small town feel, agricultural hub, friendly and welcoming 3/10/2021 8:08 PM
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107 The High School Sports. All kinds of sports for kids and adults in the Spring and Sunmer.er 3/10/2021 7:26 PM

108 Less tent cities 3/10/2021 7:22 PM

109 Greenway trail, small shops and restaurants, 3/10/2021 7:17 PM

110 Small town feel, friendly city 3/10/2021 7:11 PM

111 Friendly home town feeling of being able to walk in town as people are and know that the law
enforcement will assist ALL who have been harmed, threatened, or had any other hate crime
done against so people are free to be themself. Support for all citizens.

3/10/2021 6:59 PM

112 Use to be a safe clean place. 3/10/2021 6:46 PM

113 Outdoor dining, downtown being more and more approachable 3/10/2021 6:42 PM

114 Small town 3/10/2021 6:12 PM

115 Small town feel 3/10/2021 6:10 PM

116 Neighborhood feel, affordable housing 3/10/2021 5:43 PM

117 Mall and doctor's 3/10/2021 5:34 PM

118 Our timber industry, a small town feel esven with growth. 3/10/2021 5:23 PM

119 Preserved green areas/incorporating nature into public spaces 3/10/2021 5:21 PM

120 keep nice 3/10/2021 5:12 PM

121 A clean city would be great. No trash on roadways, no tent city’s in undesirable locations. 3/10/2021 5:10 PM

122 Keeping a balance of city and farm. 3/10/2021 5:01 PM

123 A leader in education and commerce. 3/10/2021 4:27 PM

124 I would like to have Medford be safe again. 3/10/2021 4:22 PM

125 Outdoor recreation, family activities, holiday celebrations, pear Blossom parade, small
business restaurants and activities

3/10/2021 4:14 PM

126 ??? 3/10/2021 4:10 PM

127 More outdoor dining areas and live music opportunities 3/10/2021 3:57 PM

128 I hope local businesses continue to develop and diversify, going local over chain stores
whenever possible is a big deal to me

3/10/2021 3:30 PM

129 shopping options 3/10/2021 3:02 PM

130 Individual freedom and community pride/service 3/10/2021 2:57 PM

131 shopping options 3/10/2021 2:54 PM

132 Open spaces, care for all people, less policing more support 3/10/2021 2:48 PM

133 Community and small businesses are clearly really valued here. Parks are accessible. The
farmers market is amazing. Businesses are diverse.

3/10/2021 2:46 PM

134 Community focus. Affordable housing projects and improving infrastructure. Expanding the
greenbelt and parks and well lit neighborhoods.

3/10/2021 2:46 PM

135 That it is adding modern establishments 3/10/2021 2:42 PM

136 Arts and Tourism 3/10/2021 2:33 PM

137 lowish skyline 3/10/2021 2:27 PM

138 Community 3/10/2021 2:18 PM

139 Increasing population of different races, ethnicities, and cultures. 3/10/2021 2:16 PM

140 parks and recreation, outdoor gathering spaces like Common Block has surrounding it 3/10/2021 2:13 PM

141 health care and other services such that I don't have to travel to Roseburg or Portland 3/10/2021 2:11 PM
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142 entertainment options 3/10/2021 2:10 PM

143 Concerts and theater 3/10/2021 2:08 PM

144 Outdoor community activities, pearblossom festival, brew fest, 3/10/2021 2:06 PM

145 Loving and serving your neighbor with resources 3/10/2021 2:02 PM

146 Park and rec development 3/10/2021 1:59 PM

147 Less expensive than Ashland!! 3/10/2021 1:57 PM

148 I want it returned to it's former glory. 3/10/2021 1:47 PM

149 Shopping centers; mall; comic shops 3/10/2021 1:32 PM

150 small town feel, updating remodel of businesses 3/10/2021 1:29 PM

151 I like the clean, community feel of Medford. 3/10/2021 1:22 PM

152 there is very little that is redeemable about this place currently. 3/10/2021 1:20 PM

153 quality services, upkeep of infrastructure 3/10/2021 1:11 PM

154 Charity Drives 3/10/2021 1:04 PM

155 Clean and convenient stores and parking 3/10/2021 1:02 PM

156 Small businesses. 3/10/2021 12:55 PM

157 Shopping but not so spread out 3/10/2021 12:50 PM

158 Beautiful scenery such as trees and grass. 3/10/2021 12:47 PM

159 Outdoor recreation options, good family atmosphere 3/10/2021 12:45 PM

160 Goodwill Stores 3/10/2021 12:37 PM

161 preservation of our shared natural spaces and the community to be found there 3/10/2021 12:32 PM

162 Moderately priced restaurants; parks;make sure the Railroad Park is kept open. It's a gem for
Medford

3/10/2021 12:16 PM

163 Indoor/outdoor recreation for all ages 3/10/2021 12:01 PM

164 The contiued support of greenways and parks. 3/10/2021 11:50 AM

165 Maintain a "hometown" feel while developing neighborhoods and livability for all. 3/10/2021 11:50 AM

166 Nothing 3/10/2021 11:30 AM

167 Definitly the draw to nature, small community activites, and small businesses. 3/10/2021 10:53 AM

168 Same 3/10/2021 10:51 AM

169 The willingness to try and clean up the city and bike paths 3/10/2021 10:46 AM

170 more jobs and housing 3/10/2021 10:32 AM

171 None , nothing is the way it use to be 3/10/2021 10:30 AM

172 balance between big city and small city 3/10/2021 10:24 AM

173 definitely constantly improving the transportation opportunities for the valley, and more help
with the community as we need it. we are constantly growing and with that more needs.

3/10/2021 10:08 AM

174 A value and focus on local businesses and artistry and family values. 3/10/2021 10:02 AM

175 Null 3/10/2021 10:02 AM

176 Growth of local business 3/10/2021 9:45 AM

177 I want to continue to see the excellent medical community, but would love for Medford to
become clean and safe again

3/10/2021 9:44 AM
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178 Small town community feel with big city attractions 3/10/2021 9:40 AM

179 outside recreation development 3/10/2021 9:33 AM

180 The small town atmosphere. A community supportive of families and the elderly. 3/10/2021 9:19 AM

181 Community outreach programs 3/10/2021 9:11 AM

182 the open feel and historic sites 3/10/2021 9:03 AM

183 Cleanliness, trees, and continued expansion of the parks system. 3/10/2021 8:16 AM

184 Safety 3/10/2021 8:04 AM

185 The feel of a small town but the amenities of a larger city 3/10/2021 7:59 AM

186 Growth of businesses 3/10/2021 7:33 AM

187 The feeling of smaller home town where people are accepting and get along 3/10/2021 7:27 AM

188 The same as 4. Please do not let this become like Portland. You will lose the good people here
if you do. I wouldn’t put in the mini cottages for homeless or transients. Keep law enforcement
strong.

3/10/2021 7:25 AM

189 None. We need to fix this train wreck 3/10/2021 7:11 AM

190 Make it safe , clean again and lots of entertainment. Pint rider is awesome , the nightlife, bars
Halloween parties and live music is completely missed😞

3/10/2021 7:04 AM

191 Outdoor recreation thats available to everyone 3/10/2021 6:56 AM

192 The lack of traffic. many parks. 3/10/2021 6:53 AM

193 I hope to see more community events where we can get to know the community leaders better 3/10/2021 6:12 AM

194 The new pool project. In class learning. Summer sports. 3/10/2021 5:25 AM

195 Food trucks! 3/10/2021 5:16 AM

196 Take back the Greenway, mountain bike features. Look at Bentonville for ideas 3/10/2021 5:15 AM

197 Get rid of homeless and treat mentally ill and drug dependent peple. Be less tolerant of illegal
aliens. Contact ICE for assistance. Create tourist friendly businesses. Clean up the town.

3/10/2021 4:58 AM

198 Nothing right now 3/10/2021 4:47 AM

199 Unique businesses 3/10/2021 4:46 AM

200 parks 3/10/2021 4:08 AM

201 The small town moments of community coming together for each other. 3/10/2021 1:12 AM

202 Community cohesiveness 3/10/2021 1:08 AM

203 More entertainment/activities for adults. An actual water park like the one in Redding. 3/10/2021 12:07 AM

204 I would like to see Medford take charge of the homeless problem. As long as that is such a
problem Medford characteristics are sloppy

3/9/2021 11:23 PM

205 The community 3/9/2021 11:23 PM

206 Friendliness and caring 3/9/2021 11:07 PM

207 Small town feel, natural landscape around/hiking trails 3/9/2021 10:53 PM

208 Small town feel. Multicultural events. 3/9/2021 10:41 PM

209 Small town feel, historic building maintenance, build enough housing so working people won't
struggle to afford a roof over their head

3/9/2021 10:40 PM

210 CLEANLINESS! And more entertainment options. Different leaders. 3/9/2021 10:27 PM

211 Night life & entertainment. Family and handicap friendly events. 3/9/2021 10:23 PM

212 anything but how it is right now 3/9/2021 10:22 PM
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213 Good food, parks, diversity. 3/9/2021 10:18 PM

214 Growth/expansion of retail/restaurant/ACTIVITY options 3/9/2021 10:18 PM

215 The best qualities have been missing for the over a decade. 3/9/2021 10:15 PM

216 It's history. The orchards. It's the foundation of the community. 3/9/2021 10:07 PM

217 Small town feel 3/9/2021 10:03 PM

218 Need to develop and maintain safety in our community and not allow the mess of all the tents
and trash along I5 and Greenway .

3/9/2021 9:53 PM

219 Growing culture and the new, young and forward thinking businesses 3/9/2021 9:45 PM

220 Nothing place is a shithole the city council doesn’t care about 3/9/2021 9:40 PM

221 Community 3/9/2021 9:31 PM

222 Us cellular sports complex 3/9/2021 9:27 PM

223 Less hemp and transients 3/9/2021 9:22 PM

224 Citizen input 3/9/2021 9:22 PM

225 Small town values with local businesses, restaurants and wineries 3/9/2021 9:18 PM

226 Create a fun, prosperous downtown for pedestrians. Reroute traffic to make work. 3/9/2021 9:18 PM

227 Strong education system, clean, safe, well care for parks, libraries, senior centers, places for
kids and teens to be involved in.

3/9/2021 9:11 PM

228 Home town feel 3/9/2021 9:09 PM

229 The support of the community. 3/9/2021 9:08 PM

230 Unity, friendly residents and great facilities 3/9/2021 9:08 PM

231 Safe and clean 3/9/2021 9:06 PM

232 Christmas tree lightings, pear blossom parades 3/9/2021 9:05 PM

233 Few characteristics should continue. Major changes should be considered 3/9/2021 9:04 PM

234 Little league, US Cellular fields, and youth recreation 3/9/2021 8:55 PM

235 Livability sense of community 3/9/2021 8:49 PM

236 Beautiful scenery. 3/9/2021 8:49 PM

237 Be open to new businesses with well-paying jobs 3/9/2021 8:48 PM

238 Hometown feeling and great community 3/9/2021 8:39 PM

239 Not get too big 3/9/2021 8:33 PM

240 Cleanup the homeless camps 3/9/2021 8:22 PM

241 None, it’s just bad here anymore 3/9/2021 8:18 PM

242 The small town feeling and the great community 3/9/2021 8:16 PM

243 I have lost all hope 3/9/2021 8:13 PM

244 Let's slow down on the growth 3/9/2021 8:07 PM

245 all the festivals. Pear Blossom, Art in Bloom, and other gatherings ! 3/9/2021 8:02 PM

246 Good neighbors, people who want to build community. 3/9/2021 7:56 PM

247 Continue the growth, continue updating to keep up with modern times 3/9/2021 7:52 PM

248 The small town feel. 3/9/2021 7:44 PM

249 Revitalize downtown, parks and rec, bike routes, clean up the greenway 3/9/2021 7:40 PM
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250 Safety and Family 3/9/2021 7:35 PM

251 Clean Greenway, clean parks for kids 3/9/2021 7:35 PM

252 Being a shopping hub 3/9/2021 7:34 PM

253 Parklettes for restaurants and pubs 3/9/2021 7:33 PM

254 small town community atmosphere (but its already in danger) 3/9/2021 7:32 PM

255 Small government 3/9/2021 7:28 PM

256 Community enhancements (parades, tree lighting) 3/9/2021 7:24 PM

257 livability. NOT a super populated area or over developed. 3/9/2021 7:23 PM

258 Public access to library spaces, motor-free trails, home construction 3/9/2021 7:20 PM

259 Community values 3/9/2021 7:18 PM

260 The medical care available, the variety of shops, and I want our parks back. 3/9/2021 7:18 PM

261 More activities for the community, festivals, food, wine movies safer parks 3/9/2021 7:15 PM

262 Get rid of the bums on city property 3/9/2021 7:14 PM

263 Airport services 3/9/2021 7:09 PM

264 Better traffic control, more to offer in mental health/addiction services and another jail for
higher crimes.

3/9/2021 7:07 PM

265 Safety 3/9/2021 7:00 PM

266 The same. 3/9/2021 6:55 PM

267 Stores and restaurants that are gone to come back 3/9/2021 6:55 PM

268 Kid friendly 3/9/2021 6:54 PM

269 Great place to raise a family 3/9/2021 5:06 PM

270 Cultural events 3/9/2021 4:46 PM

271 Revitalize downtown & clean up the bear creek greenway. Build restaurants on the waterfront 3/9/2021 3:54 PM

272 nice welcoming home town fill 3/9/2021 3:31 PM

273 Small town feel, the beauty of our surroundings, good place to work and live 3/9/2021 3:17 PM

274 work on dealing with homeless -totally out of control 3/9/2021 2:44 PM

275 Parks, activities for children and add entertainment for adults other than wineries. 3/9/2021 2:41 PM

276 beautiful parks and areas for public use, respectable law enforcement, support for small
business over franchises coming in

3/9/2021 2:27 PM

277 Beautification, landscaping, improvement of roads 3/9/2021 2:13 PM

278 Medford is a business and entertainment friendly place 3/9/2021 2:12 PM

279 I'd like it still be home but its pricing me out. 3/9/2021 2:00 PM

280 Safety 3/9/2021 1:37 PM

281 downtown shopping and entertainment 3/9/2021 1:37 PM

282 Climate and shopping 3/9/2021 1:37 PM

283 Retain the small town feel as we continue to grow. 3/9/2021 1:25 PM

284 Embrace local businesses 3/9/2021 1:17 PM

285 Small town atmosphere 3/9/2021 12:57 PM

286 Retro downtown 3/9/2021 12:56 PM
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287 Peace, prosperity and safety. 3/9/2021 12:52 PM

288 Medford is a community that is willing to grow and embrace diversity. 3/9/2021 12:51 PM

289 Programs for kids. 3/9/2021 12:34 PM

290 N/A 3/9/2021 12:05 PM

291 Culture 3/9/2021 11:52 AM

292 I want Medford to retain it's small town community feeling 3/9/2021 11:49 AM

293 f 3/9/2021 11:38 AM

294 Beautification of roadways/pedestrian areas, housing development, maintenance of parks and
recreation areas, development/investment of/in shopping and entertainment areas, clean up of
the 99 corridor, clean up of the Bear Creek greenway.

3/9/2021 11:09 AM

295 Small town vibe. 3/9/2021 10:37 AM

296 A continued drive to better our community 3/9/2021 10:22 AM

297 Rural, Progressive, Creative, Family Oriented 3/9/2021 10:17 AM

298 Medford has a lot of fatherless kids and Parks and Recreation has always been a big part of
Medford's youth.

3/9/2021 9:44 AM

299 I have no clue 3/9/2021 9:27 AM

300 Diversity. Cosmopolitanism. 3/9/2021 9:23 AM

301 A clean and safe environment for our families to live. 3/9/2021 9:10 AM

302 Small town feel, no homeless issues, minimal drug issues, affordable housing, to feel safe in
my community

3/9/2021 8:52 AM

303 Caring about each other. 3/9/2021 6:37 AM

304 I would like Medford to attract people who are educated, open-minded and environmentally
conscious. I also want Medford to support more at risk people in the community.

3/9/2021 5:29 AM

305 The friendliness, the opportunities she offers 3/9/2021 4:50 AM

306 The ability to walk downtown, get a bite to eat, enjoy some shopping, maybe live close by. 3/8/2021 10:15 PM

307 Small town feel, town of integrity, solid leadership through mayor 3/8/2021 9:40 PM

308 I love seeing the wine industry continue to grow. 3/8/2021 8:37 PM

309 Focusing on outdoor living and activities 3/8/2021 8:32 PM

310 family friendly, affordability for the working middle class, access to beauty and nature 3/8/2021 8:03 PM

311 Arts like art walk and concerts in the park, bear creek park concerts were nice 3/8/2021 5:48 PM

312 shopping 3/8/2021 5:41 PM

313 Hospitality and rural feel 3/8/2021 4:43 PM

314 All of the above from Q4, but also more foodie events outdoors & indoors & with a hip vibe.
Also want people to care for others less fortunate.

3/8/2021 4:43 PM

315 Locally sourced produce and expertise. 3/8/2021 3:47 PM

316 good shopping, restaurants, live theater entertainment 3/8/2021 2:17 PM

317 The helpful programs that you can find her to help with various issues. The size of Medford
still has a smaller town feel.

3/8/2021 2:16 PM

318 Easy traffic 3/8/2021 1:45 PM

319 Expansion of Airport (Southwest Airlines) Caring for people in need! 3/8/2021 1:32 PM

320 Missions like the Medford Gospel Mission and Access who are big in comunity service and in
time of need.

3/8/2021 1:14 PM
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321 safe parks for our children to play in 3/8/2021 12:46 PM

322 Support of the arts and parks system. Ease of traffic flow and transportation. 3/8/2021 12:30 PM

323 A thriving healthy community for grandbabies. 3/8/2021 12:28 PM

324 Accessible housing for all incomes, great variety of grocery and all-purpose stores 3/8/2021 11:47 AM

325 Clean parks, good recreation activities. 3/8/2021 11:45 AM

326 Small town feel. Friendliness. 3/8/2021 11:44 AM

327 community, small businesses. Small town feel in a bigger city. 3/8/2021 11:39 AM

328 Small town feel. Excellent medical care. University-level education available. Upscale grocery
chains.

3/8/2021 11:37 AM

329 friendliness 3/8/2021 11:28 AM

330 Safe environment in which to raise families 3/8/2021 11:25 AM

331 Cleanliness and beauty. Clean rivers and streams 3/8/2021 11:23 AM

332 liveablity and saftey 3/8/2021 11:14 AM

333 Local pride, growth mindset 3/8/2021 11:06 AM

334 That feeling of a connected community and as it grows is still a safe environment for my
children.

3/8/2021 11:03 AM

335 The city council along with the other community partners willingness to work with the
homelessness

3/8/2021 10:55 AM

336 more downtown activity and maybe an outlet mall in place of rogue valley mall 3/8/2021 10:50 AM

337 individuals input in the decisions made at every level that affect the populace. 3/8/2021 10:39 AM

338 None. 3/8/2021 10:29 AM

339 Safe and inviting for visitors to come enjoy all the valley has to offer 3/8/2021 10:10 AM

340 beauty/focus on the environment 3/8/2021 9:26 AM

341 The continued revitalization of downtown. 3/8/2021 12:07 AM

342 I like the small town feeling of Medford and hope with the influx of so many people we don't
lose that and start looking like typical towns in California with a mini mall or gas station on
every corner. I also don't want to see a number of new housing tracts and apartment
complexes being built all over. The massive complex off of West Main which continues behind
the Albertsons off Ross Lane is a monstrosity

3/7/2021 9:26 PM

343 same as #4 with clear up of the run down trashy areas. More safe bicycle i 3/7/2021 7:28 PM

344 The charm, beauty of the outdoors 3/7/2021 11:42 AM

345 Clean,beautiful outdoors for everyone to enjoy 3/7/2021 11:35 AM

346 Parks and family activities 3/7/2021 9:01 AM

347 Great medical care, parks 3/7/2021 8:12 AM

348 The population is the most educated 3/7/2021 5:40 AM

349 The originality of downtown. There’s a lot of history, let’s try and preserve it. 3/7/2021 2:52 AM

350 Parks, natural beauty, greenway (cleaned up), library, vibrant downtown. 3/6/2021 9:51 PM

351 livability, housing, commerce 3/6/2021 8:44 PM

352 I want The lower denisity of housing to remain along with the orchards and vineyards. 3/6/2021 6:19 PM

353 Keep the country pacing, not citified, then friendliness will continue. 3/6/2021 2:50 PM

354 closeness to nature and center of Region 3/6/2021 2:31 PM
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355 Main Street renovation including easy parking, more local restaurants and free community
entertainment in parks like music, concerts,

3/6/2021 12:33 PM

356 Increase the downtown entertainment, I like the new outdoor seating. 3/6/2021 7:19 AM

357 cleanliness and beauty of the city, safety, good traffic flow 3/6/2021 6:38 AM

358 Family focused, safety, entertainment opportunities for all ages 3/5/2021 8:16 PM

359 The giving spirit 3/5/2021 7:34 PM

360 Low crime, outdoor dining, historic shopping villages with gas lamp lighting, night life, tons of
recreation, low traffic and safe roads

3/5/2021 7:08 PM

361 Small town feel 3/5/2021 7:08 PM

362 I hope we maintain our conservative values, keep kids and education as a central priority and
focus,

3/5/2021 6:44 PM

363 Continue path to increase diversity, make housing affordable, expand sidewalks, bike paths
and public transit

3/5/2021 6:25 PM

364 clean up the junky businesses as you enter the city get rid of tenges and provide homes etc
for the homeless. modernize the downtown with businesses and shops.

3/5/2021 5:41 PM

365 Small town feel, but medical and shopping like a larger city. 3/5/2021 5:31 PM

366 Lots of small businesses 3/5/2021 5:12 PM

367 The hometown feel. 3/5/2021 3:59 PM

368 don't want it to turn into portland 3/5/2021 3:23 PM

369 All of the above and diversifying the housing stock. We need places for people who are aging
to move downtown and out of East Medford. We need housing for young singles and families.

3/5/2021 2:47 PM

370 More diverse population living and working in medford 3/5/2021 2:46 PM

371 small town feel 3/5/2021 2:45 PM

372 it's not Portland, or anything remotely similar 3/5/2021 2:41 PM

373 The focus on continuing education for government employees 3/5/2021 2:31 PM

374 Security 3/5/2021 2:30 PM

375 Care for outdoor environment, pride in our community, caring for vulnerable populations 3/5/2021 2:18 PM

376 Sustainable green living. More parks. 3/5/2021 2:13 PM

377 Having the freedom to go to church, to serve in my community, and tell lost souls about our
wonderful Lord and Savior Jesus Christ

3/5/2021 2:11 PM

378 Unique NW vibe is good, could improve. Green areas that are safe and walkable. 3/5/2021 2:03 PM

379 How about what characteristics should we discourage from continuing on in the future. Like
this homeless drug problem you idiots have created catered to.

3/5/2021 1:36 PM

380 It's close knit community and pride in our town. 3/5/2021 1:28 PM

381 The value of community and teaching community to the younger generations. 3/5/2021 12:26 PM

382 Livability again - safety, recreation, current density of population 3/5/2021 12:18 PM

383 Looking for ways to improve resources for our community 3/5/2021 12:08 PM

384 Community events 3/5/2021 11:01 AM

385 A clean city that is safe and accessible 3/5/2021 10:44 AM

386 schools, arts, entertaining and shopping places. 3/5/2021 10:42 AM

387 How much help there is for those more unfortunate. 3/5/2021 10:03 AM

388 I love Medford's small town feel yet 8th largest city in state. We are humble, approachable and 3/5/2021 9:35 AM
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nice. Shop keeps call customers by their first name. I love that

389 Working together to solve problems 3/5/2021 9:30 AM

390 Small town downtown feel - I'd love to see that built up more. 3/5/2021 8:58 AM

391 quality of living experiences 3/5/2021 8:38 AM

392 out reach 3/5/2021 8:18 AM

393 I enjoy the small town vibe that we have here 3/5/2021 7:57 AM

394 New businesses opening 3/5/2021 7:40 AM

395 Help serve homless population 3/5/2021 7:37 AM

396 Growth of good businesses 3/5/2021 7:26 AM

397 place to call home 3/5/2021 7:21 AM

398 Friendliness 3/5/2021 6:54 AM

399 The small town feel, it's too bad downtown Medford isnt easier to get around and has more to
offer

3/5/2021 5:44 AM

400 Personable, friendly, carding for ALL ages. 3/5/2021 12:04 AM

401 Pear Blossom Parade 3/4/2021 11:29 PM

402 Kindness and resilience 3/4/2021 10:43 PM

403 Services and quality of life. Housing MUST become more affordable. I am about at my
tolerance, and may be forced to move out of area, due to the ever increasing rents, and lack of
affordable homes to purchase

3/4/2021 10:01 PM

404 Environmental advocacy 3/4/2021 9:21 PM

405 I want to see more indoor recreation for families. 3/4/2021 8:59 PM

406 conservative values 3/4/2021 8:32 PM

407 Adaptability. 3/4/2021 8:27 PM

408 Low traffic congestion, low crime, clean city, things for families, nice parks 3/4/2021 8:16 PM

409 Housing and Healthcare rights 3/4/2021 8:15 PM

410 I want to see more local businesses thriving here. 3/4/2021 8:12 PM

411 Parks, open air seating for restaurants, more nightlife, fewer car lots in town 3/4/2021 8:03 PM

412 More public art. Emphasis on supporting local businesses. Proactive response to support of
our unsheltered population and mental health. Increased affordable housing.

3/4/2021 8:00 PM

413 Small town feel. 3/4/2021 7:51 PM

414 Conservative Values, Family 3/4/2021 7:14 PM

415 I take issue with a lot of choice local government makes but downtown is nice and I love the
library. I enjoy all of the parks, especially Hawthorne.

3/4/2021 5:35 PM

416 Community feeling and livability 3/4/2021 5:25 PM

417 Strong community of taking care of each other, not taking advantage of each other 3/4/2021 3:26 PM

418 The many diverse small businesses and hometown atmosphere 3/4/2021 3:14 PM

419 small town feel, places for all income levels to afford to live, greenway open for public use 3/4/2021 1:34 PM

420 Access to healthcare and shopping 3/4/2021 1:26 PM

421 Better and straighter streets. Less apartment complexes. 3/4/2021 12:13 PM

422 Parks for kids. Dog parks. Swimming pools or recreation centers for all ages with child care. 3/4/2021 11:39 AM
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423 Preserve nature and trails 3/4/2021 11:31 AM

424 Sports outdoor activities 3/4/2021 11:01 AM

425 The sense of community. The value of art and culture. 3/4/2021 10:31 AM

426 fun family events 3/4/2021 10:01 AM

427 Community feel 3/4/2021 10:00 AM

428 small town appeal with limited growth 3/4/2021 9:00 AM

429 Commercial Hub of Southern Oregon 3/4/2021 8:56 AM

430 The great proximity to outdoors 3/4/2021 7:52 AM

431 Annual community events, Pear Blossom festival, etc. 3/4/2021 7:50 AM

432 Helping the homeless, ALL of them, Veterans, Native Americans and migrants! 3/4/2021 7:29 AM

433 Entertainment venues and medical resources. 3/4/2021 7:17 AM

434 Focus on "family" oriented policies and the promotion and encouragement of it being a "family"
area. Provision and continued operation of a wide variety of outdoor recreation opportunities.
Community outreach and networking.

3/4/2021 7:13 AM

435 Small town feel 3/4/2021 7:00 AM

436 Community input 3/4/2021 6:59 AM

437 Small town feel 3/4/2021 6:45 AM

438 Affordable living 3/4/2021 12:04 AM

439 Growth 3/3/2021 11:21 PM

440 There has been a lot of growth in the last couple years and I hope that continues 3/3/2021 10:19 PM

441 A Medford without piles of junk made by people who want to be homeless and have no
aspiration to get out of their situation. A nice clean downtown and parks to take your family.

3/3/2021 9:25 PM

442 Trail building and development of Prescott Park 3/3/2021 9:11 PM

443 Eclectic restaurants, shops, and, I really hope, more upscale places like Market of Choice and
fewer sad national chains.

3/3/2021 9:07 PM

444 Safe city for all people, good shopping and services 3/3/2021 9:03 PM

445 Nothing 3/3/2021 8:53 PM

446 Small town 3/3/2021 8:49 PM

447 Small town, no billboards, rural feel 3/3/2021 8:44 PM

448 small town feel 3/3/2021 8:42 PM

449 Small town, a low growth, wide open spaces, beauty wherever you look, excellent healthcare 3/3/2021 8:12 PM

450 Trees, Rivers, Lakes, Ocean...not really Medford 3/3/2021 8:03 PM

451 Community activities and connection/outreach 3/3/2021 7:45 PM

452 Small town 3/3/2021 7:43 PM

453 Appreciation for open spaces - preserve our vegetable farms and produce growers. 3/3/2021 7:28 PM

454 All of the above, & providing a variety of housing opportunities for all income levels & ages,
continued higher level educational opportunities, availability of excellent medical care, support
of schools and activities for a wide variety of ages, children through seniors.

3/3/2021 7:23 PM

455 Friends caring happy involved loving 3/3/2021 7:09 PM

456 Friends caring happy involved loving 3/3/2021 7:07 PM

457 I wish the freeway were some where else, Bear Creek could be so beautiful. 3/3/2021 7:06 PM
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458 Continue being the commercial heart of Southern Oregon. 3/3/2021 6:59 PM

459 Beauty of nature, welcoming to businesses, strong and friendly police force, lively downtown
scene. Cultural activities.

3/3/2021 6:55 PM

460 More variety for entertainment and restaurants 3/3/2021 6:50 PM

461 diversity 3/3/2021 6:49 PM

462 Not California, Idaho whould be ok 3/3/2021 6:48 PM

463 New restaurants, preferably ones we don't have. More concerts/shows 3/3/2021 6:46 PM

464 Small town neighborly appeal 3/3/2021 6:45 PM

465 Natural beauty of the valley 3/3/2021 6:39 PM

466 pear agriculture 3/3/2021 6:28 PM

467 The increasing presence of art, more small business, more community events. 3/3/2021 6:23 PM

468 Small town but big city 3/3/2021 6:20 PM

469 Green space. Natural preserves. 3/3/2021 6:15 PM

470 Beauty of area 3/3/2021 6:10 PM

471 Open space, not entirely paved over 3/3/2021 5:54 PM

472 Smaller town feel regardless of future development 3/3/2021 5:54 PM

473 The physical size, more building tall and fewer single family homes 3/3/2021 5:53 PM

474 No traffic 3/3/2021 5:53 PM

475 renovation/replacement of old buildings 3/3/2021 5:52 PM

476 Deal with the homeless without trashing everything they own. 3/3/2021 5:50 PM

477 Growth 3/3/2021 5:43 PM

478 Community, Shopping, Jobs, Commerce, Affordable Housing 3/3/2021 5:39 PM

479 constantly growing/improving 3/3/2021 5:37 PM

480 Newer housing and sports complexes. 3/3/2021 5:36 PM

481 Managed Urban Growth. Build up, reduce sprawl. 3/3/2021 5:25 PM

482 less populatiopn 3/3/2021 4:45 PM

483 Outdoor recreation opportunities (even bands playing at breweries, etc.) and the lack of traffic.
I like how anywhere is accessible within 10 minutes.

3/3/2021 4:30 PM

484 Expansion 3/3/2021 4:25 PM

485 Open spaces 3/3/2021 4:22 PM

486 Medium sized city/town 3/3/2021 3:57 PM

487 Develop the greenway. Continue to address the issues of homelessness. Expand drug
intervention and treatment. Mental health advocates.

3/3/2021 3:44 PM

488 I would love to have our beautiful town returned, but it won't happen with the drugs and
homelessness problem.

3/3/2021 3:32 PM

489 Not to be defined by progressive agenda that is prevalent in much of the state. 3/3/2021 11:15 AM

490 Limited government 3/3/2021 11:07 AM

491 Vibrant downtown. 3/2/2021 10:03 PM

492 Parks and suitable, afford housing 3/2/2021 9:58 PM

493 A local community 3/2/2021 2:36 PM
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494 The sense that we are in this together. Whether we’re celebrating culture, sports, or the arts,
it’s together. When we face tragedies like the Almeda fire, no one stands alone.

3/2/2021 12:04 PM

495 Improve livability 3/2/2021 11:05 AM

496 Accessability of great parks and other public areas. 3/2/2021 8:54 AM

497 Cultural events, enriching downtown, planting trees and landscaping, bringing in quality
eateries, continuing w/ micro breweries.

3/2/2021 8:08 AM

498 Small town feel. Community building. 3/2/2021 6:44 AM

499 Police presence to help deter crime; improved transportation options; family oriented activities 3/1/2021 6:57 PM

500 historic downtown with boutique shops and restaurants, great parks, quality retail and grocery
options

3/1/2021 4:36 PM

501 To have places that we have developed tha tare nice to visit and spend time in. To create
spots for tourism that are a draw...like the soccer fields.

3/1/2021 1:14 PM

502 Pear Blossom and Comic Con 3/1/2021 10:59 AM

503 The small town feel. 3/1/2021 10:11 AM

504 healthful living...green spaces, clean air, parks, clean water 3/1/2021 9:34 AM

505 Friendly; Great place to work and raise a family; 3/1/2021 8:49 AM

506 Friendliness, it’s love for the region 3/1/2021 8:46 AM

507 Continue to grow outside recreational opportunities for our youth in a safe and drug free
environment.

3/1/2021 8:23 AM

508 Strong law enforcement support 3/1/2021 8:19 AM

509 small town feel, safe and active community, home grown businesses haven 3/1/2021 6:04 AM

510 More shopping, variety of entertainment. 2/28/2021 7:41 PM

511 SMALL TOWN FEEL AND SAFETY OF LIVING HERE 2/28/2021 6:32 PM

512 n/a 2/28/2021 6:14 PM

513 Outdoor rec and great parks. Nature areas. 2/28/2021 2:28 PM

514 It's conservative values, its sports programs and opportunities. 2/28/2021 1:03 PM

515 small town feel within a larger town 2/28/2021 12:59 PM

516 Smaller city feel 2/28/2021 11:45 AM

517 Safe and clean 2/28/2021 8:58 AM

518 Keep population stable. Keep green space clean and useable by ALL. 2/27/2021 7:35 PM

519 Traditions like tree lighting, Art in Bloom, etc 2/27/2021 3:54 PM

520 Free kid services and activities 2/27/2021 2:21 PM

521 A clean, and safe town 2/27/2021 11:48 AM

522 building more of a down town. 2/27/2021 10:41 AM

523 Cleaning up Greenways and doing something to help with the homeless (and the negative
issues that come from a certain percentage of them)

2/27/2021 8:49 AM

524 small feel, great medical care 2/27/2021 8:41 AM

525 ? 2/27/2021 7:58 AM

526 Diverse but respectful and innovative Ie. Livability unit 2/27/2021 6:25 AM

527 I can't think of anything special about Medford. 2/26/2021 9:51 PM

528 Safety, cleanliness in my neighborhood ease of commuting 2/26/2021 8:50 PM
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529 Small town feel, community, support, culture, and opportunity. Vibrant downturn with
personality and opportunity, rather than strip malls.

2/26/2021 7:34 PM

530 Community Events 2/26/2021 7:32 PM

531 low traffic volume which is quickly being replaced by congestion, great library 2/26/2021 7:11 PM

532 Low crime, beautiful parks 2/26/2021 7:11 PM

533 More activities like roller skating and children's museums 2/26/2021 6:02 PM

534 Preserve our outdoors & beautiful landscape 2/26/2021 5:52 PM

535 regional shopping and sports area-friendly atmosphere 2/26/2021 4:38 PM

536 Home town, CONSERVATIVE, Values! 2/26/2021 4:33 PM

537 Family oriented. Diverse. Politically independent 2/26/2021 4:27 PM

538 Outdoor recreation 2/26/2021 4:23 PM

539 I would like to see an industrial economic base vs tourism 2/26/2021 4:10 PM

540 better shopping and parking in the down town area 2/26/2021 4:02 PM

541 Right thinking republicans working hard to make a good quality of life 2/26/2021 3:38 PM

542 Small town feel. 2/26/2021 2:20 PM

543 Open green spaces, art and cultural activities, 2/26/2021 2:14 PM

544 CONSERVATIVE POLITICS, FAMILY FRIENDLY, outdoors accesssible 2/26/2021 12:29 PM

545 Focus on community programs. 2/26/2021 12:04 PM

546 Keep some of the small town/home town feel, such as the main street buildings. 2/26/2021 10:50 AM

547 I would love to see a continuation of community involvement, the arts, and outdoor activities. 2/26/2021 10:43 AM

548 Community support for people, vibrant economy, community events 2/26/2021 10:24 AM

549 The continued business growth, grower's market, access to RCC, robust parks and recreation
programs, expanding bike/walking areas (making these areas safe, clean, and useable)

2/26/2021 9:34 AM

550 Growth in downtown 2/26/2021 9:28 AM

551 small business supports, small town feel in a bigger valley area 2/26/2021 9:22 AM

552 access to parks 2/26/2021 8:59 AM

553 Emphasis on local business 2/26/2021 8:57 AM

554 to still have that small town feel 2/26/2021 8:38 AM

555 Keeping fruit orchards and vineyards (not marijuana farms). 2/26/2021 8:29 AM

556 More quality restaurants, less fast food. Farmers markets, outdoor venues, cleaned up areas
of downtown like the Commons. Parks with safe and fun playgrounds, trails and picnic tables.
Stores like Trader Joes & Market of Choice. Quality over quantity.

2/26/2021 8:26 AM

557 Surrounding area, good school districts, good police 2/26/2021 8:09 AM

558 Better access to trails for walking. 2/26/2021 7:53 AM

559 I would like Medford to continue to grow with local restaurants and shops. 2/25/2021 9:22 PM

560 Improvements for places to meet out such as Tinseltown improvements, Hawthorne park
upgrades, etc.

2/25/2021 7:55 PM

561 Smaller town feel with many amenities, having a large group of conservative thinkers in the
area.

2/25/2021 7:42 PM

562 See number 4. 2/25/2021 6:42 PM

563 I love main street, the rrsturants and shopping. It is always such a nice place to spend time. I 2/25/2021 6:10 PM
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love that new chains and resturants are coming into the area as well.

564 I like everything except the homeless people putting trash around town/scaring me in the Fred
Meyer parking lot after dark & the people who break into our cars

2/25/2021 5:55 PM

565 Small town feel 2/25/2021 5:13 PM

566 I like the new shopping options coming in. I also love the new restaurants coming in. I want
Medford to continue to feel like a place where you can shop and eat.

2/25/2021 4:57 PM

567 Sports-recreation minded 2/25/2021 4:42 PM

568 Parks redone like Hawthorn, revitalize downtown 2/25/2021 9:48 AM

569 Caring community, family friendly, access to nature 2/24/2021 8:40 PM

570 I like that Medford is the center of activity and commerce for southern Oregon including a great
airport.

2/24/2021 2:37 PM

571 Attractive outdoors; parks, paths, outside dining, walkability, recreation, sports, biking.
Business hub, shopping, regional leadership.

2/24/2021 2:11 PM

572 To appreciate a small town feel and sense of community 2/23/2021 9:06 PM

573 I beleive we have lost, not due to COVID, but homeless camps and transiants, drug abuse and
trash the beauty, safety and ability to walks the bike paths, side walks, etc. My pregnate
daughter was attack on the city side walk in daylight by a pitbull and needed to go to the
hospital. The city fails to remove such dangers as it did in the past. I want back the
characteristics of beauty, not trash. Safety, not harm. Ability to be mobil on a bike, mall
shopping, or shopping in general, without concern of mugging, dangers seen and unseen.

2/23/2021 6:24 PM

574 safety, beauty, cleanliness, friendliness 2/22/2021 9:35 AM

575 Growth control 2/20/2021 3:10 PM

576 Proactive getting ahead of problems 2/18/2021 6:21 AM

577 Beautify the Greenway back to the way it was in the past before the homeless took it over 2/17/2021 9:12 PM

578 Maintain the small town feel, voices that can be heard, keep the homeless population under
control and sex trafficking needs to be addressed and brought out into the fore front

2/17/2021 12:37 PM
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Q6 What is missing from Medford that you and/or your community need?
Answered: 578 Skipped: 0
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Upscale shopping, nice indoor mall. 3/12/2021 10:35 PM

2 Affordable housing, more resources for mental health & addiction 3/12/2021 5:22 PM

3 Right now, I think the biggest issue is the homeless. We need an infrastructure for them to be
able to contribute to our local economy / community.

3/12/2021 3:53 PM

4 Better management of people living in public spaces...serve them without letting them ruin
public investments like parks and retail and neighborhoods.

3/12/2021 3:01 PM

5 Clean greenway 3/12/2021 2:20 PM

6 Infrastructure to get from East Medford to downtown, or to get off freeway to down town 3/12/2021 1:28 PM

7 The greenway should be a place for families to enjoy safely. 3/12/2021 11:13 AM

8 Larger, bolder, street direction signs so older eyes can see more quickly 3/12/2021 10:54 AM

9 More walkable residential building. We build housing in the Southern Cali suburban sprawl
erroneous methodology, which means people have to be dependent on vehicles just to get
essentials. This is not healthy and we need to fix it. Apartments above grocers/businesses
would be a good way to think of it.

3/12/2021 10:07 AM

10 Parking; safety; jobs 3/12/2021 8:56 AM

11 Cleanliness 3/12/2021 7:08 AM

12 Can't name at this time. 3/12/2021 7:08 AM

13 A vision for the future, growth, infrastructure 3/12/2021 6:29 AM

14 Beauty, downtown and safety 3/12/2021 5:57 AM

15 More help for the homeless 3/12/2021 5:31 AM

16 Homeless help 3/12/2021 4:31 AM

17 more for teens to do that is free of charge. Currently the only thing they have that’s free to do
is go to the skatepark.

3/12/2021 1:34 AM

18 Better sense of community 3/12/2021 1:22 AM

19 Public safety 3/11/2021 11:45 PM

20 Parks on bear creek 3/11/2021 11:01 PM

21 A clean Bear Creek, with fish and people enjoying it 3/11/2021 10:47 PM

22 A really great downtown area like Ashland has. Medford has come a long way in that
department, but there's still room for Improvement.

3/11/2021 9:49 PM

23 Hourly rail service, frequent bus service 3/11/2021 9:01 PM

24 A downtown area that is lively, family friendly, and fun to hang out at 3/11/2021 8:28 PM

25 More affordable housing 3/11/2021 7:08 PM

26 Public safety 3/11/2021 6:50 PM

27 More playgrounds and a swimming pool for general population. 3/11/2021 6:46 PM

28 There are too many homeless people in Medford. It makes the parks and greenway feel unsafe
and unenjoyable. Additionally, housing is somewhat of an issue with the Alameda fires, but I
do see a lot of new development coming into the area.

3/11/2021 5:58 PM

29 A waterpark would be wonderful 3/11/2021 4:22 PM

30 things to do 3/11/2021 4:20 PM

31 More affordable housing 3/11/2021 3:50 PM

32 Good authentic Chinese Food! More tourist attractions. 3/11/2021 3:22 PM
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33 more green space 3/11/2021 2:59 PM

34 Cohesive community feel 3/11/2021 2:35 PM

35 SAFE family friendly attractions 3/11/2021 2:11 PM

36 Vibrant downtown 3/11/2021 2:07 PM

37 Police staff, safety, drug free, law abiding citizens 3/11/2021 1:34 PM

38 shady cove-more services 3/11/2021 1:18 PM

39 Mental Health Institution 3/11/2021 12:51 PM

40 A Whole Foods Market and an Audi dealer. 3/11/2021 12:44 PM

41 More affordable housing, the real estate market in our area is in crisis. We need more effective
solutions for people with drug addiction and homelessness.

3/11/2021 12:42 PM

42 Safe clean parks 3/11/2021 12:39 PM

43 Crime is climbing, tent cities are building 3/11/2021 12:30 PM

44 Nightlife 3/11/2021 12:26 PM

45 Sidewalks in many neighborhoods. A vibrant downtown. Adequate parking downtown. 3/11/2021 12:15 PM

46 With the covid 19 there are a lot of people in crisis. Because of winter weather and places
being closed, there wasn't a lot of solutions to help those in need.

3/11/2021 12:11 PM

47 We need a better vision for our downtown area. It would be nice for Medford downtown to not
only have more options (entertainment, food, etc), but to have a cohesive, positive, and
attractive atmosphere. Very few people want to just walk around downtown, that should
change.

3/11/2021 12:02 PM

48 Enough housing, not just affordable housing but reasonably priced housing. 3/11/2021 11:45 AM

49 middle class jobs. healthier population. We need apartments/housing for this category of
people that can be afforded. Not more HUD housing. Think about incentivizing good
businesses to come here

3/11/2021 11:29 AM

50 Safety due to homeless & drugs 3/11/2021 10:59 AM

51 Our homeless population is out of control. The camping along the greenway has to stop 3/11/2021 10:53 AM

52 More space to play - at no daily cost. 3/11/2021 10:50 AM

53 Safety from homeless & drug problem 3/11/2021 10:49 AM

54 Common sense 3/11/2021 10:28 AM

55 solution to homeless 3/11/2021 10:00 AM

56 More support for and acceptance of communities of color, higher quality restaurants, at least
one dance club that is not country

3/11/2021 9:54 AM

57 I am very satisfied with the community. 3/11/2021 9:46 AM

58 A thriving downtown, a community that cares about homelessness 3/11/2021 9:44 AM

59 Swimming pool opened all year for all people. Reduce amount of hemp/marijuana shops and
vaping shops too. We need to have opportunities for everyone, especially young people to feel
safe and enjoy our hometown.

3/11/2021 9:42 AM

60 A Peet’s coffee shop! More museums and arts venues 3/11/2021 9:37 AM

61 Recycling here is sad, from being able to recycle many items to only a few. More street lights
in neighborhoods would help to discourage crime. Some some small parks are forlorn, like the
one on the corner of West Mail and Columbus, and more small community parks would serve
the community well. More internet connectivity for those who can't afford it. More and more
jobs must be applied for online, making it difficult for some to get even an entry level job.

3/11/2021 9:34 AM

62 Homeless camps 3/11/2021 9:15 AM
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63 Safety downtown and along greenway 3/11/2021 9:10 AM

64 More open-minded people and ways of thinking. 3/11/2021 8:48 AM

65 More activities for teens 3/11/2021 8:46 AM

66 Something for kids to do 3/11/2021 8:44 AM

67 Stronger advocates for the family, education, and Christian values. We are a country under
God and the government should reflect that.

3/11/2021 8:41 AM

68 In some areas of Medford, the community growth planning seems to be haphazard. Some
areas of Medford seem quite run down.

3/11/2021 8:28 AM

69 Affordable housing for seasonal workers. Would be nice if the Amtrak train came to Medford. 3/11/2021 8:21 AM

70 More trade schools 3/11/2021 8:16 AM

71 More resources for people experiencing homelessness and or addiction 3/11/2021 8:14 AM

72 AFFORDABLE housing. Apartments at $2,200/month is insane and the average working family
can't afford such housing.

3/11/2021 8:07 AM

73 Middle class job sector - very little between entry level (pumping gas/flipping burgers) to higher
level. We desperately need more development of businesses /tech industry?/ something to
provide more jobs that are above minimum wage for young people who otherwise must leave
community to find work.

3/11/2021 7:38 AM

74 No politician or law enforcement leadership is worth a crap dealing with all of the drug and
homeless issues in the area.

3/11/2021 7:29 AM

75 Healthy food options, more restaurants and shops downtown. 3/11/2021 7:15 AM

76 Some more parks and better places for families. 3/11/2021 7:09 AM

77 Better public transit and roads that support riding bikes. Housing access for lower income
families and the houseless. Medford could build up instead of continuing to sprawl out.
Increase diversity!

3/11/2021 7:03 AM

78 Indoor/coldweather playground kid activities 3/11/2021 7:02 AM

79 CERT, parks in the Northeast part of Medford, neighborhood watch programs 3/11/2021 6:52 AM

80 Beautiful and fun/inviting areas to recreate downtown 3/11/2021 6:49 AM

81 Car washes.... *extreme sarcasm* 3/11/2021 6:32 AM

82 Way more housing and possibly a sports team or amusement/water park 3/11/2021 6:04 AM

83 More indoor children’s activities 3/11/2021 6:00 AM

84 Medford is working to plan for a bright future and I love the belief behind that! 3/11/2021 5:37 AM

85 Something for the youth to do, we need a skating rink or something. 3/11/2021 5:28 AM

86 I would like to see more places for my kids to swim. 3/11/2021 2:48 AM

87 More events, more things for kids to do, more entertainment 3/11/2021 1:14 AM

88 A more robust public transportation schedule 3/11/2021 12:47 AM

89 Using our natural rescourses! We need more culture, waterway promenade. Help with
homelessness and drugs...many times this is hand in hand. Clean up the parks!!! I feel like I
can’t take my kids there

3/11/2021 12:21 AM

90 Cleanup from vagrants. 3/10/2021 11:43 PM

91 Better resources for the needy/homeless 3/10/2021 11:16 PM

92 More things for families to do. 3/10/2021 10:07 PM

93 Water park . Amusement park. 3/10/2021 9:50 PM

94 Inclusion & Diversity 3/10/2021 9:15 PM
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95 More safety, less crime. 3/10/2021 9:06 PM

96 Stricter laws regarding homeless camping open on greenway 3/10/2021 9:04 PM

97 More support for local events and support for the unhoused populations. Help against rents
increasing due to crisis and demand.

3/10/2021 9:02 PM

98 industry/jobs 3/10/2021 8:54 PM

99 We need to honestly clean this city up! The crime is getting out of control! We also need to get
our business’ back open!!!

3/10/2021 8:54 PM

100 Convention center 3/10/2021 8:50 PM

101 We need a water park and an imax 3/10/2021 8:47 PM

102 Family activities 3/10/2021 8:36 PM

103 Help for the homeless. We have to stop destroying their belongings and develop an area where
they can get help.

3/10/2021 8:31 PM

104 Worker housing, low-barrier shelters, affordable housing, mixed-uses, neighborhood focus. 3/10/2021 8:19 PM

105 more help issue with homelessness 3/10/2021 8:13 PM

106 More vibrant downtown, more for young people to do 3/10/2021 8:08 PM

107 Maybe more hiking trails for us older folks..easy ones and easy to get to. Over the years I've
heard younger people call Medford...Deadford?? I didn't agree then or now .. but I'am not so
young any longer.

3/10/2021 7:26 PM

108 Less tent cities 3/10/2021 7:22 PM

109 commercial devt in E Medford - coffee shops, restaurant complex? 3/10/2021 7:17 PM

110 More affordable housing!! More movie theaters, entertainment venues, a community pool,
another high school and/or middle school

3/10/2021 7:11 PM

111 Equality, support, trust 3/10/2021 6:59 PM

112 Water slide 3/10/2021 6:46 PM

113 The greenway needs to be reinvigorated. Why isn’t Medford - a place with great food and wine
not functioning like Bend, Eugene or even Ashland?! Build a boardwalk, revitalize it. We want
to move downtown is so creepy and run down.

3/10/2021 6:42 PM

114 Law enforcement 3/10/2021 6:12 PM

115 More family activities 3/10/2021 6:10 PM

116 Community Rec center/pool not affiliated with the ymca or private clubs, more of a downtown
feel

3/10/2021 5:43 PM

117 Nothing 3/10/2021 5:34 PM

118 Stronger local government to protect this area from Portland Politics. 3/10/2021 5:23 PM

119 More easily accessible public transportation 3/10/2021 5:21 PM

120 better bus service. affordable housing. clean up. 3/10/2021 5:12 PM

121 A safe bike path. 3/10/2021 5:10 PM

122 More festivals. We only have a few a year. Cities like Reno constantly have city wide festivals
like the Hot Balloon Festival and the Rib Cookoff.

3/10/2021 5:01 PM

123 Housing for homeless and low income people. 3/10/2021 4:27 PM

124 Safety and the ability to go anywhere and not be afraid. 3/10/2021 4:22 PM

125 We need it cleaned back up it is becoming filthy and covered with garbage and tent
everywhere it is embarrassing to the city when you drive down the freeway

3/10/2021 4:14 PM

126 services for the homeless 3/10/2021 4:10 PM
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127 Cleanup. Most of Medford has become homeless camps and not safe to be around after dark 3/10/2021 3:57 PM

128 As a member of the LGBTQ+ community, it would be nice to have more spaces where I know I
can be myself, I feel like Medford in general is missing spaces that are tailored for members of
different marginalized communities. It would be great to see more business ownership in this
area as well, for example I think I remember reading there were less than 10 black owned
businesses in the city.

3/10/2021 3:30 PM

129 very spread out, not convenient for driving 3/10/2021 3:02 PM

130 Action to prevent illegal camping. Freedom to congregate, freedom to operate a business
without being restricted by governor

3/10/2021 2:57 PM

131 sooo spread out, not easy to navigate 3/10/2021 2:54 PM

132 More open spaces, community art 3/10/2021 2:48 PM

133 Support for homeless community members. Offering housing is the only way to help people’s
move off the greenway. We need more bike and pedestrian friendly infrastructure. Lots of parts
of town don’t have sidewalks, crosswalks or any lighting.

3/10/2021 2:46 PM

134 I would like to see more affordable housing, more public amenities like bathrooms, regular
trash service in parks, more overnight shelters and working with Rogue Retreat. I would like to
see more safe community spaces for the LGBTQ+ community and all marginalized
communities, like bars, nonprofit centers, and the like. I would like to see more investment into
a nightlife scene in Medford, from more entertainment and food/drink locations concentrated
downtown to later hours for street venders and local businesses. Improved transit
infrastructure like more bus routes and possibly even a tram/light rail long term. I would also
like to see Medford/Jackson County strive for zero net emissions by 2040 or earlier.

3/10/2021 2:46 PM

135 diverse establishment and a sense of safety 3/10/2021 2:42 PM

136 A larger indoor Arts venue 3/10/2021 2:33 PM

137 Still need better public transportation, something like a light rail that goes Northgate/Southgate
would be great. The busses are fairly comprehensive but there's so much waiting and lost
time.

3/10/2021 2:27 PM

138 More community areas such as water park, another pool, expanding downtown/common area 3/10/2021 2:18 PM

139 Community multicultural center, multi-lingual services, feeling of safety and welcome for
people of color, LGBTQ+ and queer people of color, walkable city, bicycle friendly streets,
downtown parking

3/10/2021 2:16 PM

140 low income housing and more rehabilitation to help with homelessness 3/10/2021 2:13 PM

141 more pretty outdoor spaces 3/10/2021 2:11 PM

142 bigger non-service industry (i.e. growth/new businesses not just in fast food) 3/10/2021 2:10 PM

143 Enough theater 3/10/2021 2:08 PM

144 Walking paths, rigorous and constant efforts to keep our city clean and green. We need a
MAJOR re-boot when it comes to trash and litter clean up.

3/10/2021 2:06 PM

145 More events 3/10/2021 2:02 PM

146 Services for mental health, addiction, and homeless 3/10/2021 1:59 PM

147 Generally, I think the Rogue Valley needs more affordable housing, higher wages for workers,
and more industry! That's what will *actually* improve people's lives, Medford's economy, etc.

3/10/2021 1:57 PM

148 A down town that is free to park and shop in. Urban renewal committee has killed downtown
medford. Take a look at downtown Grants Pass and that's the way Medford used to be

3/10/2021 1:47 PM

149 Cleaner public areas. 3/10/2021 1:32 PM

150 can't think of a thing right now 3/10/2021 1:29 PM

151 We need better support for our unhoused community. 3/10/2021 1:22 PM

152 genuine safety, genuine community 3/10/2021 1:20 PM
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153 Would like a more vibrant downtown area 3/10/2021 1:11 PM

154 Less garbage around Bear Creek 3/10/2021 1:04 PM

155 n/a 3/10/2021 1:02 PM

156 More equitable/better internet access and speeds. 3/10/2021 12:55 PM

157 Reasonable housing cost 3/10/2021 12:50 PM

158 Less homeless parks, makes citizens feel unsafe. 3/10/2021 12:47 PM

159 Safety on the greenway & in some of the public parks (Bear Creek & Hawthorne) 3/10/2021 12:45 PM

160 Ikea 3/10/2021 12:37 PM

161 affordable housing, walkability 3/10/2021 12:32 PM

162 Affordable housing & available housing for young families. 3/10/2021 12:16 PM

163 More Spanish speaking friendly events 3/10/2021 12:01 PM

164 Transportation. There isn't much offered and the times vary greatly. Better recycling services,
it isn't enough to have green areas the city needs to be green as well.

3/10/2021 11:50 AM

165 A center of town that has viable businesses, restaurants, entertainment along with the
educational opportunities currently present.

3/10/2021 11:50 AM

166 All I see is trash, homelessness, drugs and crime everywhere 3/10/2021 11:30 AM

167 Less rural development and more draw to using the current businesses and resources already
available in Medford.

3/10/2021 10:53 AM

168 Safe areas for families 3/10/2021 10:51 AM

169 An ability to use parks, bike paths, other public areas without being confronted by homeless
people, their trash, feces and begging. Cleaning up graffiti and giving law enforcement the
authority and backing them up. Getting people in the justice system that are willing to make
people accountable

3/10/2021 10:46 AM

170 Housing 3/10/2021 10:32 AM

171 Freindlyness and freedom 3/10/2021 10:30 AM

172 things for kids 3/10/2021 10:24 AM

173 I've noticed that we need something to help those who are being released out of prison, arc,
On track, ect. who have no support from friends or family. we need more facility's that can help
house them so they can safely get on their feet without ending up on the streets and ending up
going right back into drugs and down the rabbit hole they are trying to get out of. we also need
facility's for those with Sevier mental health issues who have no support from friends or family
and who end up homeless on the streets, cause they can't help themselves. I'm not sure what
exactly they would need to help them, but anything where they would feel cared for and loved,
and not forgotten and tossed aside just cause no one knows what to do with them.

3/10/2021 10:08 AM

174 Better political representation. The political climate of cities like Portland are dictating state
policies here that do not match our values.

3/10/2021 10:02 AM

175 More mental health resources 3/10/2021 10:02 AM

176 Feeling of safety, too many transients. Small town local feeling 3/10/2021 9:45 AM

177 A better justice system. No more catch and release of violent criminals. Also literally cleaner
streets and recreation areas

3/10/2021 9:44 AM

178 A balanced approach to dealing with people experiencing homelessness 3/10/2021 9:40 AM

179 Clean and usable Greenway (water and path), Water Slide Park, Outside Rock Climbing
location development, bike paths

3/10/2021 9:33 AM

180 More interactive activities for our youth. 3/10/2021 9:19 AM

181 Safer places for our youth to enjoy being outside 3/10/2021 9:11 AM
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182 more housing for homeless 3/10/2021 9:03 AM

183 Growth, employment opportunity, younger residents. 3/10/2021 8:16 AM

184 Safety 3/10/2021 8:04 AM

185 We don't always have the personal touch sometimes to unfeeling cold 3/10/2021 7:59 AM

186 Outdoor recreation 3/10/2021 7:33 AM

187 More comprehensive programs to assist the poor and homeless populations 3/10/2021 7:27 AM

188 Higher quality medical. 3/10/2021 7:25 AM

189 Affordable housing, daycare and after school programs for kids and pre teens 3/10/2021 7:11 AM

190 The trampoline park closed things like that are great things to keep kids busy. Some kind of
theme park would be amazing. Fun land is great but it would really be awesome with a theme
park to give older kids a hang put safe place. They would have something they all enjoyed
doing with memories and probably keep them in the valley because of the fond memories and
history they made here. Verses being bored and loathing a town for not having big city stuff.

3/10/2021 7:04 AM

191 A vibrant downtown area. Utilize our natural resource of bear creek. I suggest you develop bear
creek between mcandrews and Jackson streets. Put in shops and restaurants backed up to I 5
and clear out all of the brush. So bear creek is visible. Make it pedestrian only. There is plenty
of parking at the mall and by red Robin.

3/10/2021 6:56 AM

192 NOT A WATER PARK. How about some better concert venues 3/10/2021 6:53 AM

193 More family friendly sites 3/10/2021 6:12 AM

194 The greenway is disgusting. Maybe more homeless shelters so we feel safer using the
greenway instead of seeing a tent city.

3/10/2021 5:25 AM

195 Safety. Downtown is getting scary 3/10/2021 5:16 AM

196 Outdoor vibe of bend 3/10/2021 5:15 AM

197 Sophistication 3/10/2021 4:58 AM

198 Safety. Crime is ridiculous. 3/10/2021 4:47 AM

199 Stricter Laws 3/10/2021 4:46 AM

200 drive in movies 3/10/2021 4:08 AM

201 Practical and affordable activities for my kids, I’d love to see “free” days at the new water
recreation facility when it opens.

3/10/2021 1:12 AM

202 Homeless solutions 3/10/2021 1:08 AM

203 A water park and drive in theater. 3/10/2021 12:07 AM

204 A decent mayor and commissioners 3/9/2021 11:23 PM

205 Amusement Park 3/9/2021 11:23 PM

206 Mental health, housing, help for homeless 3/9/2021 11:07 PM

207 HOUSING AND SAFETY 3/9/2021 10:53 PM

208 Arts/ theater music made more readily available and affordable. Safe fun places for teens to
hang out. We also need better access to mental health resources and the end the stigma
surrounding people needed help.

3/9/2021 10:41 PM

209 HOUSING!! SAFETY, CONSEQUENCES FOR CRIMINALS 3/9/2021 10:40 PM

210 A sense of pride about where we live. Way better standards. The beauty and cleanliness
restored!

3/9/2021 10:27 PM

211 Nightlife & entertainment. Family & handicap friendly events. 3/9/2021 10:23 PM

212 No greenway and better law an order 3/9/2021 10:22 PM
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213 More restaurants/better downtown. 3/9/2021 10:18 PM

214 Affordable housing 3/9/2021 10:18 PM

215 Better fishing tackle shops 3/9/2021 10:15 PM

216 Medford is a shopping hub. Unfortunately, 90% of that is big box stores. Getting more smaller
stores, continue to revitalize downtown, having a place for food trucks, encourage good
restaurants.

3/9/2021 10:07 PM

217 Family entertainment 3/9/2021 10:03 PM

218 Strict rules for no camping on Greenway. Need full time patrol. 3/9/2021 9:53 PM

219 A dedicated performance venue 3/9/2021 9:45 PM

220 A nice downtown with no bums, needle and rift raft so people want to come spend money in
our community

3/9/2021 9:40 PM

221 Economic development, hope for thousands of people, housing 3/9/2021 9:31 PM

222 Too much trash and homeless all over. You get off both Medford exits and that’s all you see. 3/9/2021 9:27 PM

223 More Police on a daily basis on the greenway 3/9/2021 9:22 PM

224 Safe green places to recreate 3/9/2021 9:22 PM

225 Clean and safe parks/outdoor areas downtown 3/9/2021 9:18 PM

226 Safe fun downtown area that draws residents and visitors. 3/9/2021 9:18 PM

227 Safety, clean, walkable/bikable, usable greenway 3/9/2021 9:11 PM

228 Less homeless camps 3/9/2021 9:09 PM

229 Consequences. 3/9/2021 9:08 PM

230 A way to deal with the drugs and homeless situation 3/9/2021 9:08 PM

231 Respect for our area. The tent cities that have been allowed are currently ruining the draw to
the Medford area. The people who are living there have zero respect for the city, the residents,
the police, our environment. What is being allowed is disgusting and really takes away from the
appeal of Medford.

3/9/2021 9:06 PM

232 Better rehab/treatment facilities and options 3/9/2021 9:05 PM

233 Medford should try to stop expanding its scope of services that it attempts to provide with its
own forces and to limit it’s services to those that are not normally available through the private
sector. There is little need for the City to purchase, and lightly use, equipment and services
readily available in the private sector.

3/9/2021 9:04 PM

234 More higher wage job opportunities for people to earn a living wage. 3/9/2021 8:55 PM

235 Freedom to visit parks & open spaces without being afraid of crime. 3/9/2021 8:49 PM

236 I’m devastated by the recent explosion of homelessness seem downtown, along the greenway,
and along I5. We need Medford to continue to be a beautiful town that feels safe for families.
We shouldnt being allowing tent cities to pop up alongside the roadway. The trash and
disrespect shii of w to our once clean town is heartbreaking.

3/9/2021 8:49 PM

237 Pride in the community — used to be here but no longer 3/9/2021 8:48 PM

238 Something like the sundial bridge in Redding where the community can go, feel safe and stroll
through daily if they wish

3/9/2021 8:39 PM

239 New Jail and an IKEA! 3/9/2021 8:33 PM

240 Community Pool 3/9/2021 8:22 PM

241 Everything, more places to hang out, more community events 3/9/2021 8:18 PM

242 More kid friendly businesses/activities 3/9/2021 8:16 PM

243 More for kids and younger gen to do 3/9/2021 8:13 PM
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244 Streets in many places are in need of repair, bumpy, example Delta Waters was torn up over
and over and never resurfaced properly. It's like driving over a field. Consistent, large visible
street names would be a good idea. Now they are in different places, overhead, at some corner
barely visible, or none at all.

3/9/2021 8:07 PM

245 affordable housing, better senior housing 3/9/2021 8:02 PM

246 Street lights that equally light all parts of Medford, not just the higher elevations. 3/9/2021 7:56 PM

247 Cultural options. There are no venues for larger performers to use or for larger productions.
Most musicians go straight to Portland and some of the bigger theater productions don't stop in
Oregon at all

3/9/2021 7:52 PM

248 Better variety of types of restaurants. 3/9/2021 7:44 PM

249 More local restaurants, shops, better solutions for transient issues 3/9/2021 7:40 PM

250 Nothing- Maintain what we have. 3/9/2021 7:35 PM

251 Ability to get rid of transient presence 3/9/2021 7:35 PM

252 Being able to ride the greenway without issues 3/9/2021 7:34 PM

253 Parklettes made permanent and sped limit lowered to 15 mph past them 3/9/2021 7:33 PM

254 More comprehensive public transportation (early mornings, late night, weekends) 3/9/2021 7:32 PM

255 Local neighborhood pools 3/9/2021 7:28 PM

256 Reliable Emergency system 3/9/2021 7:24 PM

257 a drive in movie theatre, less building, better shopping experiences. 3/9/2021 7:23 PM

258 Affordable housing 3/9/2021 7:20 PM

259 Better mental health and drug addiction counseling, also homeless shelters and low income
housing

3/9/2021 7:18 PM

260 Something NEEDS TO BE DONE about the ever increasing number of homeless people living
in the parks, streets, and along the bear creek greenway. It is getting worse by the day. I no
longer feel safe leaving my vehicle ANYWHERE in Medford and would not feel safe living in
Medford anywhere anymore.

3/9/2021 7:18 PM

261 Safe use of Greenway. All the brush and trees need to be removed, restaurants and boutiques
and small parks need to be built from Ashland to North Central Point along the Greenway so
tax paying residents can walk, eat, drink and enjoy the Greenway. Something we cannot now.

3/9/2021 7:15 PM

262 Better city management 3/9/2021 7:14 PM

263 Safety at the parks, reasonable taxi service or uber from Airport to Shady Cove, more direct
flights to/from Medford

3/9/2021 7:09 PM

264 Better crime control and security. 3/9/2021 7:07 PM

265 Safety 3/9/2021 7:00 PM

266 Better shopping. A better mall. More youth activities. 3/9/2021 6:55 PM

267 Restaurants open 3/9/2021 6:55 PM

268 Safer parks less homelessness 3/9/2021 6:54 PM

269 Affordable housing 3/9/2021 5:06 PM

270 Affordable housing 3/9/2021 4:46 PM

271 Better learning opportunities to keep our youth in the valley & More family friendly activities &
streets (for families to hike into downtown)

3/9/2021 3:54 PM

272 To do something with all the homeless people! It is sad to see what has happened to our town 3/9/2021 3:31 PM

273 We need more rules regarding letting transients camp everywhere and litter everywhere. 3/9/2021 3:17 PM
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274 adequate mental health service access for homeless population 3/9/2021 2:44 PM

275 Activities to participate in. 3/9/2021 2:41 PM

276 respect, acknowledgement and inclusion of the migrant workers and families we bring to the
area for agriculture, more opportunities for trade education for youth, mental health crisis
response instead of LEA, preschool for all, assessible homeless/family shelters

3/9/2021 2:27 PM

277 Shopping 3/9/2021 2:13 PM

278 a business convention Center to bring more business to town, a reasonably affordable venue
for 2500 to 1,000 attendees

3/9/2021 2:12 PM

279 Not enough affordable housing. 3/9/2021 2:00 PM

280 Safety from drugs and gangs. More community events that bolster hometown feel. 3/9/2021 1:37 PM

281 more social and cultural events in the downtown area 3/9/2021 1:37 PM

282 Cleanliness and safety 3/9/2021 1:37 PM

283 A vibrant downtown with a combination of retail, entertainment and restaurants and shopping.
Clean up Bear Creek by removing the unnecessary small dams that prevent it from flowing.
Move the bus station from downtown. Clean up the Greenway and make it safe for families.

3/9/2021 1:25 PM

284 Support for local businesses 3/9/2021 1:17 PM

285 Low increase me housing for seniors 3/9/2021 12:57 PM

286 More library hours 3/9/2021 12:56 PM

287 Nothing that we know of. 3/9/2021 12:52 PM

288 Medford could do a better job at educating the community about the importance of preserving
our history and historical sites.

3/9/2021 12:51 PM

289 More kid friendly activities. 3/9/2021 12:34 PM

290 Easy access to senior service agencies 3/9/2021 12:05 PM

291 Traffic solutions 3/9/2021 11:52 AM

292 We need more mental health/addiction services, and some solutions for making the homeless
community part of the community at large.

3/9/2021 11:49 AM

293 f 3/9/2021 11:38 AM

294 A thriving downtown district, housing, beutification of streets and public areas. 3/9/2021 11:09 AM

295 Not much. 3/9/2021 10:37 AM

296 We are lacking in resources to be able to help the mentally ill homeless population. 3/9/2021 10:22 AM

297 Safe greenway to walk, sports park 3/9/2021 10:17 AM

298 Law enforcement is missing...I know the Medford Police are working hard...I just think they are
pre-occupied with baby sitting the same criminals all day every day because they are not
behind bars. The criminals are supposed to be in some sort of time out...this doesn't work. The
taxpayers are losing our city...most transients now carry a machete on their backpack for
protection...however who wants to be in Medford with a bunch of criminals carrying
machete's...i'm personally giving Medford five more years to turn around before my family
leaves. We travel...and the I-5 corridor all looks like Medford...once you get away from the I-5
corridor there is law, order, and real Public Safety.

3/9/2021 9:44 AM

299 I think that the community is missing just that a sense of community and saftey. 3/9/2021 9:27 AM

300 Medford is missing a civic life. We have very little in the way of community resources (parks,
community centers, etc.) that serve to bring the community together. While there are a number
of events throughout the year that bring people to Medford to enhance business activity, that
enthusiasm quickly wanes. The abandonment of public life for retail and business activity
leaves us all poorer.

3/9/2021 9:23 AM

301 Deterrent of homeless living 3/9/2021 9:10 AM
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302 Feeling safe in the community, more activities for young people, more cultural activities and
events

3/9/2021 8:52 AM

303 Lower property taxes. 3/9/2021 6:37 AM

304 I can't think of anything. 3/9/2021 5:29 AM

305 law enforcement with transients and homeless people 3/9/2021 4:50 AM

306 Areas where walking will get you to all you need as it relates to services, recreation, nature,
etc.

3/8/2021 10:15 PM

307 Lack of community - You could learn alot from Grants Pass they have this down to a science.
How to promote Medford - there is so much to offer here, people should be coming in droves.

3/8/2021 9:40 PM

308 Fine dining/restaurants. Ashland has always been superior and I would like to see that gap
narrow. Also I would like to see downtown be more vibrant with restaurants and attractions.
Also the homeless issue needs to be addressed. When I visit from Portland first signs of this
issue are apparent right away at the North Medford exit and continues throughout.

3/8/2021 8:37 PM

309 Places that are drug free and homeless free areas families can go to enjoy the great outdoors 3/8/2021 8:32 PM

310 safety. it is too welcoming for drug abuse and the aggressive homeless 3/8/2021 8:03 PM

311 Outdoor activities, like water slide park like Redding’s , places like science works hands on
places for families

3/8/2021 5:48 PM

312 A vibrant downtown 3/8/2021 5:41 PM

313 Help with the homeless 3/8/2021 4:43 PM

314 Hip foodie vibe, community involvement. See Grants Pass for ideas. More tech less good old
boy planning. Help love less fortunate. Find more solutions for those w/o homes. More
affordable housing

3/8/2021 4:43 PM

315 Unsure 3/8/2021 3:47 PM

316 Housing for the homeless. 3/8/2021 2:17 PM

317 More help for the homeless, elderly homeless and those suffering from addiction. 3/8/2021 2:16 PM

318 Clean, safe Greenway & parks 3/8/2021 1:45 PM

319 Southwest Airlines, Causeway bypass! 3/8/2021 1:32 PM

320 Christian youth programs 3/8/2021 1:14 PM

321 More places for the homeless that is safe for them and the community 3/8/2021 12:46 PM

322 better alternative transportation for buses, bikes, and more. need to address many needs of
housing; homelessness, Greenway camping, need for more low income or more affordable
home ownership, need for increased supply of rentals

3/8/2021 12:30 PM

323 Mental health care for homeless. Resources for underserved. Resource's 3/8/2021 12:28 PM

324 A cidery 3/8/2021 11:47 AM

325 Dedicated and lighted pickleball courts. Clean parks. Clean downtown and greenway area free
from transients and trash.

3/8/2021 11:45 AM

326 Help for the homeless. 3/8/2021 11:44 AM

327 Mental health workers. Better government to allow police to do there jobs. 3/8/2021 11:39 AM

328 Nordstrom. Restaurants on the eastside. 3/8/2021 11:37 AM

329 nothing 3/8/2021 11:28 AM

330 A way to solve the homeless problem. There are organizations that help those that want to be
helped -Medford Gospel Mission, St. Vincent de Paul, Salvation Army. But, right now, the
homeless are being allowed to have camps along the greenway, which is not only
environmentally hazardous and dangerous, but also looks horrible. Drive on I-5 between south

3/8/2021 11:25 AM
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and north Medford exits and you can see all the messy homeless camps! Not a good
impression of the City of Medford!!

331 More jobs 3/8/2021 11:23 AM

332 diversity 3/8/2021 11:14 AM

333 diversity 3/8/2021 11:06 AM

334 It is starting to feel unsafe due to the amount of drugs and displaced persons. 3/8/2021 11:03 AM

335 More resources for the needy. More options for the mentaly ill. More housing for seniors 3/8/2021 10:55 AM

336 restaurants. shopping. 3/8/2021 10:50 AM

337 Animal control involvement in removing the turkey population. 3/8/2021 10:39 AM

338 The quiet town it was in 2012. 3/8/2021 10:29 AM

339 homeless camps along the highway need to be relocated somewhere viable...need an area that
is safe for the 'campers' but also safe for neighborhoods

3/8/2021 10:10 AM

340 planned development, being business friendly, focus on education vs public safety as the sole
issue

3/8/2021 9:26 AM

341 A quality state of the art indoor/outdoor aquatics facility. 3/8/2021 12:07 AM

342 I'm starting to see a lot of homeless encampments along I-5 and surrounding areas in Medford.
I am sympathetic to their plight to a point but when they leave their trash and fecal waste
wherever they decide to stay my patience runs thin. I know other towns and cities in our
country are having problems with this and throw money at the situation but nothing changes.
We need to find a piece of land in Medford and have a place for them to go, a small
community with trailers/shelters for housing, a small store, a social services person in
attendance and responsibility in the community.

3/7/2021 9:26 PM

343 Cleaner parks and rec.areas safe bike paths 3/7/2021 7:28 PM

344 A safe and clean environment to gather outdoors 3/7/2021 11:42 AM

345 Clean and safe town for families 3/7/2021 11:35 AM

346 Unknown 3/7/2021 9:01 AM

347 Open spaces & parks without tents & trash & homeless!!!! 3/7/2021 8:12 AM

348 Social practice opportunity 3/7/2021 5:40 AM

349 Pediatric medical services. Providence has very limited pediatric capabilities and While Asante
has some pediatric ability it still has to transfer many of its critical kids. I’ve watched young
children die trying to get them all the way to Portland.

3/7/2021 2:52 AM

350 Warm water pool for seniors that Providence provided for decades, affordable apartments and
smaller homes, governmental (esp county) support for sensible science-based responses to
crises like COVID19.

3/6/2021 9:51 PM

351 conference center, a "river walk" along Bear Creek (ala San Antonio) 3/6/2021 8:44 PM

352 I think a master plan with a vision of the cities growth has been missing. It has never felt like a
well planned city.

3/6/2021 6:19 PM

353 Homelessness not seriously addressed. Healthy solutions are needed. 3/6/2021 2:50 PM

354 Commuter Rail, affordable housing, and a draw for downtown 3/6/2021 2:31 PM

355 More diversified population with acceptance for all cultures, More upscale but reasonably
priced local restaurants

3/6/2021 12:33 PM

356 Address the homeless problem - create new options for temporary and permanent housing
options.! We need to clean up Bear Creek and protect the environment and increase people's
safety.

3/6/2021 7:19 AM

357 More Conservatives...including a paper that it NOT the Mail Tribune 3/6/2021 6:38 AM
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358 More Family activities indoor and outside 3/5/2021 8:16 PM

359 More neighborhood connection. Community gathering space. Mental health team like
CAHOOTS.

3/5/2021 7:34 PM

360 Vibrant downtown shopping that is safe and free of drugs and homeless 3/5/2021 7:08 PM

361 A new jail 3/5/2021 7:08 PM

362 A Manufacturing industry, some technology businesses- as long as we don’t get too big! 3/5/2021 6:44 PM

363 No response 3/5/2021 6:25 PM

364 more parks, better roads or trails for biking and more tennis courts. 3/5/2021 5:41 PM

365 More affordable housing and a safe place for unhoused folks to live until they are able to
transition to permanent/self-supplied housing

3/5/2021 5:31 PM

366 Not enough healthy choices 3/5/2021 5:12 PM

367 A clean and safe Greenway that out tax dollars pay for buy we cannot use. 3/5/2021 3:59 PM

368 property and buildings and houses to help our homeless population 3/5/2021 3:23 PM

369 Higher wages and a growing diversified economic base. 3/5/2021 2:47 PM

370 Representation in higher positions of power of the different and diverse communities living in
medford. Documents translated to other languages, professional translation services,
affordable housing, more recreational areas or programs for BIPOC youth and communities.

3/5/2021 2:46 PM

371 More beautification, especially downtown and some areas like Crater Lake Highway...so ugly. 3/5/2021 2:45 PM

372 I liked what the Heart of Medford association was doing with the summer wine walk to get
people downtown

3/5/2021 2:41 PM

373 Medford does not currently have enough low-barrier warming shelters or homeless shelters to
meet the need of the unhoused populations that reside and travel through the area. While most
city efforts are focused on the environmental impact camping along the Greenway has on the
city, more efforts need to be placed on creating shelters that would naturally ameliorate these
concerns/issues.

3/5/2021 2:31 PM

374 Attractions 3/5/2021 2:30 PM

375 Affordable housing, more services for vulnerable populations, giving more voice to
marginalized populations (those in poverty, homeless, or BIPOC groups)

3/5/2021 2:18 PM

376 A convention/event center 3/5/2021 2:13 PM

377 More spiritual restoration services for people that need life transformation guidance and
support in their lives.

3/5/2021 2:11 PM

378 Safer pedestrian and green areas. Cleaner roads and highways. Nice, affordable housing. 3/5/2021 2:03 PM

379 Safety. Law and order. Clean streets and walking paths that you won’t get stabbed on. 3/5/2021 1:36 PM

380 More commitment to eradicating the debris and homeless tents on Bear Creek Greenway. 3/5/2021 1:28 PM

381 Clear and honest communication regarding homelessness, drug addiction and mental illness
education and resources, not just money.

3/5/2021 12:26 PM

382 An attractive and active downtown area, such as exists in cities like Livermore, CA 3/5/2021 12:18 PM

383 Quality & Quantity resources for drug & alcohol residential treatment services 3/5/2021 12:08 PM

384 Cleanliness and safety in parks and on greenway 3/5/2021 11:01 AM

385 More walking paths and sidewalks that are wide enough for people to pass comfortably. Free of
homeless people wandering the streets.

3/5/2021 10:44 AM

386 entertaining places 3/5/2021 10:42 AM

387 Needs to be more Mental Health Care services 3/5/2021 10:03 AM

388 Beautification, up-to-date merchants and shopping options, better downtown really hits all the 3/5/2021 9:35 AM
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nails... We need someone to help local businesses negotiate leases etc with building owners
who seem to not mind that downtown has more vacant buildings than businesses.

389 Actual solutions to address the homeless situation, rather than coming from a place of fear. 3/5/2021 9:30 AM

390 Recreation - stuff to do with kids - better shopping 3/5/2021 8:58 AM

391 better way to deal with the homeless 3/5/2021 8:38 AM

392 low income housing 3/5/2021 8:18 AM

393 I think our community is heading in the right direction, the one thing I would like to see is the
Greenway be utilized more as a recreational area.

3/5/2021 7:57 AM

394 Safety, I want to feel like I can go to parks and stores with my son and not have to watch over
my back to see what’s happening

3/5/2021 7:40 AM

395 We need more homless shelters 3/5/2021 7:37 AM

396 More vibrancy downtown. 3/5/2021 7:26 AM

397 A place for elderly homeless and mentally ill homeless to live. 3/5/2021 7:21 AM

398 Affordable housing 3/5/2021 6:54 AM

399 Community.... 3/5/2021 5:44 AM

400 Better communication between city and county services and the public. 3/5/2021 12:04 AM

401 More things for youth to do. 3/4/2021 11:29 PM

402 Lack of organization of community activities 3/4/2021 10:43 PM

403 Not much. I have everything that I could possibly want or need, besides being able to afford a
reasonable home of my own

3/4/2021 10:01 PM

404 Slowing down and managing traffic, walkability and more trees 3/4/2021 9:21 PM

405 We need more recreational options for families and young adults. 3/4/2021 8:59 PM

406 traffic arterials 3/4/2021 8:32 PM

407 More downtown business and opportunity. 3/4/2021 8:27 PM

408 Mental health/drug help, homeless outreach, safe greenway, indoor pool, better graduation
rates

3/4/2021 8:16 PM

409 Public bathrooms in high foot traffic areas, shelters for marginalized communities, affordable
housing, mobile response teams like CAHOOTS

3/4/2021 8:15 PM

410 More drug and alcohol rehab centers 3/4/2021 8:12 PM

411 More nightlife, downtown living spaces, more upscale restaurants, an Asian grocery store like
H-Mart

3/4/2021 8:03 PM

412 More recreational opportunities. Swimming pools year round. Recreational opportunities for
youth.

3/4/2021 8:00 PM

413 Safety in public places 3/4/2021 7:51 PM

414 Services to keep homeless out of greenways 3/4/2021 7:14 PM

415 A more attentive city government that values everyone living in Medford, not just the upper
class.

3/4/2021 5:35 PM

416 More housing of all types...from low income to high. Cottages. Places for seniors to downsize,
etc.

3/4/2021 5:25 PM

417 Medford needs a bipartisan plan to work with people who refuse to except all the healthy
resources in this valley.

3/4/2021 3:26 PM

418 Stricter laws regarding vagrancy 3/4/2021 3:14 PM

419 something like Birchwood concept - place for poor to "earn" their way so they don't rely on 3/4/2021 1:34 PM
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handouts

420 fine dining, parking, affordable housing beyond apartments 3/4/2021 1:26 PM

421 Police enforcing traffic and soliciting regulations. 3/4/2021 12:13 PM

422 The swimming/recreation centers. There is really nothing for people to do in Medford anymore
except spend money shopping or eating.

3/4/2021 11:39 AM

423 Cleaner and safer parks ie bear creek trail 3/4/2021 11:31 AM

424 More Family Friendly activities 3/4/2021 11:01 AM

425 A serious approach to the growing houseless/homeless situation. 3/4/2021 10:31 AM

426 Things for families to do 3/4/2021 10:01 AM

427 Public transport, clean downtown, and vibrant commervial downtown core. 3/4/2021 10:00 AM

428 affordable housing and down town shopping 3/4/2021 9:00 AM

429 Coordination between governmental agencies/guideline 3/4/2021 8:56 AM

430 More small businesses, shopping options, use of the greenway, more locally owned
restaurants

3/4/2021 7:52 AM

431 We really need to clean up the Greenway. This should be a space for ALL, not just the
homeless and their tents and trash.

3/4/2021 7:50 AM

432 Affordable housing and real help. Not welfare that takes away when you just start getting your
feet back under you but, real help so people can actually grow and become supporters of the
community not just takers but have the ability to grow and help Medford grow.

3/4/2021 7:29 AM

433 Opportunities to eat out at healthy (and gluten-free) restaurants and wholesome entertainment
centered on the needs of senior citizens.

3/4/2021 7:17 AM

434 Options for real manufacturing/hard goods "living wage" employment, as there is too much
focus on "service" based jobs. Options provide competition which provide the potential of a n
increase in overall "living wage" pay to help families continue to be able to keep up with
housing/living costs that grow exponentially higher than their wages. One thing that is missing
now that wasn't missing 10-15 years ago, is the feeling of safety in public areas. Think of the
Greenway, parks, or anywhere there is a "vacant" tract of land, as they are overrun with
homeless camps that are a threat to the safety of people/kids/families, thus completely
negating one of the best aspects of Medford...safe outside recreation

3/4/2021 7:13 AM

435 Drive through strore! 3/4/2021 7:00 AM

436 Specifically, safety for families to return to the beautiful greenway. 3/4/2021 6:59 AM

437 More enforced law and order 3/4/2021 6:45 AM

438 The culture is behind, needs to catch up, hey progressive, old & unproductive politics here 3/4/2021 12:04 AM

439 More churches. More tech related job opportunities. 3/3/2021 11:21 PM

440 A new mall with stores which are actually desired. There is a very minimal amount of stores for
teens to shop at and it is sad to go in there.

3/3/2021 10:19 PM

441 Clean safe parks and bikes trails without homeless encampments that start fires, lewd junkies,
and homicides.

3/3/2021 9:25 PM

442 Buke Skills area/bike jump park usable in winter 3/3/2021 9:11 PM

443 A robust intellectual life and more amenities for the great many people here who don’t have
small children.

3/3/2021 9:07 PM

444 Please do something about the hemp fields with their horrible odor. 3/3/2021 9:03 PM

445 Stores. Restaurants. Culture. 3/3/2021 8:53 PM

446 Safe trails to walk, run, bike 3/3/2021 8:49 PM

447 Safety (from homeless drug addicts, garbage free public spaces, buffer zones between 3/3/2021 8:44 PM
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housing, schools and hemp grows!

448 more attractive downtown area 3/3/2021 8:42 PM

449 Traffic control on McAndrews, which we call the East McAndrews Speedway;, places to go
dancing, public pools, rec centers

3/3/2021 8:12 PM

450 Too much thievery, drugs, and homelessness. 3/3/2021 8:03 PM

451 More defined and walkable entertainment hubs like the Village is attempting to be. 3/3/2021 7:45 PM

452 Larger prison 3/3/2021 7:43 PM

453 Senior and Community Center on the East side of town too many fees driving up our basic
costs for water & streets. Hire more police to rid us of the endless theft and drug issues.
Security is a basic need for everyone and use our tax dollars wisely.

3/3/2021 7:28 PM

454 Affordable housing for all levels, more parks and community areas developed, continued
support of small businesses. Increase working together by city government, businesses,
churches and local organizations in providing a safe & positive environment for all ages.
Maintaining a good balance between expanded city & agricultural areas balanced. Emphasis
on downtown area to be a welcoming reflection of the people who live here.

3/3/2021 7:23 PM

455 Housing affordable 3/3/2021 7:09 PM

456 Housing affordable 3/3/2021 7:07 PM

457 Too many homeless people, the camps are horrible 3/3/2021 7:06 PM

458 Better downtown nightlife and youth centered activities/parks. 3/3/2021 6:59 PM

459 Strong tourism presence. Cleanliness of downtown areas.sage feeling of downtown area. 3/3/2021 6:55 PM

460 I am not sure. 3/3/2021 6:50 PM

461 affordable housing 3/3/2021 6:49 PM

462 better dinning 3/3/2021 6:48 PM

463 Bigger venues for shows 3/3/2021 6:46 PM

464 Stop homeless camping along the greenway. They are going to burn down Medford. 3/3/2021 6:45 PM

465 Any sort of sane management from the city or city Council 3/3/2021 6:39 PM

466 A large,r more modern jail. 3/3/2021 6:28 PM

467 A centralized place. Somewhere, once visited, that you know you have been to Medford. 3/3/2021 6:23 PM

468 More outdoor activities. Less camps and homeless people 3/3/2021 6:20 PM

469 Ethnic and racial diversity. Jobs. 3/3/2021 6:15 PM

470 Safety 3/3/2021 6:10 PM

471 dedicated pickleball courts, not shared with other sports 3/3/2021 5:54 PM

472 Some areas don’t have sidewalks or street lights, we need more support to fight homelessness
and drug use

3/3/2021 5:54 PM

473 Light rail from Ashland to Grants Pass 3/3/2021 5:53 PM

474 An arena 3/3/2021 5:53 PM

475 sidewalk restaurants along a restored Bear Creek 3/3/2021 5:52 PM

476 Actual community. People really don't like it here 3/3/2021 5:50 PM

477 Affordable housing 3/3/2021 5:43 PM

478 Family- Friendly Activities and Businesses 3/3/2021 5:39 PM

479 diversity 3/3/2021 5:37 PM

480 More entertainment In all aspects. 3/3/2021 5:36 PM
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481 Larger, more urban core with market rate upper floor residential options. 3/3/2021 5:25 PM

482 better control on the homeless 3/3/2021 4:45 PM

483 More evening activities like concerts. Things for mid20s - 40 year old folks. 3/3/2021 4:30 PM

484 More road work done 3/3/2021 4:25 PM

485 Housing 3/3/2021 4:22 PM

486 More businesses downtown like Ashland and Grants Pass have 3/3/2021 3:57 PM

487 The natural areas. Most parks feel sketchy. The bike path should be a draw, not a deterrent. 3/3/2021 3:44 PM

488 Safety 3/3/2021 3:32 PM

489 We have accepted a lower quality of life by putting the needs of homeless individuals and their
chosen lifestyle to homeowners investment in the community.

3/3/2021 11:15 AM

490 Less government Oversight 3/3/2021 11:07 AM

491 Enforcement of vehicle noise regulation 3/2/2021 10:03 PM

492 Outside theater 3/2/2021 9:58 PM

493 A safe and clean downtown 3/2/2021 2:36 PM

494 We can always use more community spaces. I’d love to see a place that is “where everyone
congregates.” Where you can get out of your car and walk to one of several restaurants in a
moment. There’s a bit of this going on near Tinseltown. I’d love to see that type of area
expanded five fold.

3/2/2021 12:04 PM

495 A clean and safe green way 3/2/2021 11:05 AM

496 A sense of safety. We need to address the homeless situation. 3/2/2021 8:54 AM

497 Supervision of the greenway and other downtown parks. Opportunities for dance classes or
other artisanal classes... painting, pottery etc.

3/2/2021 8:08 AM

498 Rehabilitation centers for the homeless and substance abuse victims 3/2/2021 6:44 AM

499 Major water park feature. Only one pitiful public pool for Pete's sake! The Don Jones Park
water feature is great, but not a pool, and the other pools are private and charge a fortune for
lessons or use.

3/1/2021 6:57 PM

500 Aquatic center, more parks with upgraded facilities on the west side, more places for
small/independent restaurants and stores (versus larger chain ones)

3/1/2021 4:36 PM

501 creative architecture, downtown spaces for locals to stroll and hang out, well thought out
spaces

3/1/2021 1:14 PM

502 A downtown farmer's market on spring & summer evenings with food trucks, entertainment,
fresh flowers & produce. Monthly art hop at local galleries / venues.

3/1/2021 10:59 AM

503 Lots of garbage everywhere. We need a large scale cleanup program to make this city shine
again.

3/1/2021 10:11 AM

504 ??? 3/1/2021 9:34 AM

505 Robust and thriving downtown (residences, more shops & restaurants); Enhanced bicycle and
sidewalk network;

3/1/2021 8:49 AM

506 Culture, diversity, cleanliness, economic growth 3/1/2021 8:46 AM

507 More police patrols for safe walking and park trails that are free from garbage, drug
paraphernalia and transients. Also more clean community centers that include healthy
activities that are free or low cost.

3/1/2021 8:23 AM

508 Making the tax base a priority, not the homeless. 3/1/2021 8:19 AM

509 homelessness is becoming a huge problem. overall the bear creek river is becoming an eye
sore.

3/1/2021 6:04 AM
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510 More variety, ethnic food restaurants, clean up the greenway so it is a safe place for families 2/28/2021 7:41 PM

511 STRONGER POLICY ON HOMELESSNESS 2/28/2021 6:32 PM

512 a clean medford with less crime especially at parks 2/28/2021 6:14 PM

513 Cleanliness. Safety on greenway. Homeless support and action to help with permanent housing
solutions.

2/28/2021 2:28 PM

514 We need to be independent from our governor and her power to shut down our schools and
businesses, and be free to have our own choices to wear masks or not.

2/28/2021 1:03 PM

515 greater diversity 2/28/2021 12:59 PM

516 Amtrak 2/28/2021 11:45 AM

517 I think Medford is wasting an opportunity by not taking advantage of Bear Creek 2/28/2021 8:58 AM

518 Functional plan to deal with the homeless/those in need population. 2/27/2021 7:35 PM

519 More inclusion and people of color and open LGBTQ support 2/27/2021 3:54 PM

520 Safe parks, swimming 2/27/2021 2:21 PM

521 It is becoming increasingly less family friendly with homeless camps in the center of town and
marijuana stores everywhere. I do not feel safe and it is adversely affecting our families

2/27/2021 11:48 AM

522 down town, due to many homeless 2/27/2021 10:41 AM

523 It would be very nice if the City could set up quarterly hazardous material drop off locations.
This would keep many toxic materials out of landfills and would give the people an easy way to
dispose of "the unknowables"

2/27/2021 8:49 AM

524 Soft surface running/walking trails within city limits (Stop paving everything!). 2/27/2021 8:41 AM

525 More police, larger jail, water park 2/27/2021 7:58 AM

526 Public Swimming pool, I hope this is still being built!!! 2/27/2021 6:25 AM

527 Something to do other than eat, drink or buy stuff. 2/26/2021 9:51 PM

528 Crime free safe areas in public places-ie bike path, downtown, most shopping centers 2/26/2021 8:50 PM

529 Focus 2/26/2021 7:34 PM

530 Homelessness and Bear Creek Greenway are deterrants and crime 2/26/2021 7:32 PM

531 dequate ampunt of usable green space in city limits. city missed the boat on the cedar links
park which had opportunity to be a great park with trails, but is now just a tiny playground. city
staff with vision for a future that isn't run by developers. I wirk with many city staff and have
been told repeatedly by many staff that city won't do anything proactively, only when forced by
lawsuits or regulatory requirements.

2/26/2021 7:11 PM

532 Pool 2/26/2021 7:11 PM

533 ROLLER SKATING RINK 2/26/2021 6:02 PM

534 Better shopping 2/26/2021 5:52 PM

535 more year round playable sports areas 2/26/2021 4:38 PM

536 Community Pride in cleaning up the garbage and graffiti as a result of the homeless
proliferation- an elimination of that scourge.

2/26/2021 4:33 PM

537 A strong downtown 2/26/2021 4:27 PM

538 Sidewalks 2/26/2021 4:23 PM

539 industrial economic base 2/26/2021 4:10 PM

540 a commitment to growth that is planned....growth will happen so it needs to be planned. 2/26/2021 4:02 PM

541 Jail space and a city manager who will clean up this shithole 2/26/2021 3:38 PM
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542 A downtown that we want to park and walk around in. There is nothing were stopping for in our
current downtown.

2/26/2021 2:20 PM

543 A park like Lithia - large and well landscaped. Medford parks are lackluster. Urban growth has
neglected to build in decent parks/green spaces.

2/26/2021 2:14 PM

544 Need help getting the homeless off the streets so that the area is safe again. Make a zero
tolerance policy against drugs and homeless camping and aggressiveness.

2/26/2021 12:29 PM

545 Programs to help the homeless and to reduce littering. 2/26/2021 12:04 PM

546 Affordable housing!!!! More indoor basketball/volleyball courts. Schools run low on practice
space during basketball season.

2/26/2021 10:50 AM

547 Medford needs updating and an economic boost. Streets, businesses and neighborhoods need
to be cleaner and better groomed. Business areas need to be updated and modernized. I feel
like this can happen while still maintaining a small town feel and charm. More recreation and
outdoor parks. But mainly a modernization and clean up.

2/26/2021 10:43 AM

548 More parks in residential areas. Affordable housing. Support for homeless people to get them
into housing.

2/26/2021 10:24 AM

549 Medford has amazing greenway infrastructure, however my family has been appalled at how
unsafe and unclean the area is. We moved here and were excited about all of the outdoor and
community activities. Upon arriving it has become clear that the homeless situation has
become out of control. As a mom, I do not feel safe bringing my family to any of the bike
paths and green spaces. It's disheartening knowing that these spaces exist and that tax
payers are not able to use them to their full capability. My kids don't feel safe at the Bear creek
park, there are homeless people frequently sleeping on the main lawn and in the perimeter
green space. We have had to step over human vomit and feces when visiting this particular
park. Friends of ours have participated in Little League field clean up and have had to dispose
of drug needles. Safety and cleanliness are missing from a majority of the park and community
spaces.

2/26/2021 9:34 AM

550 Making downtown more affordable and accessible. Pay to park is a problem. It discourages
people from accessing businesses, consequently, discourages business to be downtown.

2/26/2021 9:28 AM

551 Youth activities 2/26/2021 9:22 AM

552 Laws that discourage homeless encampments on the greenway. The greenway is a valuable
part of Medford and coming off of the 5 on exit 30, it is disgraceful what it looks like. The
homeless encampment seems to get bigger and bigger every day. It is a danger to them and
the public.

2/26/2021 8:59 AM

553 More public transportation, more developments, more schools, more parks 2/26/2021 8:57 AM

554 more things for teenagers/young adults to do. Inside and outside activities. 2/26/2021 8:38 AM

555 More sophisticated restaurants and more restaurants in general downtown. Clean up downtown
and revitalize with boutiques, restaurants, shops. Clean up the homeless: trash, camps,
garbage, litter in downtown, Bear Creek, along I-5.

2/26/2021 8:29 AM

556 More choice of restaurants with quality food, rather than fast food. Cost Plus World Market.
More community swimming pools to take advantage of our climate. More clean up and
beautification of our public areas/roadways.

2/26/2021 8:26 AM

557 City Council accountability, truthful new reporting (it's pretty biased), and the community is
largely out of touch thanks to City Council's framing of the homeless population. It's dragging
the city into a dump.

2/26/2021 8:09 AM

558 Safe trails! McAndrews is a great feature but is completely unsafe with the speeding cars! We
need more safe trail options

2/26/2021 7:53 AM

559 I would love to see change along the green way. It is so sad how Medford has allowed for this
area to be used. There is trash and tents everywhere. I would never take my family to this
area. It has so much potential, but the city is letting it become something that should never be
allowed.

2/25/2021 9:22 PM

560 More venues for a variety of age groups--open the roller rink!! 2/25/2021 7:55 PM
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561 We are losing our freedoms very quickly. Freedom is missing! 2/25/2021 7:42 PM

562 I would like to see better care of West and North Medford, as well as along Riverside and North
Central. It’s so run-down and unloved.

2/25/2021 6:42 PM

563 More ethnic food and diverse food choices. More clothing stores. 2/25/2021 6:10 PM

564 Sidewalks on North Phoenix Road from Hillcrest to Coal mine Road & other neighborhoods in
town that do not currently have them. Many people are walking around and need a sidewalk &
so do kids walking to school.

2/25/2021 5:55 PM

565 More restaurants with outdoor seating options 2/25/2021 5:13 PM

566 Safety! The large homeless population and the people begging on the street is not only off-
putting but does not make me feel safe. I would love to walk on the Greenway but I don't feel
safe there either.

2/25/2021 4:57 PM

567 Community pools 2/25/2021 4:42 PM

568 Waterpark 2/25/2021 9:48 AM

569 Affordable housing!!!! I grew up here raised my kids here, they can’t afford to buy a house
here. More transportation options. Better Mental Health services and a solution to the
homeless population making it feel unsafe to access our parks

2/24/2021 8:40 PM

570 I don't think Medford has the destination Cache' it should have. The US Cellular Park and
upcoming aquatic center are great assets however there are lots of tourists without kids in
competitions, or adults either. I would like to see Medford become known as a destination for
other reasins as well.

2/24/2021 2:37 PM

571 Homeless shelter(s) so we can clean up the greenway, the trash , drugs, and transients are
THE PROBLEM ... why is this allowed to continue. Along the same lines, downtown to be
more walkable and vibrant.

2/24/2021 2:11 PM

572 Good paying jobs, industry beyond fast food, hotels, convenience stores, etc. 2/23/2021 9:06 PM

573 Safety on the streets due to homeless/transients population. 2/23/2021 6:24 PM

574 better educated job opportunities for teens to catch vision for and strive towards. We just keep
building fast food and hotel chains instead of bringing in real tech, entrepreneurial companies
so that the bar of vision raises

2/22/2021 9:35 AM

575 Better cross-town access; too much drug, sex trafficking, high costs of living 2/20/2021 3:10 PM

576 Shared services distributed in all parts of the city 2/18/2021 6:21 AM

577 Enforcement of the laws we currently have on the books 2/17/2021 9:12 PM

578 An outdoor pool for lap swimming and kids to use but not over board with lazy rivers etc. better
newspaper that represents both sides and not a biased view point from the left, sales tax
verses income tax( income tax is very high here) for retired people this is very hard with
income and property tax so high.

2/17/2021 12:37 PM
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Q7 Describe your preferred vision for Medford in the future. You can
consider questions such as:·   What does it look and feel like in the year

2040?·   What is the same, and what is different?
Answered: 578 Skipped: 0
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Indoor/outdoor shopping, fine dining, museums, parks. 3/12/2021 10:35 PM

2 I envision Medfor continues to be a great city to live, play & work in! It has an increased
amount of affordable housing. It doesn’t have many empty buildings as we have utilized them
for relief centers for homeless, veterans, mentally ill etc.

3/12/2021 5:22 PM

3 I'm a busy working parent, chasing kids around for school and sports...thinking of this is a
challenge. In 2040, Medford should have more of a tourist economy, attract better employers
(or remote employees) and grow from a small town to a small city that is safe and appealing to
those who don't want to live in big cities, but want the amenities. I think it would be valuable to
establish first and foremost a culture for Medford. We preserve that in some ways (the
Historical Society and the Pear Blossom) and I think those should be preserved and expanded
so we maintain our own brand/culture/identity. This should be discussed as a fore-front
message to take Medford to 2040 with a common vision and purpose. With the airport bringing
in so many people (and the capacity to do more) our growth in tourism will depend on less
expensive flights. I think we need to create infrastructure to make Medford a more active city
with walkways and bike path (safe ones!) that everyone can enjoy and explore beyond the
Greenway. We should be a more bike-friendly and mobile town. A better nightlife would be nice
like a district with bars, restaurants, live music, etc. that embodies the outdoor benefits of
Southern Oregon. I think we should be careful to stay away from becoming a Napa Valley and
price ourselves out of a reasonable living. Wineries should be supported as a core industry
around here (and perhaps even honored as a "innovation" from out past as pear farmers) and
they will attract a higher net worth visitor, but we need to maintain our culture and identity. I
think more large businesses should find Medford appealing as a regional hub.

3/12/2021 3:53 PM

4 It’s a kind city. With a fun urban core, surrounded by neighborhoods, that are surrounded by
good access to natural areas.

3/12/2021 3:01 PM

5 Mostly the same, but cleaner with fewer homeless camps. Housing the homeless has been
proven to cost less money overall in what is saved in emergency services, law enforcement,
and sanitation.

3/12/2021 2:20 PM

6 That Medford grows with the demand of the next 20 years, but does not loose it's friendliness
and always keeps in it's planning how it will move people along road ways and not just let large
multiplexes be built and deal with the ramifications afterwards.

3/12/2021 1:28 PM

7 A clean well maintained city with uncongested traffic and low crime. The city needs affordable
housing for all ages. Jobs for residents that pay a livable wage. Affordable Healthcare. Traffic
in Medford is unorganized and congested. The Greenway is filled with garbage and unhoused
people who may or may not be violent and need medical and mental health care. The city
needs to be lower in crime and feel safer for families and older adults.

3/12/2021 11:13 AM

8 Keep the small town friendly attitude and have lots of individual shops instead of chain stores. 3/12/2021 10:54 AM

9 Medford needs a good mix of parks, smaller businesses and housing, dense as well as spread
out. We need an increase in high density mixed use housing development as well as more
mixed residential development with shops and parks aplenty to supply employment
opportunities, and chances for young families to find new places to live and raise children
(which will drive more business). Increased public transit would facilitate this, as well as
support for hyper local and small shops to open. I think of the image seen in other countries
where it is possible to open a small grocer on the first floor with your own apartment/home
above. This allows for people to have homes near businesses and shops, walk more and be
healthier/more community involved.

3/12/2021 10:07 AM

10 I can recognize historical buildings; accessible with good parking; attract business; parks for
families to enjoy

3/12/2021 8:56 AM

11 Affordable housing for elderly people, and families. Mental health for those who truly need it. 3/12/2021 7:08 AM

12 Better multi-use functions between varied groups of fixed locations. 3/12/2021 7:08 AM

13 More industry, real affordable housing, specialize health care 3/12/2021 6:29 AM

14 I see a vibrant downtown with positive, healthy energy; lots of walking paths on the outskirts of
town; biking, flowers, parks, baseball fields, shopping with lots of boutiques and outdoor eating
with fire pits; libraries that offer more than just books (events, business meeting rooms for
small business owners, etc) I certainly see all the tents and homelessness gone; it’s so

3/12/2021 5:57 AM
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disappointing; we need to address this problem by getting people help with addiction and
mental illness and holding them accountable instead of enabling them; give them a hand-up
not a hand-out

15 I hope we get more help for the homeless, a bigger jail so we don't have so many repeat
offenders, more rehabs for the addicts, more entertainment for the entire family such as
concerts, art and wine festivals, fairs etc.

3/12/2021 5:31 AM

16 If it continues like now the criminals will be running medfordbut with support from the people
and law it will be a wonderful place

3/12/2021 4:31 AM

17 Same diversity for what Medford has to offer. Changes that should happen: Downtown parking
Homeless taken care of. Fourth of July show and parade or maybe 4th of July car cruise
instead of the parade... but always with vendors (not CP fairgrounds not EP parade) Medford
needs to put on their own show. More for teens to do that is free of charge. Currently the only
thing they have that’s free to do is go to the skatepark.

3/12/2021 1:34 AM

18 Some outlets, water park, bigger city with lots of new restaurants but still the same
atmosphere of people

3/12/2021 1:22 AM

19 Get rid of the new breed of lazy, useless, and entitled homeless people 3/11/2021 11:45 PM

20 Still agriculture (Not all hemp).. vineyards, pear orchards. Downtown hip hangout 3/11/2021 11:01 PM

21 Full of life, families and creative expression. Medford is setting its own path, not copying
others. Medford is growing organically because it’s healthy at its core, not just a place where
people settle, but a place where they thrive.

3/11/2021 10:47 PM

22 It would be nice to keep the small town feel. We need much more housing, especially
affordable housing. It would also be nice to attract some high caliber companies to Medford,
especially along the lines of IT. Healthcare and restaurants have boomed, but IT jobs are
lacking. Also we should get a World Market :-)

3/11/2021 9:49 PM

23 In 2040, most people will be using the separated bike paths on all major roads, parking is
eliminated or reduced, and transportation is based around people, not private motor vehicles.

3/11/2021 9:01 PM

24 Homeless population is no longer empowered by protective laws that make zero sense. Police
are able enforce laws and do their job. Bear creek is beautiful and you may see people dipping
their toes in it.

3/11/2021 8:28 PM

25 Schools become rated as the best in the state of Oregon! 3/11/2021 7:08 PM

26 Fewer homeless 3/11/2021 6:50 PM

27 Freindly as now and safe as now that not changing. But more types of entertainment.
Affordable.

3/11/2021 6:46 PM

28 In 2040 I hope to see Medford cleaned up and no longer referred to as "Methford". I would love
to see families walking the greenway and not tents covering it. I would love to see people
using the park as intended. I would like to see people feeling comfortable to walk around
downtown, and for downtown to have more shopping. Medford is in the heart of the rogue
valley. There are endless outdoor activities within an hour or so drive. That is something we
are blessed with and need not change. However, the approachability of our city needs to be
uplifted. I appreciate all of our city departments, council members, mayor, law enforcement,
public works, etc. Each of these individuals work and live in Medford and strive to make it a
better place to live.

3/11/2021 5:58 PM

29 More high paying jobs. Not so much housing density Homeless problem under control 3/11/2021 4:22 PM

30 get rid of the filth, trash etc add things to do and places worth going to 3/11/2021 4:20 PM

31 Tiny homes for those less fortunate then we. Affordable housing for seniors and keeping our
senior citizens safe with quality care

3/11/2021 3:50 PM

32 It would be really neat if bear creek was fixed up and not trashed. Some differences would be
that there would probably more technology such as self driving cars which would cause
different road designs.

3/11/2021 3:22 PM

33 more green space 3/11/2021 2:59 PM

34 More inviting downtown area. Reroute major traffic. More attractive and useable areas along 3/11/2021 2:35 PM
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the greenway.

35 No homeless and drug crisis 3/11/2021 2:11 PM

36 Same pride in local businesses. Hopefully less of a drug problem. 3/11/2021 2:07 PM

37 Clean, safe, and friendly, and small is how I would like to see the future. Instead it is becoming
a Mecca of trash, drugs, criminals, and vandalism. Wealth retired people making the area
unaffordable for the middle class.

3/11/2021 1:34 PM

38 similiar to today, homeless issues solved 3/11/2021 1:18 PM

39 No more homeless camps along the greenway 3/11/2021 12:51 PM

40 I am not really a visionary. 3/11/2021 12:44 PM

41 Medford is a growing city with many city parks and quality schools. We care for our elderly. We
do our best to help people with drug addiction and our homeless population is minimal. The city
maintains all city roads, not just those in wealthy neighborhoods. We still pride ourselves in
being a beautiful place to live and raise a family.

3/11/2021 12:42 PM

42 Safe parks for children and families. Slower traffic speeds less congestion. 3/11/2021 12:39 PM

43 Cleaned up, safe Greenway for families to enjoy- don't have to fear the transients 3/11/2021 12:30 PM

44 A good place to retire, peaceful and welcoming 3/11/2021 12:26 PM

45 There are a lot of queen parks and Bear Creek is clear with fish swimming in it. There isn’t
garbage all over the bear Creek Trail and elsewhere. I would like to feel safe walking on the
Bear Creek Trail with my family.

3/11/2021 12:15 PM

46 First thing that pops up is. Covid and how it seemed to divide us, separate us.we need ways to
create healthy communities.

3/11/2021 12:11 PM

47 In 2040 I would love to see a unique, well-established vibe for our downtown-a place where
people want to spend time, with many opportunities for people to meet and connect. I would
also love for our homeless population (and those who directly work with them) to be given the
adequate attention and resources they need. I would love for our Greenway to be a safe, fun
place for people of all ages and walks of life. Hopefully Medford will grow, but also be able to
maintain its small town feel and well-managed/directed downtown traffic with a preference
given to the pedestrians and bicyclists.

3/11/2021 12:02 PM

48 Easier and more coherent movement via streets and transit system. Active vital downtown.
Parks are integral part of everyday. Keep the green.

3/11/2021 11:45 AM

49 Medford leaders need to open their eyes and see that accommodating the homeless has
invited more and more here that do not belong to the Medford area. Hard working, contributing
residents are leaving by the droves, more will leave because THEY CAN. The demographics
will change and it will be the fault of the city leaders. That we are attracting outsiders is
absolutely documentable. We need to take care of our own without catering to any and all who
are coming which is already draining our resources and ruining what used to be beautiful about
Medford. I will not go downtown and I will not use the parks or bike path, yet my tax dollars
pay for these things. Stop operating in fear of lawsuit and do the right thing. When people do
not want to contribute to our community and make it known, then we need institutions to send
them to. We need to not take the buzz term, "affordable housing" to only refer to HUD
subsidies. What if the city offered subsidies to new businesses to assist their employees for a
short period of time and then set them to standard rates after a pre-determine number of
months such that the employees had time to get established? Building "affordable housing" for
HUD subsidies should be equally matched with housing that a lower middle class employee
can benefit from too.

3/11/2021 11:29 AM

50 Greenway problem solved without homeless community & drug problem for a safer city. 3/11/2021 10:59 AM

51 More community events restored as we heal from Covid restrictions. Homeless camps are
prohibited

3/11/2021 10:53 AM

52 Same small-town feel, more green play areas (parks), a downtown where you can walk all
around, visit shops, play in a park, without feeling unsafe in areas.

3/11/2021 10:50 AM

53 Greenway problem solved without fear of homeless overpopulation, drugs & fire danger 3/11/2021 10:49 AM
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54 We don’t need an aquatics center. We need good paying jobs, affordable housing and solutions
for the homeless

3/11/2021 10:28 AM

55 Great family and retirement community 3/11/2021 10:00 AM

56 I want it to feel more diverse; I want to feel that this is a place I belong rather than living as an
outsider. I want there to be more choice in housing that is affordable and flat for age
accessibility. I would like to see increased and even a few international flights from the airport.
I would like to see a more vibrant arts and cultural scene and be able to go out dancing once a
week. Crime and homelessness would be reduced, I would feel safe walking alone on the
beautiful and restored Bear Creek trail.

3/11/2021 9:54 AM

57 A place where families thrive with robust public safety, parks and rec, education options, and
long-term plans based on long-standing values instead of the latest fad or woke idea.

3/11/2021 9:46 AM

58 Same size town, but with more progressive values. 3/11/2021 9:44 AM

59 Less homeless, being able to use the greenway for its original purpose. Less drugs and crime.
Better planning on streets and no more steel plates on every street.... a functioning disaster
alert.

3/11/2021 9:42 AM

60 Same beautiful surroundings, not a large city feel 3/11/2021 9:37 AM

61 . 3/11/2021 9:34 AM

62 Homeless population taken care of, more city recreational facilities 3/11/2021 9:15 AM

63 Small vibrant city with lots of outdoor and tourist opportunities. Has so much going for it with
the wine and legitimate agriculture industries, but pot and hemp are a blight. Brings transients,
makes the area smell, impacts real estate and negatively impacts tourism. The medical
community is and will continue to be a significant draw for both medical employees and those
who need medical care. High earners seem to be looking for more quality restaurants, etc. they
go to Ashland or Jacksonville for entertainment. Obviously the drug and homeless issues are
complex, but must be addressed. Nobody feels safe to walk/bike the greenway or walk from
east Medford to downtown for dinner in the evening. I understand the history of auto sales in
Medford, but it would be nice if there were fewer car lots right by downtown. The strip club has
no place on Main Street! Restaurants like Common Block and Downtown Market Co. Have
done a great job!

3/11/2021 9:10 AM

64 I hope in the future that the City of Medford in the future has fixed road that need to be fixed
and that we don't spend unnecessary money on things such as a new swimming pool.

3/11/2021 8:48 AM

65 I don’t even know what my life will look like in 2040 so it’s hard to answer this question :) 3/11/2021 8:46 AM

66 A clean and friendly town 3/11/2021 8:44 AM

67 So far we need a justice department that cares more about the children and their welfare.
Illegals should be sent back to where they came from and forced to apply for entry just like
every legal application. Biden is wrong to announce open borders.

3/11/2021 8:41 AM

68 In the year 2040, there will be more places that are safe and beautiful for the citizens of
Medford to gather. Small businesses will be thriving, and the downtown area will include more
venues for outdoor eating and entertainment. Our growers market will be thriving and people
will be attending outdoor concerts of various types. Medford will have more of a cohesive
feeling, which will be reflected by its buildings and landscaping. We will resist the temptation
and tendency to become a place of fragmented, sprawling growth, being careful to update,
clean up, and preserve our downtown.

3/11/2021 8:28 AM

69 Prohibit the sale and use of the drugs that were illegal not too long ago. Return the Bear Creek
Greenway to family recreation by prohibiting homeless camps and by having a constant police
presence along the bike path. Continue to zone for single-family residence neighborhoods.
Provide a welcoming atmosphere for private schools and churches. Keep downtown area clean
and welcoming. Find a way to help homeless people while discouraging camping and sleeping
all over the place.

3/11/2021 8:21 AM

70 Get the homeless tents out of the family parks and away fefrom the freeway s 3/11/2021 8:16 AM

71 I hope things get better. There is more crime and blatant drug use everywhere. Even going to
the park I will find needles laying around. I hope it doesn’t get worse.

3/11/2021 8:14 AM
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72 Small-town feeling, housing and jobs for regular people, building fewer huge homes for one
family. Instead modest homes/apartments at affordable prices. Effectively addressing
homelessness--the greenway for recreation instead of lined with homeless tents.

3/11/2021 8:07 AM

73 Homeless situation has to be addressed directly WITHOUT BECOMING A MAGNET/CENTER
FOR HOMELESSNESS THAT ATTRACTS OUT OF AREA HOMELESS FROM DISTANT
DESTINATIONS. I have no trouble with helping those who are long time area residents in
creative ways. Providing free housing /generous food/health care services/etc to all homeless
in the pacific northwest will ruin this area and result in many long time residents with stable
incomes desiring to flee the Rogue Valley. We need to give our young kids a future in the area.

3/11/2021 7:38 AM

74 Most businesses will be leaving due to continued tax increases from the state and legalization
of all drugs that makes the community much less safe.

3/11/2021 7:29 AM

75 More urban vibe downtown, better planning of businesses and residential areas, no used car
lots downtown, greenway is a nice place for restaurants and breweries to build along for the
scenery.

3/11/2021 7:15 AM

76 A bigger city hoping security it’s not compromise, and better illuminations in general most of
the city is missing a good lighting on the streets

3/11/2021 7:09 AM

77 Medford in 2040 should be a more diverse city that supports the growth of small businesses.
Historic sites should be preserved and places like the creek downtown are cleaned up and
enjoyed by citizens either by viewing off a restaurant patio or walking along at a safe and clean
park. The I5 overpass would be moved. Food desserts would be gone and access to affordable
housing available. Forests would be cleared and managed so forest fires are limited.

3/11/2021 7:03 AM

78 More access to help for the house less community A program that employs the homeless to
clean the city like the “bridge to work” and “clean slate” programs in other cities More access
to mental health help to deal with rising population needs- to deal with mental diseases and
persons with suicidal ideations More access to drug and alcohol recovery help Expansion of
community programs that bring families together A water park, water slides, etc Cleaner and
revitalized downtown- repair and revitalize historic buildings- RCC expansion and
programs/education opportunities expansion

3/11/2021 7:02 AM

79 More resources for homeless(tiny home communities or apartments), more mental health
facilities and rehab as a part of the jail. I want a close knit community where we watch out for
each other, I want the feeling of a strong community like we did after the fires.

3/11/2021 6:52 AM

80 Same heart for making dt beautiful and expanded services for mentally ill persons. 3/11/2021 6:49 AM

81 I’d like to see an expansion on community specific programs- compassion highway, sparrow:
maybe employ homeless, day worker for trash pickup, cleanup and confront problems in the
city

3/11/2021 6:32 AM

82 I don't know 3/11/2021 6:04 AM

83 Prices for things (housing etc) shouldn’t be like CA. That’s why I left CA. And want small town
feel with family focused mind set. Solutions to address the homeless situation. It’s bad.

3/11/2021 6:00 AM

84 Community involvement. Thriving restaurants. Beautiful parks. 3/11/2021 5:37 AM

85 It still has the small town feeling. The kids have a place to go and have fun together. The
homeless problem is solved making the Greenway a safe place for families.

3/11/2021 5:28 AM

86 I anticipate Medford will explode with growth but I don’t want Medford to turn into a Californian
city. Keep the smaller town feel

3/11/2021 2:48 AM

87 Retaining small town roots. Remembering what Medford was and always trying to keep that.
We can add but our roots run deep.

3/11/2021 1:14 AM

88 Lots of affordable housing options, a greatly expanded airport size wise allowing Southwest
Airlines to offer service from the airport, which currently it does not. Also having a decent
sized waterpark would be nice to be able to use on the hot days we always have to endure
every summer here

3/11/2021 12:47 AM

89 Same: friendly people, nice businesses opening and being supported by the community!
Different: Beautiful well kept streets and parks. Bear creek clean and beautiful waterway areas.
Housing improved, rental owners held to a better standard (even low income). More home
ownership!

3/11/2021 12:21 AM
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90 I'm very concerned by the lack of urgency in dealing with the homeless. It makes me want to
leave here after living here all my life. I have never been ashamed of Medford, and I am now.
Also our lack of affordable housing is an issue. We are are not business friendly, we lack high
paying jobs outside of the medical field and people can't afford to rent/buy here. We won't
make it to 2040 if we continue to follow the lead of state government.

3/10/2021 11:43 PM

91 Free Co-op living and stable farm work for the homeless. Safe homes for lgbtq teens and
domestic violence survivors. Police involvement in community events. More community
events like block parties. Community gardens and educational classes on how to start a
garden. Year round schooling.

3/10/2021 11:16 PM

92 Really I want it cleaned up and to feel safer. The drug use and mental illness is making me
want to move

3/10/2021 10:07 PM

93 See previous questions 3/10/2021 9:50 PM

94 How will the city be more open & welcoming to a more diverse population. How the city can
reach out, facilitate & provide support services to the large homeless population.

3/10/2021 9:15 PM

95 More support for those struggling with homelessness, addiction and mental health issues.
Safe, clean parks. Community events. Preservation of natural resources.

3/10/2021 9:06 PM

96 Encourage businesses along the greenway like bend .. pave it and patrol it for safety so
families can actually ride bikes on bike path without being approached. Create more patrol
positions.. get rid of all brush so it can’t be burnt

3/10/2021 9:04 PM

97 It is more diverse, larger with stronger infrastructure for those who need help. There are
property tax breaks thanks to increased contributions from the wealthiest residents. More
restaurants and better parking; parks everywhere and more access to healthcare and services
for those without insurance.

3/10/2021 9:02 PM

98 Drug free and healthy community which results in fewer homeless/mentally ill on the streets
and LESS CRIME. I would love to move to Medford but I don't feel safe.

3/10/2021 8:54 PM

99 I hope we can get this town back to where it was! A nice safe place to raise a family 3/10/2021 8:54 PM

100 Not sure 3/10/2021 8:50 PM

101 More housing for homeless and low income 3/10/2021 8:47 PM

102 Still a small town, but with more job opportunities and family friendly activities. More diversity
and celebration of many cultures.

3/10/2021 8:36 PM

103 All-electric/solar including the roads. EVERYONE has a place to call home. Every home has
solar and plants on the roof. Controlled rents and home prices so again, everyone has a
chance for a safe place to live.

3/10/2021 8:31 PM

104 Medford will be a diverse, neighborhood centric urban area that supports a local economy of
makers, farmers, wineries, breweries and outdoor entertainment. People will make Medford
great so there will be an infusion of housing. The only way a vision is realized is if housing is
built for people and labor to fill, not some 2040 Plan that will sit on a shelf.

3/10/2021 8:19 PM

105 pride in my community, such as schools, churches, governments agencies 3/10/2021 8:13 PM

106 In many ways, Medford still feels a lot like the small city it was when I was growing up but it is
also more urban and exciting. It has become a cultural hub and the downtown is always busy
day and night with people going to restaurants, breweries, shopping, attending plays and
concerts and much more. More people than ever live and work downtown, there are new
buildings, attractions and open space. You can walk or take great public transportation
everywhere including to other parts of the valley and even Grants Pass. In the past certain
areas of town were in bad shape with crime and drugs and gangs, Over time the city
rejuvenated and redeveloped those areas with a focus on affordable housing, safety, and
walkability. The city has also developed programs to help addicts, homeless and ex-felons get
the assistance they need to become successful members of the community. In 2040 Medford
is thriving and growing and becoming all it can be.

3/10/2021 8:08 PM

107 My hope for the future is to find a way to house the homeless, and clean up the green way. I
would not feel safe riding my bike on the bike path or letting my grandkids ride there anymore.
We used to go for rides on the bike path a lot years go. And it's ugly to see homeless camps

3/10/2021 7:26 PM
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from the freeway. I often wonder what do people think of our city, while traveling on the
freeway?? Do they even want to stop??

108 Less tent cities 3/10/2021 7:22 PM

109 The same feel. Maybe more high density housing and public transportation 3/10/2021 7:17 PM

110 See above Also less homelessness, drugs, crimes 3/10/2021 7:11 PM

111 Continue to allow places to open up due to people needing community time out of their homes,
to engage. Have better resources, support and places/facilities that are safe for LGBTQ+
youths, teens and adults. Banning of threats to ladies going into Planned Parenthood for any
services - this should be a girls private choices without being harassed, whatever she may be
seeking going in. Ensure safety measures for people to enjoy the bike path. Build a homeless
community to help people out of homelessness into a sufficient life.

3/10/2021 6:59 PM

112 I would like to see a drug issues gone and homeless camps gone. Should be able to have a
safe valley to live in.

3/10/2021 6:46 PM

113 People want to move to Medford. Downtown is lively, Medford proper is filled with more walking
paths, small businesses are more commonplace than KFC or Five Guys

3/10/2021 6:42 PM

114 The small town feeling will be the same. Less homeless camps, less theft/crime. No more
marijuana stench

3/10/2021 6:12 PM

115 Less homeless, drugs, and garbage around the town 3/10/2021 6:10 PM

116 I would like to see more combined business and apartments like in Portland (business below)
in some areas but keeping neighborhoods as well, I’d like to see better traffic patterns, easier
to get from North to South Medford, less strip mall shopping center feel, figure out help for
people experiencing homelessness & drug programs, more water parks, community pool. I
love the new parks that are being put in, but some don’t feel safe because of homeless
situation , more interesting restaurants and indoor kid play (during wildfire season)

3/10/2021 5:43 PM

117 Always have variety and don't want to change that 3/10/2021 5:34 PM

118 A town that caters to the outdoors enthusiasts and our retired population with parks and
restaurants...car lots located to the outskirts of the city.

3/10/2021 5:23 PM

119 Less traffic, more bus-dependable transportation, more affordable housing/housing for the
homeless, cleaner greenways, less pollution

3/10/2021 5:21 PM

120 cleaner. lots of trash around. affordable housing. better bus service. 3/10/2021 5:12 PM

121 It finally feels safe enough to take my kids on a bike ride on the bike path we pay to “maintain”
year after year after year.

3/10/2021 5:10 PM

122 Family friendly. Lots of outdoor opportunities. Kids and adults are playing rec sports again.
We're doing a great job with movies in the park and concerts in the park. It would be nice to
have Church in the parks. Worship nights in the parks. More affordable housing opportunities. I
would prefer for the homes being built to have more parking space. They all seem to be
jammed packed together these days with no parking opportunity. It's uncomfortable living.

3/10/2021 5:01 PM

123 More services for residents such as no fare public transportation, better access to housing and
medical care, have a variety of businesses downtown and affordable activities. Free WiFi
within Medford city limits.

3/10/2021 4:27 PM

124 I would love to be able to take my grandchildren to the park, downtown and shopping and not
have to worry about stepping in human feces or my kids safety.

3/10/2021 4:22 PM

125 To have a family friendly town with lots of activities to do good restaurants safe neighborhoods
clean streets.

3/10/2021 4:14 PM

126 services for the homeless and some sort of path to stability for them. Perhaps a tiny home
village.

3/10/2021 4:10 PM

127 More businesses using bear creek as a backdrop for socializing at and not for homeless
camps. More trees and areas where you can walk at night and feel safe or do things with your
families and not see strip joints and marijuana shops. Homeless and mentally ill people
hanging out in front of restaurants have become a huge problem as well as traffic. More small
business would be wonderful.

3/10/2021 3:57 PM
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128 For me, an ideal 2040 Medford has a much greater emphasis on diversity, inclusion of
marginalized people and a much larger emphasis on people, not power-favored spending. This
would mean more spaces owned by and tailored to members of all the various communities
who live in Medford (which isn't to say that other people should feel unwelcome in these
spaces, I just want marginalized folks to have businesses they can feel as comfortable as
others in), more funding for grants to make this possible, and spending way, way more money
on affordable housing and taking care of Medford's growing homeless population (due to overly
conservative spending on programs for them in the first place) instead of increasing police
funding, as an example. Also, an explicitly non-violent response team like CAHOOTS in
Eugene would be great to see, as well. As far as things I'd like to see stay the same, that
would be the amount of access to great outdoors activities and also the amount of local
restaurants, distilleries, wineries and other businesses to choose from.

3/10/2021 3:30 PM

129 better city layout 3/10/2021 3:02 PM

130 Medford of the future is a place where citizens' liberties and responsibilities are upheld as
outlined in the constitution. Bearing arms if we want, engaging in business with strong property
rights. The state gov is overstepping and we need to firmly stand up. We can't allow our city to
become a drug mecca for transients.

3/10/2021 2:57 PM

131 easier driving, better planning 3/10/2021 2:54 PM

132 Less middle class sprawl, more community-building spaces, low income housing, art , beauty 3/10/2021 2:48 PM

133 A safe and community-oriented town. A CAHOOTS style program and others to help
community members with addiction issues. Housing for all. Lots of people biking, walking, and
bussing to work. Clean greenway, clean parks. Lots of gardens and fresh food. Medford is an
amazing town to live in and it seems we are really open and able to introduce some great
community-support programs. I hope we do!

3/10/2021 2:46 PM

134 I would like to see it grow, and as it grows increase the local businesses, restaurants, and the
like. I would especially like to see downtown grow. Something I would prefer be different is
more renewable energy and public assistance.

3/10/2021 2:46 PM

135 To have it be cleaner and better taken care of 3/10/2021 2:42 PM

136 Future - safe, diverse community More entertainment 3/10/2021 2:33 PM

137 Preferably more trees and rooftop solar panels. They add up and have low maintenance costs.
Better greenway controls/lighting, I know it's difficult and expensive to police it, but it's one of
the only in-town ways to enjoy nature except regular city parks.

3/10/2021 2:27 PM

138 Community getting together as we grow. Spending time together with parades, park activities,
movie nights, farmer markets, etc.

3/10/2021 2:18 PM

139 In 2040, Medford looks like a place with visible and welcomed services for those experiencing
mental health and substance abuse issues. It is easy to walk or cycle. It is easy to find
services in several languages. Downtown Medford businesses celebrate LGBTQ+ Pride and
Black History Month while carrying values behind those celebrations through the year, and
implement them as part of equitable business and hiring practices. Serving homeless people is
seen as more important than driving vulnerable people away from the city center. Policing is
reserved for crime, not for responding to mental health crises. There is less funding for police
and incarceration. The money not spent on police and incarceration is spent on mental health
services and community wellness. The dog park is still there. White supremacy is no longer
culturally upheld through our city institutions. People of all colors and cultures feel safe and
welcome. There is a community center that offers free language learning classes for people
who speak English as a second language, and for people who want to learn a language in
addition to English. There is also a separate Multicultural Community Center that is in
partnership with the general recreation community center. The Multicultural Community Center
is a place to find connection, culturally accurate information, and advocacy for marginalized
peoples.

3/10/2021 2:16 PM

140 Clean low income housing/coop housing communities, tiny homes, community gardens, coffee
shops in libraries. Free wifi for everyone. Trade schools for all the high schools. No big neon
signs. More round-abouts.

3/10/2021 2:13 PM

141 housing for homeless people. Eliminate the tent city by the freeway exit and other places by
providing temporary (and permanent) housing for all residents who need it. More gardens-

3/10/2021 2:11 PM
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garden spaces.

142 don't know 3/10/2021 2:10 PM

143 I think we need to improve our public transportation and make move toward a more pedestrian
city

3/10/2021 2:08 PM

144 We need more inclusivity, less catering and patronizing racism and devisive behaviors or
events. Officer accountability. CLEAN UP downtown and walking paths. Real help for
homeless, with TRUE access and capacity for any and all that need housing. Better park and
land management. Neighborhood rehab projects. Downtown needs to be a hun for shopping,
restaurants and browsing. Housing should not be allowed downtown unless currently
grandfathered in. Stop allowing so many car lots.

3/10/2021 2:06 PM

145 Greater emphasis on teamwork and hospitality 3/10/2021 2:02 PM

146 Dreamer perhaps, but I'd like to see basic needs such as health care, and shelter for all met 3/10/2021 1:59 PM

147 By 2040 I would love to see thriving industries (green energy?), fewer run-down motels,
rehabilitation for people suffering from addiction, and houseless/homeless people receiving
housing, food, and jobs!!!!

3/10/2021 1:57 PM

148 I want to be able to walk downtown and window shop. Like stores like Miller's or The Cotton
club, Montgomery wards and Penny's Woolworths. There's not much downtown anymore for
just regular people.

3/10/2021 1:47 PM

149 More stores open in the mall; nicer presentation of public spaces due to cleaning efforts. 3/10/2021 1:32 PM

150 more affordable housing, better transit 3/10/2021 1:29 PM

151 My preferred vison for Medford in the future is a community that cares for and tries to better
it's residents. Libraries, colleges, parks, clinics, resource centers, that sort of thing. I hope to
not see Medford grow so big that it looses it's small town feel.

3/10/2021 1:22 PM

152 The police force has been disarmed and retrained with an emphasis on de-escalation and
support. There is opportunity for community to grow and flourish. The incredibly pervasive nazi
and klan presence has been acknowledged, labeled as the terrorist organizations that they are,
and booted, making the city leagues safer for queer and bipoc residents to find and build
community in.

3/10/2021 1:20 PM

153 Vibrant cityscape that values culture and the arts. Spaces for artists to work and live that are
affordable and desirable. Outdoor venues of medium scale for music and food/craft markets.
Independent shop keepers offer a variety of services and goods. Organizations geared toward
children's activities such as acting, art and sports thrive. All people who need homes have
them and homelessness is history.

3/10/2021 1:11 PM

154 More environmentally friendly 3/10/2021 1:04 PM

155 The streets downtown could be cleaner and I would like to be able to walk down the street
without a homeless person peeing on the sidewalk where I am walking.

3/10/2021 1:02 PM

156 My preferred vision of Medford is a city where everyone can feel safe, happy, and healthy with
access to services and shops available for all. I would like to see a city that embraces a
changing world and help shapes what the best version of that could be rather than fight to
remain static.

3/10/2021 12:55 PM

157 Better road system (infrastructure) Better houseless community advancements 3/10/2021 12:50 PM

158 Absence of homeless parks, beautiful abundant parks and recreation areas for family and
friends to gather and celebrate life.

3/10/2021 12:47 PM

159 Continue to carry on with family-oriented activities, plenty of parks and outdoor recreational
activities, good shopping & food.

3/10/2021 12:45 PM

160 It needs a light rail route to all neighboring towns like Gold hill and Applegate. 3/10/2021 12:37 PM

161 attention is paid to our environment, locally and beyond, to create a healthier space (i.e.
hopefully some relief from such brutal fire seasons) support is given to community programs
encouraging connection, like art programs, strengthening parks, etc.

3/10/2021 12:32 PM

162 Affordable & available housing is the most important item that is currently just not there. 3/10/2021 12:16 PM
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Hopeful that many small businesses will be able to continue to be open.

163 More POC, bigger city without the big city problems (homelessness, crime, etc), variety in
food, shopping and recreational services.

3/10/2021 12:01 PM

164 A better-connected community including the smaller rural towns around Medford. Medford
provides a lot of services but I would to see those be more available for all. A community the
embraces culture and highlights the indigenous communities that once lived there. A place that
we can be proud to call home.

3/10/2021 11:50 AM

165 Medford will continue to grow so it is necessary for the elected officials and staff of both the
city and county to come together in joint planning an effort to create opportunities for business
growth, infrastructure to support those businesses and be cautious of creating an urban sprawl
that would be detrimental to the organized planned growth for the community.

3/10/2021 11:50 AM

166 If the trajectory of this place stays in the downward trend, it will be a total cesspool, it’s not far
off right now, plus we are taxed to death

3/10/2021 11:30 AM

167 Keeping a community, simple, and local appreciation for the resources around us. 3/10/2021 10:53 AM

168 Safety 3/10/2021 10:51 AM

169 Hopefully it is cleaned up and not look like portland and eugene 3/10/2021 10:46 AM

170 Jobs and housing 3/10/2021 10:32 AM

171 Less population for a start more housing at a cost we all can afford lighter restrictions on what
a person can do in their own property like a animal if they want , a horse ride down the street in
safe places

3/10/2021 10:30 AM

172 homeless population has been resolved; more small homes dedicated to that 3/10/2021 10:24 AM

173 I would like to imagine Medford as a green and efficient city. we would have all the recourses
one would need to better them self and stay successful, for example, we would hardly have
homeless cause we would have all the facilities to help house them where ever their need are
at. campgrounds, villages, havens, and apartments. we would have markets that would help
provide necessities such as food, clothing, hygiene, and resources to help provide them with
what they need to move forward.

3/10/2021 10:08 AM

174 Personal freedom is restored. Small businesses are flourishing and Medford is full of local
crafmanship and produce.

3/10/2021 10:02 AM

175 More low-income housing options. Less homelessness. A usable Greenway. 3/10/2021 10:02 AM

176 Safe town dominated by locally owned businesses 3/10/2021 9:45 AM

177 Medford has the potential to become a great medical powerhouse in the PNW, attracting
phenomenal specialists and exceptional care for diabetics and the elderly, along with ever
improving mental health care. I would like to keep the close community feel, and the historic
sites in Downtown Medford. I would like to see a cleaner safer Greenway where women can
jog/walk/bike without worrying for their safety.

3/10/2021 9:44 AM

178 The city working with non-profit and faith based institutions and community to better the city
for the flourishing of all people. Support for local businesses, especially downtown, in order to
bring income and resources to people who actually live here.

3/10/2021 9:40 AM

179 Safe, Clean, developed natural and local resources, self reliant, lots of school options, parks,
events, tourism, thriving Downtown. Clean Bear Creek and Greenway, personal liberties and
freedoms. Local Farms and Agriculture.

3/10/2021 9:33 AM

180 A clean city that is engaged with it’s citizens 3/10/2021 9:19 AM

181 I hope the future of Medford looks more promising where it comes to the drugs and
homelessness inundating out town

3/10/2021 9:11 AM

182 I would like to see a cleaner medford, not so much homelessness and the mess they leave,
better systems to keep crime down

3/10/2021 9:03 AM

183 More tech businesses, continued investment in infrastructure, better use of the creek front,
affordable housing, plentiful housing in the downtown core, improved road systems, cleaning
up areas that have been underserved.

3/10/2021 8:16 AM
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184 Increase public safety, less crime and homeless, more and cleaner public parks with better
maintained activities

3/10/2021 8:04 AM

185 People are making room to continue breathing--living as if small community with a larger
picture in place

3/10/2021 7:59 AM

186 Less homelessness, more affordable housing, family friendly environment 3/10/2021 7:33 AM

187 Larger city population growth Recreation the same. Increase in crime 3/10/2021 7:27 AM

188 It would be cleaner overall and lower income areas would be cleaner. Pride of community would
be stronger.

3/10/2021 7:25 AM

189 We have no city center, no community walking spaces, downtown is dying and yesterday there
was a line of homeless in front of the library. The geenway is so dangerous now nobody wants
to go on it. I used to walk the greenway every day as a kid from Willamette Ave to Bear Creek
park and even up to the mall and sometimes a bike ride to Ashland. I wouldn't advise anyone
to use it now.

3/10/2021 7:11 AM

190 Cleanest , safest, healthiest , most entertaining place to live in the northwest with so many
things outside evenly matched with entertainment inside.

3/10/2021 7:04 AM

191 A large decrease in homelessness. I would like to see the small town feel stay 3/10/2021 6:56 AM

192 It needs more affordable housing. Better access to the highway. 3/10/2021 6:53 AM

193 I hope the entire city feels safe. I want to be able to walk the Greenway and feel safe, or go to
the west side of town and feel safe. I think it will be a bigger city, closer to the current size of
Eugene.

3/10/2021 6:12 AM

194 Safe community for my kids. We need more restaurants. Our selection isnt great. 3/10/2021 5:25 AM

195 Regular people able to walk about freely with no fear of getting mugged 3/10/2021 5:16 AM

196 Outdoor vibe of bend. They are doing it right 3/10/2021 5:15 AM

197 Make it visitor friendly. Make the downtown unique and less dumpy looking. 3/10/2021 4:58 AM

198 I have no idea. I can barely envision next year. But I know We need mental health and drug
addiction resources in this valley if Medford is going to continue to be a place people want to
live.

3/10/2021 4:47 AM

199 No Homeless begging and harassing people on the on & off the freeways ramps, No Camping
in City Limits!

3/10/2021 4:46 AM

200 would like to see the gangs and vilence stopped 3/10/2021 4:08 AM

201 I sincerely hope the homelessness and addiction crisis is improved and out town is cleaner
and seeing far less theft and property crimes than we see now.

3/10/2021 1:12 AM

202 In 2040, I would hope that Medford would have more community activities, far less
homelessness, continued state of the art medical care, less crime.

3/10/2021 1:08 AM

203 Medford should be more futuristic in downtown. More shopping stores restaurants. Maybe
close some streets in the weekend.

3/10/2021 12:07 AM

204 I wonder if Medford will still be here then. Until there is control over the homeless and weed
abatement we will continue to have fires

3/9/2021 11:23 PM

205 Eliminating the greenway. As beautiful as it is and that I used it for cycling from CP to Ashland
in the summer. I no longer feel safe using it.

3/9/2021 11:23 PM

206 Low crime, adequate and lower housing costs 3/9/2021 11:07 PM

207 Enough housing that rent for a 1 bedroom apartment isn't 50% of a median income wage.
Working people shouldn't struggle to afford a roof over their heads. The green way should be
safe, not a make shift homeless camp. It's a huge fire hazard as it is, and dangerous to travel
on now. The jail should hold thieves for more than a night, rapists shouldn't be living on the
green way. Police should be able to do something about drug houses. Massive wildfires
shouldn't destroy thousands of homes. Mental health care should be available to those who
need it. HOUSING. MORE HOUSING. HOUSING. HOUSING. HOUSING. DECENT, LAW

3/9/2021 10:53 PM
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ABIDING, TAX PAYING, MEDIAN WAGE EARNING PEOPLE SHOULDN'T HAVE TO
STRUGGLE TO FIND AFFORDABLE HOUSING! PROPERTY TAXES SHOULD GO TO FIRE
PREVENTION, JAIL IMPROVEMENTS, AND ACTUAL PUBLIC SAFETY. Low income
housing should have a better screening process, there are thieves and addicts living in brand
new low income housing right now, while hard working, law abiding families cannot find
housing. There are too many people who are able to abuse the system and gain benefits while
the hard working people don't qualify and barely scrape by to feed their families. There's so
much that's wrong with the way this city and state is right now.

208 I would hope in 20 years the downtown area was revitalized and that the bear creek greenway
was finally cleaned up permanently. That mental health resources are not so scarce and that
teens have fun places to hang out. (Roller rink, dance club, arcade) That resources for young
families are easily accessible and that the schools are over hauled so the kids feel heard and
protected. And the classrooms are not crowded. Too many families are having to seek
alternative education routes to get the education their kids need and deserve.

3/9/2021 10:41 PM

209 I want Medford to be a safe place again. I hope that the jail can stop being a resolving door
system, rapists and thieves are held for adequate amounts of times and face consequences
for their actions. I hope there will be more safe, affordable housing. My husband works full
time, making above minimum wage so we don't qualify for benefits or most low income
housing, but we can't find any affordable home to raise our 2 children. We are forced to house
share with relatives because housing is so expensive. I hope Medford isn't like this by 2040, if
it is, my family won't be here anymore. We'll be forced to relocate if housing continues to be so
outrageously expensive. I hope police are able to actually intercept drug houses and arrest the
hundreds of people who are making this town horrible, by that time. I hope the greenway is
eventually a safe, clean place that families can travel without fear, rather than being a giant
homeless camp/tinder box that threatens the entire county every fire season.

3/9/2021 10:40 PM

210 Our entire planet will be so different in 20 years it's hard to say What it will look like, hopefully
it will include a much higher standard of living, everyone happy and getting along for the most,
Everyone taking responsibility to make this a beautiful place to live like it used to be. Lots of
fun, and thriving businesses, because the leadership are wise and practical people who create
an environment where the right things are easy and the wrong things are hard.

3/9/2021 10:27 PM

211 More community events. Theme parks (not like Disneyland) like the aquatics center. Dance
clubs. Live music year round. ALOT more big concerts for all music types. A big museum.

3/9/2021 10:23 PM

212 this is a very hard question to answer the way the city is going I think your looking at an other
LA Cal.

3/9/2021 10:22 PM

213 I imagine Medford to still have great schools, amazing parks for families and surrounded by
beautiful nature. I think Medford will continue to grow and be a great place to live. I hope to see
the homelessness and crime levels go down, as well as how Medford looks visually while
passing through on I-5. Due to the homeless population congregating mostly by the freeway, I
don’t feel that our city is the best represented by what you see when on the freeway.

3/9/2021 10:18 PM

214 In 2040, Medford is a place where families can root themselves for generations to come. There
continues to be an expansion of activities that families and friends can do together. It is
affordable for young people to start a life, but safe enough that they are not sacrificing safety
for affordability. There are more schools/funding for schools and a commitment to raising up
the next generation with excellence. It a fun place to be, and people decide they don't have to
go all the way up to Portland to enjoy Oregon, because they can just stop at Medford.

3/9/2021 10:18 PM

215 A greenway that is safe to use and is not a garbage dump. No bum camps. 3/9/2021 10:15 PM

216 A pedistrian/bike path has been striped out on the Prescott Park road. Downtown is alive at
night and on the weekends. Bike lanes are everywhere. Crime has been reduced. The
Greenway cleaned up. Hope village has doubled in size.

3/9/2021 10:07 PM

217 Improve traffic flow. Improve the downtown for business, restaurants, not more bars. 3/9/2021 10:03 PM

218 . 3/9/2021 9:53 PM

219 I see taller buildings. Better public transportation. I think we will have a younger, more in touch
group of city leaders. I hope we keep the same PNW vibe

3/9/2021 9:45 PM

220 I see Medford as a whole skid row 3/9/2021 9:40 PM

221 Downtown corridor has more development becomes a walkable community space, renewable 3/9/2021 9:31 PM
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opportunities grow, economic opportunities, development.

222 We need to clean up this area. Get rid of the drugs. Bring better stores to the rogue valley
mall. It’s half empty. Medford could use a Top Golf

3/9/2021 9:27 PM

223 Clean urban city with posh downtown restaurants and upscale loft living over brick and mortar
stores. NOT anywhere close to what you are making it become now!

3/9/2021 9:22 PM

224 Safety has increased. No more random needles or feeling unsafe midday on the greenway.
People working and criminals being booted. Assist people who are trying to help themselves
not addicts who steal daily from local businesses.

3/9/2021 9:22 PM

225 I would love to see the hemp/pot movement gone by then. Hopefully sooner. It has destroyed
so many of the rural residential areas on the outskirts of Medford. Neighborhoods that were
highly sought after and desirable are now being overrun with pot/hemp farm, the smell is
nauseating, the “clientele” and under the table employment opportunities attract questionable
group of people. Lot’s of transients from out of state, the theft and overall crime rate in the
areas has increased substantially.

3/9/2021 9:18 PM

226 Safe place for all: residents/families, visitors, homeless 3/9/2021 9:18 PM

227 My family and I can walk around safely. I can run into people that have been in the valley for a
long time, new families have moved to the area, people are actively involved in the school
system and expect a high caliber school experience. I would love to see more restaurants like
Common Block with outdoor/indoor relaxed vibe. No round abouts. Clean and safe parks with
open and clean bathrooms.

3/9/2021 9:11 PM

228 The poverty level and lack of clean up on the greenway. It will only escalate 3/9/2021 9:09 PM

229 I hope it is a safe place to live. I want to be able to enjoy the city parks and not fear walking
around the town.

3/9/2021 9:08 PM

230 A safe place free from worries about being harassed by homeless and drug addicts. 3/9/2021 9:08 PM

231 Medford in 2040 should have a vibrant downtown that is comfortable and safe to be. 3/9/2021 9:06 PM

232 I'm hoping Medford puts effort into finding and making space for more treatment facilities.
When I tried getting clean in Medford it was nearly impossible. I had to go to Eugene to get
immediate help. There is a lot of drug use and crime in Medford there for I do not like the town
at the time being. I'm hoping they take the drug problem more serious and open up more
options for addicts. Medford truly needs a good treatment facility and more options. I hope in
the future this issue is addressed and taken more seriously and more options are given to the
addicts and the people who have drug and alcohol problems. I hope the crime rate drops.

3/9/2021 9:05 PM

233 It looks like a vibrant organization that relies heavily on the private sector to provide needed
services, thereby reducing the need for employees and capital investments. Police and Fire
services are City functions, as are a few others, but the bulk of City services are provided
through the private sector, thereby generating revenue for the City through income and Other
taxes that return revenue to the City.

3/9/2021 9:04 PM

234 Swim facility with many recreational opportunities around that new facility. Hopefully we have
dealt with the homeless population and no longer have to see garbage strewn about Bear
Creek and all of the places they frequent.

3/9/2021 8:55 PM

235 Little or no homeless/drug addicts with safer outdoor parks & open spaces. Same walking
trails. In 2040 families & elderly feel safe to use them & a clean Bear Creek.

3/9/2021 8:49 PM

236 It should feel clean and safe. Recently it has not felt this way! The tents and trash piled around
the growing tent cities and along pathways/roadways are just growing every day. I would love
for Medford to have its own up beat culture and vibe that supports the outdoors including
recreational activities and sports (similar to Bend!) I would love to be surrounded by a
community that’s vested in and passionate about healthy lifestyle choices. A focus on quality
architecture and appealing aesthetics (even small attention to roadway and bridge designs for
example) make a difference and help a town to look great! Medford is missing that curb appeal
in many areas!

3/9/2021 8:49 PM

237 Clean streets, safe greenway, less crime 3/9/2021 8:48 PM

238 My vision would be for the city to not grow beyond its means..south Medford growing by leaps
and bounds and traffic getting worse by the day..better structuring

3/9/2021 8:39 PM
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239 Hopefully not overrun with homeless and drug addicts. Not ridden with crime and hopefully
small businesses are thriving.

3/9/2021 8:33 PM

240 Absolutely no homeless camping in town. (Who camps in the middle of a town? Camping is for
parks and recreation.)

3/9/2021 8:22 PM

241 Year 2040, medford is a slum. Run down and rough. Homeless have taken over and destroyed/
desecrated the town, people are afraid to go out and enjoy anything

3/9/2021 8:18 PM

242 Still have the great community and small town felling with less homeless camps and drug use. 3/9/2021 8:16 PM

243 A homeless drug camp 3/9/2021 8:13 PM

244 Retain the small town feel, let's not grow at any price. We don't need another Portland. Watch
the traffic.

3/9/2021 8:07 PM

245 the greenway, it needs to be better taken care of 3/9/2021 8:02 PM

246 Neighborhoods have equalled out. Owning homes just to rent is frowned upon as a way to
make a living. People are growing their own food, raising their own animals, and since farm bill
has loosened up break neck regulations, small processors are a profitable business.

3/9/2021 7:56 PM

247 More housing! We need to attract a lot of industry here to modernize and keep up with the
times, and we can't do that without housing. We are severely lacking when it comes to a lot of
basics. Getting into see medical specialists, for example, is a joke. But as it stands, there's no
real reason for medical specialists to relocate here because housing is a mess and we don't
offer basic amenities of larger cities. We need more cultural offerings, more concerts and plays
and symphonies. We need things for kids to do. We only have the one movie theater and the
mall is dying a slow death. The rock gym is a good start, but we need more things that will
encourage professionals to settle down here.

3/9/2021 7:52 PM

248 More affordable housing at different levels of affordability. Both in the rental market as well as
home ownership.

3/9/2021 7:44 PM

249 Revitalize downtown, more affordable housing, local restaurants, stores. Emphasis on
developing bike paths, parks and recreation activities.

3/9/2021 7:40 PM

250 Safe place to raise a family. Good paying jobs. Lots of sports available for children. Great
education options.

3/9/2021 7:35 PM

251 A place where seniors can feel safe again... 3/9/2021 7:35 PM

252 Medford has really invested in the area along riverside between the road and the creek.
Develop a destination with dinning and shopping along the creek. Create and freeway
interchange at table rock road to take the traffic off of exit 30. Connect I-5 to the expressway.
Eliminate the vacant areas along the interstate so homeless is unable to camp. Continue to
draw business to the area to become a major shopping hub.

3/9/2021 7:34 PM

253 Sure hope the homeless camps are gone and the greenway is safe 3/9/2021 7:33 PM

254 In 2040 I am 81, and have been disabled for 20 years. My neighbors still look out for me, and
help me with chores I can't do on my own. I am pleased that there are many free or
inexpensive forms of family entertainment for them to enjoy with their children. I buy them
Medford Rogues season tickets every summer to thank them for all their help. I am glad the
adult and teenage children have not had difficulty finding local jobs, and that good educational
and vocational programs are easily accessible.

3/9/2021 7:32 PM

255 Less shopping centers/strip malls 3/9/2021 7:28 PM

256 Small town feel while having access to city resources. Healthcare options, shopping, travel,
education.

3/9/2021 7:24 PM

257 Figure out how to handle homeless situation, affordable house using existing buildings. Stop
the urban sprawl. clean up bear creek amd greenway. vibrant downtown. Bring back museums.
Deal With traffic.

3/9/2021 7:23 PM

258 Better public transit, wifi everywhere, rent control 3/9/2021 7:20 PM

259 Less homelessness, less drug addiction 3/9/2021 7:18 PM
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260 No homeless encampments. It would feel safer and cleaner. The variety of food and shopping
and medical care offered would be the same or better. I would be able to feel safe taking my
kids to the park again and that my vehicle would be safe parked at trailheads and parks again.

3/9/2021 7:18 PM

261 No more tent cities. If they do not accept offered resources, they need to be instructed to
move to another town. Family friendly activities in evenings and weekends. The mall destroyed
downtown. I would love downtown to have stores that more people shop at for everyday items.

3/9/2021 7:15 PM

262 Get rid of the bleeding heart liberals and return the city to the way it was ran 40 years ago 3/9/2021 7:14 PM

263 Affordable housing looks like 2 levels of apartments over shopping on the bottom. More green
walk/bike paths that are SAFE without drug addicts, community gardens, bring big businesses
in also that will draw in skilled/tech workers, teach those needed jobs at community colleges
here, protect the rivers and natural beauty here, more upscale so tourists think of rogue valley
as a destination, expanded airport, lot of places to plug in electric cars, festivals to highlight
Rogue valley. This is a special area, and there is currently a lot of blight . Also , coming of Hwy
5, there is nothing that makes a person want to go explore the city, no curb appeal, and the
different areas are so disjointed that it's hard to figure out if you're not local. City doesn't have
a soul . City needs a soul.

3/9/2021 7:09 PM

264 #1, I may be too old to care or dead, #2, I would like to see the pear industry to keep going,
lumber going, hay fields, better outdoor activities for all ages. What may stay the same are the
narrow streets, homelessness, drugs and influx of illegals.

3/9/2021 7:07 PM

265 I would like to see the Greenway a place where the families can use again and feel safe as
well as a fun water slide type park for the kids

3/9/2021 7:00 PM

266 Definitely want to see less crime. More charter schools. 3/9/2021 6:55 PM

267 Everything has changed since covid happened 3/9/2021 6:55 PM

268 Hopefully nothing like 2020 masks discarded everywhere 3/9/2021 6:54 PM

269 Builders will build in affordable price ranges for young families. Homeless population will not be
everywhere. It will be safe to walk the greenway.

3/9/2021 5:06 PM

270 Enhanced transit, more walkable areas, less/no KKK presence (and other hate groups),
adequate housing and social supports for low income folks, a CAHOOTS program.

3/9/2021 4:46 PM

271 Small town vibrant with art, culture, good education & good food. Where my family & I can bike
to sit on the bear creek & have dinner/drinks, see a show (music or movie) & safely make it
back to our residence on bike safe streets & good lighting

3/9/2021 3:54 PM

272 I think it will be different. My family came here in late 1800, I know it looks very different then
then it dose now! but I wonder is it better?

3/9/2021 3:31 PM

273 My vision is that we remain a safe, great place to live and work. Being able to enjoy our
greenway again without fear.

3/9/2021 3:17 PM

274 inclusiveness of all genders and ethnicities 3/9/2021 2:44 PM

275 I would like kids to have more affordable activities and get involvement earlier to keep them
involved. I would like Medford to make cleanliness a priority. I hate to see all the trash along
the greenway and freeway. That is what people see when they drive through our town.

3/9/2021 2:41 PM

276 Medford would have a more thriving downtown with local business and community spaces and
events. Affordable home and rentals would be available for those on the lower socioeconomic
level. Youth and those without formal education would have training and job opportunities that
offer a viable vocation. Families who live pay check to pay check would have access to more
supports like childcare and nutritious food. There would be more services that address the
opioid crisis, like Oasis. The homeless population would receive wraparound services and get
individuals off the street, who don't wish to be there. Local government and leadership
positions would proportionally reflect the demographics of residents. Faith communities and
churches would be in partnership with agencies that serve the marginalized.

3/9/2021 2:27 PM

277 Beautiful parks, perhaps a man made lake within the city. Corners , landscaping with trees and
shrubs.

3/9/2021 2:13 PM

278 in 2040 Medford will be a clean and tidy town with 90% commercial and residential occupancy,
safety through well funded law enforcement and mental health services, and the destination for

3/9/2021 2:12 PM
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several business & entertainment events, with historic buildings and modern architecture
mixed well.

279 Affordable housing, lots of smaller homes, bungalows, and small home communities where
people can build equity.

3/9/2021 2:00 PM

280 Small town values. Hard on drugs and criminal activity. 3/9/2021 1:37 PM

281 Need to have more cultural knowledge and variety. It should stay the same within the
downtown area meaning not changing the ambiance but enhancing it. Make it where people
realize that Medford is just as good or better to visit than Ashland. We are viewed now as the
ugly stepsister of Ashland. That perception needs to change in order to attract higher rates for
the hotels. In order to do this Medford needs to allocate more resources to eliminating the
homeless situation as well as additional clean up efforts. Too much garbage and debris
surrounding the Downtown area. It is looking run down, business owners/building owners
should be held accountable and have certain guidelines that they must abide by in order to
have a business downtown and in the surrounding areas.

3/9/2021 1:37 PM

282 The same as it looked like from 2003 to 2008 before things really started going downhill. Lose
the pot. Lose the crime and transients and drugs.

3/9/2021 1:37 PM

283 To have a town that is able to retain it's youth as they graduate from high school. This means
having available jobs, affordable housing and better educational opportunities. I'd like a
community that values families and does what it can to make families want to be here.

3/9/2021 1:25 PM

284 I would like to see a beautiful blend of local businesses and community activities that are
unique to our area. Shopping, food and adventure.....ways to connect and unify our “small
town” feel.

3/9/2021 1:17 PM

285 Friendly convenient community... safe for residents and visitors alike 3/9/2021 12:57 PM

286 Housing above downtown businesses. More public transportation options. 3/9/2021 12:56 PM

287 It's grown so much, maybe over retailed? 3/9/2021 12:52 PM

288 How do we bring people together as a community? 3/9/2021 12:51 PM

289 Less homeless people, theft, crime, drug use, and more beautification of our city including
performing arts and children activities and education.

3/9/2021 12:34 PM

290 Unless I have more than support I won't be here 3/9/2021 12:05 PM

291 Would love to see a more walkable city vibe anchored by the development of Bear Creek much
like Bend.

3/9/2021 11:52 AM

292 Cleaner. More economic opportunity. Better jobs, not all retail or service related. 3/9/2021 11:49 AM

293 f 3/9/2021 11:38 AM

294 The development of a pedestrian friendly 99 corridor with mixed use retail and housing
complexes, parks and trees.

3/9/2021 11:09 AM

295 A robust business community that grows beyond more jobs in the service sector. 3/9/2021 10:37 AM

296 I would love to see a community which has available resources for all people to get help
without barriers.

3/9/2021 10:22 AM

297 A safe place where individuals and families can enjoy extraordinary art, music, dining, walking,
and other community experiences. A downtown that is a desired destination for visitors.

3/9/2021 10:17 AM

298 I am a super visionary person...however I cannot envision Medford at 2040 unless law in our
city is enforced.

3/9/2021 9:44 AM

299 I think We need to have a cleaner city with more safe places. A comunity center for kids who
live in homes where they have no where to go after school or during the summer, thriving small
buisnesses, and better accountability for people who arent trying to help with this vision. The
streets of medford are filled with homeless people who dont want a better life for themselves
why is that? is it easy access to drugs or food and shelter despite there choices in not wanting
to work for these things and yes we need to have compassion but we also need to look and
see are we enabling them from being the best they can be.

3/9/2021 9:27 AM
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300 Medford as a vibrant and urbane city with public amenities that bring a diverse group of folks
together into a real community.

3/9/2021 9:23 AM

301 I wish to see Medford not be a desired place where drug use is acceptable and homeless
population is abundant. We would like to keep our community safe and to do this we would
need to discourage this type of living.

3/9/2021 9:10 AM

302 I want to see a safer community without all of the homeless issues and drug issues. I want to
see a reduction in crime. I want to see affordable housing for people who live pay check to pay
check. I want to feel safe in the community I was born and raised in. I want to see a decrease
in crime so I can once again feel safe in my community.

3/9/2021 8:52 AM

303 Manage traffic better. Manage homelessness better. I appreciate the job our police officers do
but l would like to feel safer, to much crime, drugs and begging on the streets.

3/9/2021 6:37 AM

304 It would be nice to "clean up" areas of Medford that are affected by poverty, homelessness,
and drug abuse. But I would like this to be done in a way that supports people who are in need.
We need better and more comprehensive social programs and funding.

3/9/2021 5:29 AM

305 To have a greenway one can walk down without trash cluttering the area, to be able to enjoy
parks and downtown without worrying about the criminal element that seems so prevalent
today

3/9/2021 4:50 AM

306 Walkability areas - several of them 3/8/2021 10:15 PM

307 A warm and welcoming community A tourist destination Better road system...so many T
intersections, route I-5 around the town and dismantle the viaduct. Plan roads better for fire
evacuations

3/8/2021 9:40 PM

308 I explained many of my desires in #6. I would like Medford to be more like Bend with a mix of
more restaurants, shops and attractions. There is no reason people should have to drive to
central Oregon for that. Medford is right off I5 and should do more to attract visitors.

3/8/2021 8:37 PM

309 People, families, the community using the greenway. The homeless in 2040 will ruin our city. I
walked past a man peeing at the tjmaxx teachable last week. I imagine we will have rivers of
the stuff in 2040. The same- tax payers watching the city manage in fear instead of strength.

3/8/2021 8:32 PM

310 I hope Medford will take a stronger stance with stricter consequences against drug abuse and
the homeless that are so prevelent now. I hope that agriculture, outdoor recreation and family
friendly activities still help define our area and attract visitors.

3/8/2021 8:03 PM

311 Place where there’s creativity, activities for families , dining that is not major chain restaurants 3/8/2021 5:48 PM

312 Medford offers a safe environment for all with an active downtown that is inviting to visitors,
workers and residents. I would like to see multiple mixed use developments. that extends
activity beyond 5;00pm

3/8/2021 5:41 PM

313 A way to help homeless population get on their feet and able to support themselves. 3/8/2021 4:43 PM

314 All ppl feel welcome. This city is our beloved city. We care for everyone. 3/8/2021 4:43 PM

315 Less homelessness. I want Medford to be a safe place for kids and teens... Less drugs. 3/8/2021 3:47 PM

316 What does it look and feel like in the year 2040. 3/8/2021 2:17 PM

317 The economy is good and homes and apartments are more affordable for the average person
that is willing to work. There are not so many shops in one small area; like the Trader Joes
area. The parks are not filled with homeless people. There is more Hope.

3/8/2021 2:16 PM

318 To be COVID-19 proofed 3/8/2021 1:45 PM

319 All topics in question # 8 3/8/2021 1:32 PM

320 Free college/University for all students, no more tuition fees. No more healthcare costs. More
energy efficient homes, cars and appliances for.

3/8/2021 1:14 PM

321 More resources for individuals in our community that are struggling with Mental Health,
Addiction, and Homelessness. More activities for our children. Losing the roller skating rink
was really hard because it was a safe fun place for families to go to and have fun.

3/8/2021 12:46 PM

322 The greenway is a well used piece of outdoor recreation as we'll provided alternatives to 3/8/2021 12:30 PM
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camping/living there not just police ticketing or kicking them out. US Cellular and the new
Rogue Credit Union pool complex continue to grow, develop, and refresh. Foothill Road and
other commonly used major roadway/byways are safe and well maintained. Healthcare beyond
just the two major hospital systems continues to grow with clinics, community health centers,
and medical group offices. As our community grows, I'd like to still get from home to my office
within 10-15 minutes.

323 Law enforcement supported. Churches supported. Family friendly safe venues. 3/8/2021 12:28 PM

324 Still houses diverse populations, still has nice neighborhoods and great restaurants. Would like
to see more affordable housing

3/8/2021 11:47 AM

325 The downtown core area as well as the greenway desperately needs to be cleaned up. The
transients and trash problems are absoulely disgusting. Tax paying residents should never be
afraid to use something we pay for (parks, greenway). It is frankly ridiculous it has been
allowed to get to the point that it is.

3/8/2021 11:45 AM

326 I won't be alive in 2040 3/8/2021 11:44 AM

327 having a safe and healthy environment. Where we can let people walk or ride on a bike path
and not get harassed. Where one can walk down the street without seeing drug use and
camping. Where we do not pander to people who do not want to live in society.

3/8/2021 11:39 AM

328 Thoughtful development with plenty of open space and parks. Low-income housing integrates
with other housing so it is not all concentrated on the West side. A downtown without cars.

3/8/2021 11:37 AM

329 preserve as much open space as possible 3/8/2021 11:28 AM

330 Find a different place for the homeless, rather than camping along our beautiful Bear Creek
greenway - which is no longer beautiful.

3/8/2021 11:25 AM

331 More affordable housing. NO TENT CAMPS. Activities for children, museums, swimming
pools. Less population which will never happen but a dream.

3/8/2021 11:23 AM

332 clean air-no fires. Diversity and friendly engaging police 3/8/2021 11:14 AM

333 Medford feels welcome to everyone and is a thriving community that is at the forefront of
technology and development

3/8/2021 11:06 AM

334 A growing city that is diverse but connected. 3/8/2021 11:03 AM

335 I would like to see more housing for the seniors and mentally ill. More shelters, and more
agencies willing to work together

3/8/2021 10:55 AM

336 2040 -- traffic flows smoothly, people are housed. quality city services are offered. law
enforcement is good. 2020 -- traffic is bottle necking a bit. too much homelessness.

3/8/2021 10:50 AM

337 A small city atmosphere that keeps the State and Federal laws of socialism out of every
aspect of life, continued enforcement of the basic laws of decency, morality and safety.

3/8/2021 10:39 AM

338 Will it turn completely into a Southern Calif. town like the ones I lived in until I moved to
Medford in 2012?

3/8/2021 10:29 AM

339 A place that people come to to enjoy the rivers, mountains and culture without fear of violence.
Those who choose homelessness will have a safe camp area to live. Those who want help
from their addictions or mental health have somewhere safe to go and seek help without delay

3/8/2021 10:10 AM

340 Focus on Education ($$); less $$/focus on public safety Focus on environment - jobs creation
in this area; more parks, etc to highlight they beauty of the area

3/8/2021 9:26 AM

341 Continued revitalization of downtown. Continue to enhance tourism. 3/8/2021 12:07 AM

342 It's difficult to have a vision of Medford when there is such uncertainty and divisiveness right
now. I hope we have a government with less federal regulations and we have the freedom to
run our city as we see fit without a lot of oversight

3/7/2021 9:26 PM

343 control housing developments. Planed residential and commercial in pods. for easier living.
Preserve the nature feel. Clean air and vegitation.

3/7/2021 7:28 PM

344 We would have a cleaner town, less “camps” all over. Safe place for families to enjoy the
paths, parks, mountains and walking around town. Businesses that are open at the same

3/7/2021 11:42 AM
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times and can walk to and from. More places for kids to be active; outdoor skate/bike/climb
areas around town. Newer large Neighborhoods should have a gathering place, ie: picnick
table/park/pool/structure. More healthy food options, less fast food.

345 We would have a cleaner town, less “camps” all over. Safe place for families to enjoy the
paths, parks, mountains and walking around town. Businesses that are open at the same
times and can walk to and from. More places for kids to be active; outdoor skate/bike/climb
areas around town. Newer large Neighborhoods should have a gathering place, ie: picnik
table/park/pool/structure, anything! More healthy food options, less fast food.

3/7/2021 11:35 AM

346 Progress. Continue community ferling 3/7/2021 9:01 AM

347 No homeless camps & tents anywhere like there are currently!!! Cleaning up the city 3/7/2021 8:12 AM

348 The city is harmonious and feels warm Security is the same and Higher levels of happiness 3/7/2021 5:40 AM

349 It would be nice if we could stabilize the cost of living. Stop adding taxes!! 3/7/2021 2:52 AM

350 Listed above. 3/6/2021 9:51 PM

351 It keeps a mixture of modern, up-to-date with the best of historical features 3/6/2021 8:44 PM

352 I think it will be more crowded with considerably less open space and the traffic problem will
continue to get worse. The difference I'd like to see is more industry requiring high skills that
can be provided by our educated and trained work force.

3/6/2021 6:19 PM

353 Maintain theatre arts, wineries, open spaces for hiking in nature, churches, good schools.
Encourage limited economic and housing growth. But growth must not override our country
feeling.

3/6/2021 2:50 PM

354 In 2040, I imagine a livelier downtown with some sort of tourist draw to help activate it. I also
imagine a commuter rail train connecting downtown Medford to the other downtowns in the
Rogue Valley and invigorating them all with new development and giving residents an attractive
alternative to driving.

3/6/2021 2:31 PM

355 A very walkable Main Street (perhaps closed to traffic) with outdoor dining, street
entertainment, eclectic shops, play area for kids, easy parking, with acceptance for people of
all races, ages, and genders.

3/6/2021 12:33 PM

356 There will be a collaboration between non-profits and the City to increase livability. I want to
see Medford focused on creating safe walking and biking options to work and schools. I would
like Bear Creek to be the gem that it can be - clean for salmon, beautiful place to bike with
families, and business wanting to be near it.

3/6/2021 7:19 AM

357 For the most part, Medford is a wonderful city. Would like to have a larger Conservative voice
in this state run by the Left

3/6/2021 6:38 AM

358 Beautifying and adding more parks and more family activities and opportunities for all ages and
abilities

3/5/2021 8:16 PM

359 Less focus on policing and putting policing above everything else. More investment in people
and social services

3/5/2021 7:34 PM

360 Medford is slowly becoming more like Portland with crime, litter, homeless issues etc. would
like to see families get the priority so they can get out more and feel safe.

3/5/2021 7:08 PM

361 I would like to see the homelessness on the low. Maybe if they had a certain spot they were
allowed to camp we wouldn’t see them off the 1-5

3/5/2021 7:08 PM

362 Same small town feel, hopefully not so high a cost of living, more opportunities for career
choice for the rising generation, a 3rd Middle school, another elementary school, less crime.

3/5/2021 6:44 PM

363 Expanded multi-cultural community - start with all signs and services in Spanish and English
Expand biking and walking areas Expand services for houseless communitues

3/5/2021 6:25 PM

364 Better transport to get some cars off the clogged roads. continue and expand culture
opportunities

3/5/2021 5:41 PM

365 More downtown eating and activities. Safer atmosphere, less vagrancy. More housing to drive
prices down, even if that means more traffic. We gave up lanes for bicycles, lets make road
adjustments for our current and growing population.

3/5/2021 5:31 PM
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366 More unique businesses, less homeless,, less people living off the government 3/5/2021 5:12 PM

367 Hopefully it will be cleaned up and back to where it was 2-5 years ago. Medford has been
taken over by the homeless.

3/5/2021 3:59 PM

368 our homeless population becomes a better part of our community with help from organizations
like rogue retreat that gives people hope.......(a hand up not a hand out)

3/5/2021 3:23 PM

369 A healthy economy, a diverse housing market, continued and enhanced cultural amenities, the
aquatics center operating at full steam allowing our young people to be active even in the
smoke, and a place I can safely walk my dog at night - meaning good sidewalks and lighting
and a low crime rate.

3/5/2021 2:47 PM

370 People in different higher positions and boards are diverse and local. 60% more affordable
housing opportunities for people already living here but to attract other folks to move in.

3/5/2021 2:46 PM

371 Would be nice to have a larger, prettier downtown with less poverty, drugs, homeless people.
Need more services for homeless, mentally ill, and poor.

3/5/2021 2:45 PM

372 I would like to see the Bear Creek area throughout downtown utilized more by businesses, this
would probably push out some of the nefarious activities as well.

3/5/2021 2:41 PM

373 By 2040, Medford should have significant investments in social services. The city should have
enough shelters for the unhoused populations. The city’s affordable housing stock should align
with population growth rates. The city should have an anti-trafficking task force that works
regularly to address the sex-trafficking and labor-trafficking that is present in the city, given
interstate travel through the area is witness to many trafficking victims. By 2040, Medford will
have also addressed how to support and empower families in the Medford school system who
are from marginalized backgrounds (non-white, non-English speaking, lower income, etc) who
often feel disconnected from the education system.

3/5/2021 2:31 PM

374 Safe and Secure with more activities(attractions). 3/5/2021 2:30 PM

375 Greater since of community across socioeconomic status. The people are genuinely invested
in others well-being and their quality of life. More affordable housing. More addictions treatment
and mental health services.

3/5/2021 2:18 PM

376 More downtown green appeal. Use of the waterway that runs through Medford. Cleanup of the
water, outdoor dining near the water.

3/5/2021 2:13 PM

377 I'm praying for an awakening and revival for the Rogue Valley, in the Name of Jesus Christ.
There's a huge sin problem that is destroying lives...the enemy Satan and his demonic forces
are here to steal, kill and destroy people. I pray that our freedom to worship and serve our
church families, communities, and lost souls will continue to move forward in the way the Holy
Spirit will allow. I pray for people to know the Truth of who Jesus Christ is, and how He died for
our sins and rose again and conquered sin and death...and He is coming back again!!! I pray
for people to know that they do have a purpose in their lives, and that nothing happens by
accident. My hope is that Medford, Oregon would be a safe haven for people to gather
together, to fight against sin that's destroying families and communities.... That we have
freedom to be who the Lord Jesus created us to be, fearfully and wonderfully made.

3/5/2021 2:11 PM

378 I see Medford as retaining its small town feel, but with a unique NW/Southern Oregon identity.
Could be through enhancing Medford as a destination because our greenways are beautiful and
safe, a range of housing is available and blends in (not pops up, juxtaposed) with mixed-use,
multi-family, rural, and suburban. Our transportation and walking access to shopping is
improved and there is thought given to curb appeal of sidewalks and even parking lots. It’s
tough to walk anywhere currently (you’re either too close to traffic or there’s not a sidewalk).
We have a variety of dining options (which aren’t too bad now), a friendly, safe, and diversified
downtown area that is also mixed use with ample parking. Code is enforced for unsafe,
hazardous buildings/homes. Companies who provide employment are invested in the health of
the community and they support programs and farm employees from RCC/SOU. There is a
trade school that the high schools collaborate with and are supported by the trades. That
entrepreneurship is cultivated and supported so new ideas can materialize.

3/5/2021 2:03 PM

379 The way that we are going, in 2040 medford will be an uncontrollable dumpster fire... the heart
of the rogue will be F.U.B.A.R. (Look up the acronym)

3/5/2021 1:36 PM

380 I would love it if continued to value local businesses and enterprises and a haven New ideas. 3/5/2021 1:28 PM
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We value our community enough to take care of it.

381 Our communities are build for all races, ages and needs. We no longer focus on caring for the
less fortunate but loving them by providing resources and teachings that help others become a
functioning member in our community. We will have established a system that eradicates the
extremely high drug trafficking, violence and disrespect for authority and others. Our children
are protected and valued and resources poured into their future success in giving back to their
community. Support of churches and programs that have success records in assisting
individual and building on those programs instead of dismissing them because they are faith-
based. We are innately created to be needed and to work. Lets build a community that takes
action on the research data and our history and create programs and assistance that works,
not a program that functions on just meeting basic daily needs of food, clothing and shelter.

3/5/2021 12:26 PM

382 Revitalized core business area to replace Rogue Valley Mall, which was repurposed to office
space, and adequate living facilities for homeless population, which is still with us. Alternative
options to auto transportation that are sustainable and non-polluting. And an end to summer
fires and smoke.

3/5/2021 12:18 PM

383 I would hope Medford feels like a community where when people receive financial resources of
support they do not become dependent on those resources and become contributors of
resources themselves. There will be affordable housing for low-income families especially our
seniors.

3/5/2021 12:08 PM

384 Reduced homelessness on greenway, stronger drug enforcement, cleaner and safer public
spaces, more family activity options.

3/5/2021 11:01 AM

385 A community that is safe and clean and free of drug addicts and alcoholics begging on every
street corner. A community that offers services within walking distance to most homes and
offices. Commissioners that are afraid to make sane decisions. A jail that holds criminals
without the revolving door.

3/5/2021 10:44 AM

386 My vision of Medford in 2040 is to have open spaces where people can visit and entertain.
Things that would be the same will be the parks and the difference is that they will be improved
and have events happening.

3/5/2021 10:42 AM

387 The lack of housing is no longer an issue. 3/5/2021 10:03 AM

388 I would love to see our downtown flourish as the historic corridor with merchants, cafes, shops,
breweries, wineries etc. This area can maintain that small town feel and should. Then the Mall
area should be totally overhauled into a living, working and leisure center. Malls as is are
dying, its time to rethink the mall and build them up and out to incorporate more than shopping
and cafeterias. A lot of cities are working to build in housing, hotel, office space, conference
space, entertainment, sport courts and centers, high end restaurants, indoor outdoor gardens,
walkways etc etc. If you research repurposing dying malls, you will see what other cities are
doing and its amazing plus adds a whole new attraction.

3/5/2021 9:35 AM

389 Sustainable, eco-friendly policies that work for all in the community. 3/5/2021 9:30 AM

390 Full of tons of new houses... 3/5/2021 8:58 AM

391 In 2040, the city is progressive in that it has kept up with the best of nation-wide trends that
are healthy, safe, inspiring, family oriented, and environmentally friendly.

3/5/2021 8:38 AM

392 more local businesses. More affordable housing. More jobs. 3/5/2021 8:18 AM

393 I would like to see a more united community 3/5/2021 7:57 AM

394 A nice downtown with stores and shops to walk around and feel safe with your family. The
difference would be there wouldn’t be homeless everywhere with drugs leaving trash and
making everyone feel unsafe

3/5/2021 7:40 AM

395 We have serverd and protected the homless there are more jobs available and less
discrimination

3/5/2021 7:37 AM

396 To be more desirable, like Bend for ex. 3/5/2021 7:26 AM

397 There will be more resources in terms of elderly people so they can live out there golden years
warm and safe.

3/5/2021 7:21 AM

398 Less good old boys government. Include younger peope i.e. teens in city government. 3/5/2021 6:54 AM
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399 I hope the down town area gets cleaned up, stores and restaurants move back in, parking is
easier

3/5/2021 5:44 AM

400 I would like to see Medford as a strong hub for travelers because of our location. We should be
open to more and better economic growth.

3/5/2021 12:04 AM

401 I hope that there will be more youth activities. Bring back things from the past that have been
forgotten. Cleaner parks.

3/4/2021 11:29 PM

402 Convenient transportation, people and cars split 3/4/2021 10:43 PM

403 Hoping for more families to be able to afford a home of their own. We NEED to continue to
have our amazing team of Law Enforcement professionals. Do NOT even fall for that nonsense
of "Defunding the Police."

3/4/2021 10:01 PM

404 I do not want Medford (The Rogue Valley) to look like Glendora California by 2040 A Google
satellite view is self explanatory

3/4/2021 9:21 PM

405 I would like to see more recreational options like an indoor/outdoor water park, i would like to
see an amusement park, Central Point has The Family fun center, why can't Medford have
something similar but better?

3/4/2021 8:59 PM

406 A preferred vision would include family wage opportunities for age 20-40's demographic. 3/4/2021 8:32 PM

407 I hope they take action on the homeless problem. I hope they have a vibrant downtown and
thriving business corridor that people enjoy. I’m Afraid the city will start losing more business
and people if they can’t get a hold on the homeless problems.

3/4/2021 8:27 PM

408 Roadways need improvement to prevent congestion. New neighborhoods need a better layout.
Parks and bike paths should connect homes to the schools and parks (I miss that from
Roseville, CA). Catching kids earlier in life to help them graduate, we were shocked when we
moved our kids here that the grad rate was lower then it should be. Police are doing a good
job, their hands are tied on many things. Move the hemp farms farther from town. We can
handle the manure smell when fields are flooded to fertilize, but the lingering hemp smell
(better this year) is strong in the SW part of town. More sidewalks and street lights would be
great, especially on the school routes. I cringe seeing the kids going to South MHS walking
right on the white line in the bike lane because there are no sidewalks. More businesses, better
activities at the mall to draw people, more community fairs and events.

3/4/2021 8:16 PM

409 Communities are interested and working towards building up a better greener Medford. Poverty
is addressed through a robust housing system, education for children and adults, mobile
healthcare units that meet patients where they are, and economic development driven by
community led initiatives.

3/4/2021 8:15 PM

410 I envision a city where people can access the help they need for mental health and/or
addiction recovery while maintaining its down-home feel.

3/4/2021 8:12 PM

411 I would love to see more development and cleanup in West Medford. Get rid if all the car lots
we have close to downtown. Give us more nightlife. Clean up Riverside from Garfield down.
We have too many unattractive pockets in town that make Medford ugly.

3/4/2021 8:03 PM

412 We are a community of great diversity. There are multiple live theaters, concert venues, public
art everywhere. There is a general feeling of acceptance for everyone. Parks and walking
paths flourish. Local shops and restaurants are everywhere with outside patio/bistro type
settings. There are big box shops too. Maybe even two malls but beautiful in structure,
appearance, and atmosphere. I think we’re moving in the right direction but a lot of work is
needed to fulfill Medford’s potential.

3/4/2021 8:00 PM

413 Less transients and drug riff raff. It's ruining our area. Places to take the kids and this to be a
sanctuary city from all the covid crap and mandates.

3/4/2021 7:51 PM

414 Better public school s, more choices, charter school s 3/4/2021 7:14 PM

415 I want to see more accessible services for the unhoused community, less policing and more
mental health crisis intervention. More affordable housing.

3/4/2021 5:35 PM

416 Lots of types of housing. Downtown revitalized with housing, restaurants, shopping. More
entertainment options.

3/4/2021 5:25 PM

417 Same: We have multiple resources to help with hand outs and giving people a hand up. 3/4/2021 3:26 PM
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Continue with the resources we have. Different:Healthy greenway: vegetation management, no
camping, developed picnic areas, develop healthy year around events that increase
community use on the green way and year around police patrol

418 I would like the culture to remain the same with less crime and be a safe place to live 3/4/2021 3:14 PM

419 A place that offers many outdoor opportunities to walk, hike, explore. Continued great health
care and medical options. An atmosphere for small/local businesses to thrive. Homeless
people given opportunities to live somewhere - and be given opportunities to provide for
themselves once again (no handouts which discourage self motivation for growth) Limited
hemp grows - the stench has ruined so much of the beauty of the area.

3/4/2021 1:34 PM

420 Ways to get across town or the other side of the valley smoothly and efficiently. Attracting
better restaurants rather than fast food and mid-level chains. Perhaps more breweries?
Definitely more affordable housing is needed, beyond apartments.

3/4/2021 1:26 PM

421 Less homeless population on streets. Enforce traffic laws. 3/4/2021 12:13 PM

422 Outdoor movie theaters more parks Fairgrounds more like it used to be for kids for 4H is made
for kids not for the selling of products I would like to see our community get back to being a
community for people, Work on getting rid of the homeless villages and either put a small
houses for them and help find them jobs we need to clean up our green worry so that it’s
usable if we’re going to have it.

3/4/2021 11:39 AM

423 Safe trails and more diversity and inclusion 3/4/2021 11:31 AM

424 Where homelessness, drug use and crime are so low its negligible and families thrive. In order
for families to thrive, there should be affordable, but not low standard housing lots, high paying
jobs and the environment that sustains healthy living (great health care options).

3/4/2021 11:01 AM

425 Smart, sustainable growth. Strong community support for and use of non-polluting public
transit and bikes. A holistic solution to the houseless/homeless problem. A diverse economy.

3/4/2021 10:31 AM

426 I hope that the beautiful family parks continue to be added and maintained. Hopefully the
vagrant problem will be cleaned up and our city will be beautiful again

3/4/2021 10:01 AM

427 More urban living options near downtown, bear creek cleaned up, downtown
resturaunt/shopping center, larger emphasis on alternative transportation methods.

3/4/2021 10:00 AM

428 I would like to see the down town area take advantage of the creek and create an open
shopping mall with upscale shops like Ashland, Jacksonville and Grants Pass

3/4/2021 9:00 AM

429 "clean" appearance, personal safety to be outdoors and away from home and vehicle. Smooth
transitions between land uses and city improvements. Good schools putting out a successful
student. Great medical facilities

3/4/2021 8:56 AM

430 We are still tucked away in a great outdoors spot with close access to nature. But we are
doing better. We have more affordable housing options for lower income individuals, we have
the greenway cleared up, we have more locally owned business and revitalization of older
establishments

3/4/2021 7:52 AM

431 Sense of community is the same, but perhaps we are able to attract visitors though sports,
entertainment, etc, which will also provide businesses for residents. For example restaurants
and entertainment. I DO NOT want a casino(s) in Medford.

3/4/2021 7:50 AM

432 Medford should keep growth manageable. We need to understand our limits, the limits of
nature. Our water supply, our space to build with out over building and our responsibility to take
care of our planet, our part as keepers of the planet.

3/4/2021 7:29 AM

433 Continued development of shopping and restaurants, but with easier parking. Safe, senior-
friendly public transportation.

3/4/2021 7:17 AM

434 Medford looks and feels like a "medium" sized city that revolves around mostly "suburban"
family oriented priorities. It is a safe CLEAN place to work, shop, recreate, travel throughout,
live in, and want to continue to stay in. It's urban/industrial areas are also safe and CLEAN but
provide a varying opportunity for living wage manufacturing jobs, that not only promote healthy
families and communities, but provide hope for future generations to want to continue to stay
and make it their continued "vested" home as well. When people feel "vested" they care more,
and want to participate in the tasks/effort/work it takes to always make it better.

3/4/2021 7:13 AM
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435 My preferred vison is Medford's downtown and surrounding areas are safe and inviting,
something that has gone down hill over the past years. The greenway is a wonderful place to
take a bike ride and walk. People still know one another when they go out. The fear of crime,
homelessness and being assaulted is gone.

3/4/2021 7:00 AM

436 A sense of gratefulness for residents and a retreat for guests. A recapturing of simple, yet
unique activities (Pear Blossom, bike riding in park, sporting events, destination businesses in
a revitalized downtown, promotion of surrounding mountains and lakes).

3/4/2021 6:59 AM

437 Same poorly run local government. Homeless will be running Medford by 2040. 3/4/2021 6:45 AM

438 Defund part of police and use resources on mental health, drug treatment and affordable
housing. The sport complex is a joke and so is a new jail the sheriff wants to build. We need
cahoots and we need to help folks struggling in the community. New, younger more diverse
city council. People of color and women need to lead.

3/4/2021 12:04 AM

439 Inviting 3/3/2021 11:21 PM

440 More afford housing not for retirement communities. More/better shopping centers, another
middle school, better handling of the homeless population (more shelters, rehab services,
therapy, etc.)

3/3/2021 10:19 PM

441 A Medford that is nice to take your family out and a nightlife to enjoy with friends. A mayor and
police force that cracks down on homeless encampments and junkies. Instead of harassing
productive law abiding tax payers with traffic tickets. Since the residents of Ashland love to
virtue signal about how they care about the homeless junkies, the Medford police can send
them packing to Ashland.

3/3/2021 9:25 PM

442 An active community centered around a safe and clean river walk near downtown 3/3/2021 9:11 PM

443 I hope there will be significant clean up of so much of the methy center. Maybe the Greenway
won’t be scary. I hope we don’t lose the beauty of this valley in all the housing developments.

3/3/2021 9:07 PM

444 Let's take care of people without overly bureaucratic government programs. Keep it simple. No
hemp fields please.

3/3/2021 9:03 PM

445 More restaurants. More stores. More places to go. A real downtown experience. 3/3/2021 8:53 PM

446 Clean up the homeless, clean up all the trash, more downtown restaurants and shops, better
stores

3/3/2021 8:49 PM

447 No homeless, trash infested, drug infested tent “cities”, no hemp grows attracting vagrants and
drug addicts from all other parts of the country, no hemp grows with noxious odors and allergy
inducing oils in the air, a safe, small town feel

3/3/2021 8:44 PM

448 Better affordable housing options and services for low income and homeless people 3/3/2021 8:42 PM

449 Same: quiet, lovely small town, lots of open space, Vineyards, parks, open air markets, free
concerts, events Different: no more "smoke season", no mass development, better housing,
better job opportunities, more music venues to draw big names, a dedicated direct road to the
coast to facilitate peoples ability to both access the coast in reasonable time, and for coasters
to be able to access quality medical care we offer. Everyone wins. Make it a toll viaduct with
no exits... straight shit, no damage to environment

3/3/2021 8:12 PM

450 A good food and restaurant scene. More concert and sporting venues. Places for the homeless
to get the care they need rather than camping. Affordable housing. Better internet options.

3/3/2021 8:03 PM

451 Different: More jobs and affordable homes. Less homelessness and crime. 3/3/2021 7:45 PM

452 Less homeless, less crimes as those committing them are actually having consequences to
their actions (i.e. larger prison)

3/3/2021 7:43 PM

453 Walkable neighborhoods and downtown, especially senior friendly. Put citizens first instead of
corporations.

3/3/2021 7:28 PM

454 Environmental setting with a lovely valley surrounded by mountains and nearby recreational
areas hopefully the same. Difference: appropriate development and growth without damaging
what has brought people here over the last 50+ yrs. Indoor and outdoor activities for all ages.
More careful evaluation of what is included in downtown areas for development, adequate
parking to take advantage of the downtown businesses.

3/3/2021 7:23 PM
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455 How has the homeless population been taken care of. Has affordable housing been corrected?
?

3/3/2021 7:09 PM

456 How has the homeless population been taken care of. Has affordable housing been corrected?
?

3/3/2021 7:07 PM

457 There are a lot of good things, aquatic center, fields, parks, improving down town. I enjoy the
river and Mt Ashland. The whole valley is great

3/3/2021 7:06 PM

458 For Medford to continue to grow and rival Bend (and perhaps surpass it) in terms of being a go-
to destination in the state. Embrace all the outdoor commodities Medford and the area have to
offer.

3/3/2021 6:59 PM

459 . 3/3/2021 6:55 PM

460 Less homeless and drugs in our comminity. 3/3/2021 6:50 PM

461 Steady growth, but not too fast. More mom and pop stores, and less chain stores. 3/3/2021 6:49 PM

462 Less bars downtown, more restaurants and shops 3/3/2021 6:48 PM

463 I would like to see Medford continue to grow, but also retain its smaller city feel. 3/3/2021 6:46 PM

464 Solution for homelessness. Economic prosperity. 3/3/2021 6:45 PM

465 City not overrun by wild turkeys, literally and figuratively? 3/3/2021 6:39 PM

466 A cleaner more safe downtown area. 3/3/2021 6:28 PM

467 Making the greenbelt safer. More gatherings and events. After work happy hours. 3/3/2021 6:23 PM

468 More mass transit ftom Medford north to Salem and Portland. Trains. Widen I5. More electric
filling stations everywhere

3/3/2021 6:20 PM

469 Medford is a more welcoming and tolerant place to people of all backgrounds. This is not to
say politically it is one way or another, but it is a less divisive more inclusive place that I
remember it being when I grew up here. I want to see Medford stand for what it’s ideals have
always been purported to be: independent, welcoming, and thoughtful. Additionally, Medford
ideally is no longer reliant on healthcare and Harry and David for the majority of its jobs; people
are here to start families, businesses, and new ways of life.

3/3/2021 6:15 PM

470 Bear Creek walk through downtown 3/3/2021 6:10 PM

471 No one can predict the future, but if we stay the course it will be more crowded and more
expensive and with a LOT more homeless.

3/3/2021 5:54 PM

472 Expanded transit options, more affordable housing, a downtown area that is lively and vibrant.
A big entertainment venue easily available to all, no membership required.

3/3/2021 5:54 PM

473 Population continues to grow, but density becomes much higher 3/3/2021 5:53 PM

474 It’s the home of freedom and entertainment in Oregon it’s the yang to Portland’s ying 3/3/2021 5:53 PM

475 affordable housing 3/3/2021 5:52 PM

476 Housing for homeless, drug rehab, better policing. Stop giving taxpayer money to private
schools and fund public education.

3/3/2021 5:50 PM

477 More housing inventory, well planned roads to prevent congestion 3/3/2021 5:43 PM

478 Progressive Business Growth in Bio-Tech, Technology, wellness Tourism 3/3/2021 5:39 PM

479 more environmentally friendly, have peace with the homeless 3/3/2021 5:37 PM

480 A newer looking town that cares about its citizens. Homelessness needs more attention and
help, making the town more homey. There are well kept areas and completely neglected areas
nearby. It’s time to spread the love around town and have all the town upgrade.

3/3/2021 5:36 PM

481 A core city for the nine county region. A central downtown hub that is vibrant with mid-rise
middle class and select luxury residential buildings. A much better laid out freeway system
similar to the freeways in and around today’s Eugene.

3/3/2021 5:25 PM

482 clean up the west side, better control of illegal drugs 3/3/2021 4:45 PM
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483 In 2040 Medford needs to be more diverse and have more education about cultures. I want to
see parades and cultural events to teach the community about our ever-changing world and the
people who inhabit it. Also we still have no traffic!

3/3/2021 4:30 PM

484 Thriving community that looks out for its citizens 3/3/2021 4:25 PM

485 Housing surplus 3/3/2021 4:22 PM

486 in 2040 I would like to see Medford to be about the same size that it is right now. It seems to
be growing too fast up on the hills and the less expensive homes are getting harder to find.

3/3/2021 3:57 PM

487 More services. A police substation on the greenway. A vibrant downtown. 3/3/2021 3:44 PM

488 Hopefully, in 2040 it will be safe and clean with a good community spirit. We are not Portland, I
feel that the politics from the north guide what we do here. Hopefully that will change.

3/3/2021 3:32 PM

489 In 2040 I would like to see a community that works together regardless of their differences to
empower people to succeed instead of enabling them to simply exist and be dependent on
Federal and State funding. Currently, if Christian non-profits don't conform to secular values
they typically are not welcomed into the discussion unless they conform. Currently Christian
non-profits lose their religious liberty if they accept government money. Currently when you
don't accept government money what you accomplish isn't recognized and you are not seen as
part of the solution. Currently the city has recognized that they need the churches help dealing
with homelessness but my worry is they only want the churches resources not the churches
faith. I have worked at the Medford Gospel Mission (est. 1959) for over 20 years and I have
seen this happen. For many years we were utilized as an asset for people dealing with
homelessness and we were accepted by the city and secular community for the work that we
did. Then government money was available to address homeless issues and the Mission is no
longer looked to as a solution. This is sad because we are invested in this community and we
have so much to offer.

3/3/2021 11:15 AM

490 Less trashy homeless camps along the freeway 3/3/2021 11:07 AM

491 Electronic vehicles/ automated public transit. Smart facilities. Order and safety. Homeless
population cared for.

3/2/2021 10:03 PM

492 More outdoor activities and community activities; maybe friendly neighborhood competitions. 3/2/2021 9:58 PM

493 A thriving community with a downtown to be proud of. A safe environment, free from trash and
homeless people that cause many problems in Medford. Community minded leaders that will
not be controlled by a vocal minority.

3/2/2021 2:36 PM

494 In a word, “inviting.” Where the pace of life is moderate. (Be careful not to grow more quickly
than our infrastructure can handle. More people equals more traffic and higher stress when not
managed well.) Inviting means public spaces where people naturally want to gather. Inviting to
entrepreneurs who want to start businesses without heavy tax or regulation burdens. Inviting to
families of every income level where affordable housing is available. Inviting because the faith
community and the business community work together to solve problems. I like what’s
currently being done by creatively adding housing for the homeless population. And whatever
we can do to bridge the racial divides would be welcome.

3/2/2021 12:04 PM

495 Cleaner community with fewer impacts from the homeless on common areas where citizen
gather and recreate.

3/2/2021 11:05 AM

496 We need to have the community we had years ago when Medford was a safe place with a low
crime rate and a lot less drugs.

3/2/2021 8:54 AM

497 Affordable housing. Loosen the reins on home owner building options.... no one wants to buy a
fixer upper in medford because it takes an act of congress to get permits (which are too
expensive) and there are too many regulations about building ADU's. encouraging people to
build ADU's can help the housing crisis. Obviously the homeless issue in Medford is the worst
in all of Southern Oregon. Look to other cities with similar growth and community and gain
knowledge about what their successes/failures are. Something needs to happen in this area.
More free community gatherings would be nice. It's all about building community.

3/2/2021 8:08 AM

498 In 2040 I see Medford as a city, that everybody wants to live in. It has grown so much in the
past 20 years and the housing issue is no longer present. There are less homeless and drug
issues then in 2020. also the community's are safer and the economy is booming a lot more.
unemployment is at a record low for southern Oregon.

3/2/2021 6:44 AM
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499 Hopefully, the rampant homeless and drug user population is GONE! Scary for families and
single alike.

3/1/2021 6:57 PM

500 I see Medford with more community gathering spaces where people can dine, play, walk and
gather outside safely. I see opportunities for outdoor music or movies in parks. I see more
opportunities for safe walking, biking and/or EV charging to promote environmentally friendly
transit options.

3/1/2021 4:36 PM

501 A place that businesses would like to come Wide sidewalks with outdoor seating. Music
festivals that will attract tourists Bear creek cleaned up and utilized

3/1/2021 1:14 PM

502 Downtown has been revitalized; it's a place people go for a fun day of shopping or night out.
Population has grown slowly; still a small town feel. Still surrounded by agriculture.

3/1/2021 10:59 AM

503 the city should continue to feel like home. keep the downtown area a place that makes people
want to visit for food and shopping. One item that should change is remove more of the traffic
lights.

3/1/2021 10:11 AM

504 Remove the homeless population...for every single homeless person find the services needed
and get them off the bike path, out of the doorways, out of the parks...In this day and age,
they should be connected into the services available for their mental issues...whether drug and
alcohol related or genetic issue...they should not be on the streets in a civilized
population...AND...the devastating fires this summer should be enough of an alarm to keep us
alert to the fact that people should not be living on the greenway!

3/1/2021 9:34 AM

505 Medford continues to be a leader in southern Oregon and around the state, takes on
challenges by being innovative and forward thinking, and provides a wide range of opportunities
to support its residents. The community is welcoming and diverse.

3/1/2021 8:49 AM

506 I would like for it to have a symbiotic relationship with nature, an open air feel, safe, diverse,
clean, inspiring of economic development and culture.

3/1/2021 8:46 AM

507 More programs, activities, and EVENTS focused on youth and family in our community (not
only focused on youth in trouble). A community that is safe for our youth. Where trash is not
all about. A community where there are efforts to keep our homeless off the streets in shelters
and the parks and trails are safe for youth and women. A community that is committed to
getting new business. In addition more opportunities for continued education like trade schools.

3/1/2021 8:23 AM

508 Progressive in business development and growth. Traditional American values and a
connected community.

3/1/2021 8:19 AM

509 medford has grown largely due to the airport and tourism for our shops (kinda like the woodburn
outlet). hopefully still have the small town community. government has less say in everything.

3/1/2021 6:04 AM

510 Less transient population, more homes, more shopping, growth 2/28/2021 7:41 PM

511 KEEP THE SMALL TOWN FEEL. PERHAPS LESS GROWTH 2/28/2021 6:32 PM

512 a cleaner Medford and less crime. where families can actually go to a park and not worry about
people making it their own little cities with trash and disorder

2/28/2021 6:14 PM

513 Instead of focusing on expanding the population, making sure that we can support and take
care of people already here. Helping solve the homeless problem and unsafe greenway. Having
mental health and addiction support accessible for those in need. Supporting education
programs and making sure we have school infrastructure to support the amount of people in
the valley. If the drought conditions continue to get worse, how will we adequately continue to
provide water resources in the valley?? The landscape and weather patterns of the valley
cannot withstand a heavy increase in population without effecting the air quality on a larger and
long term scale. I would like safe neighborhoods, good schools, and access to services for
those in need readily available. I also would like the city to plan and take into consideration the
water resources and air quality when considering increasing the population.

2/28/2021 2:28 PM

514 Hopefully we will continue to grow our sports facilities and other opportunities for people to
exercise and relate socially.

2/28/2021 1:03 PM

515 I'd like to see a continued variety of activities for people of all ages. It would be nice to have
less homelessness and affordable housing. It would be nice to have less large high priced
single family homes and more multi-use buildings. It would be fabulous to have the Bear Creek
area transformed into something like Bend's Waterfront District.

2/28/2021 12:59 PM
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516 Larger airport, more business choices, better roads in some places 2/28/2021 11:45 AM

517 I think Medford needs to develop an identity. I think murals painted on the large blank sides of
buildings, take advantage of the connect with Alba, Italy and wine. Medford needs to be a
destination that connects with Ashland, Jacksonville, and the outdoors.

2/28/2021 8:58 AM

518 Revamp special education systems in Medford School District to accommodate the ever rising
need. Deal more affectively with the drug addicted/mental issues population. Again, not to
grow beyond the current population, so we still have a smaller town feel.

2/27/2021 7:35 PM

519 A bigger attraction for young families, more things to do, same city events like movies in the
park. More people of color and more acceptance of LGBTQ people

2/27/2021 3:54 PM

520 More kid safe areas to explore, community events, community gardens, community swimming
pools and parks

2/27/2021 2:21 PM

521 I love the shopping, climate and recreation in and around Medford. In 20 years I would love to
see food being grown locally, a garden that tourists could come visit(like the Oregon Gardens
in Silverton, OR). Marijuana stores and growing farms outlawed within city limits, the Greenway
would be patrolled and free of all homeless camps. It would be safe so active young families
could bike, walk and run together. (It used to be that way) Begging in city limits would be illegal
and tent camping also illegal. City Parks maintained. Property taxes would be stable so young
families can afford to buy homes.

2/27/2021 11:48 AM

522 maybe a down town river walk, with restaurants, and shops. 2/27/2021 10:41 AM

523 Things are cleaner. There is a better sense of community. People care about their actions and
their neighbors. There is more community involved activities sponsored by the City

2/27/2021 8:49 AM

524 Medford still has a small town feel. By 2040 Bear Creek is clean and drawing point of the city.
The shops along the creek have been turned around so their door come out to the board walk
where people gather and shop. The east side of the creek is a miles long park with bike paths
and soft surface running trails.

2/27/2021 8:41 AM

525 Having a better handle on the drug problem and the Greenway. The different elementary
schools being treated more equitably. Not having to wear masks.

2/27/2021 7:58 AM

526 Things are the same, community working to be innovative with its challenges (Ie livability unit,
partner w/ community assets like Rogue Retreat, and Base Oregon). The greenway becomes a
safe vibrant recreational area.

2/27/2021 6:25 AM

527 Maybe more attractions for the masses instead of just school age kids and seniors. More
affordable housing. More diversity. Less "Meth"ford.

2/26/2021 9:51 PM

528 Spring Valley. Built up around the natural beauty of the creeks, green spaces cleared of
loiterers, continuance of beautiful wineries and fewer hemp farms.

2/26/2021 8:50 PM

529 Strong community is the same, but not the sprawling, lacking personality metropolis 2/26/2021 7:34 PM

530 I see so many people run red lights that is an issue for safety while driving and it is getting
more congested.

2/26/2021 7:32 PM

531 An aesthetically pleasing city. Bend is a great example, they require open space and
vegetation in every development and put $$ toward its maintenance. That makes it a place
people want to visit and recreate in. Medford has similar access to outdoor REC but is not an
attractive place in and of itself. Medford has a waterway flowing through downtown that could
be used as an asset in bringing people to downtown. new development on the creek should be
required to make the creek an asset of their development. numerous groups have been
pushing for this for years but have met extreme resistance from city staff.

2/26/2021 7:11 PM

532 Continue to be family friendly, outdoor activities, clean and low crime. A place people want to
move to

2/26/2021 7:11 PM

533 Better education for k-12. Education is lacking from what it used to be and the children are
getting increasingly less smart

2/26/2021 6:02 PM

534 Reduce homeless. It’s such an eyesore & detracts from the area. I realize there’s no easy
solution to the homeless problem but Medford is being over run with it.

2/26/2021 5:52 PM

535 keep developing parks to people outside- area will keep growing due to Medford being desirable 2/26/2021 4:38 PM
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- will need more activity venues

536 Medford of the 70's-with more families supported by a re-awakened timber industry. The high
quality of the infrastructure should remain intact; and the homeless, pot/hemp growing and
processing should be eliminated.

2/26/2021 4:33 PM

537 Would love to see some solutions to the current drug and homeless problems. Would love to
see a more diverse city council. Although the contribution from Lithia is appreciated it seems
they have too much influence in our community

2/26/2021 4:27 PM

538 Trees, sidewalks for safe biking with kids, hiking trails 2/26/2021 4:23 PM

539 wide roads, not skinny road diet roads. 2/26/2021 4:10 PM

540 More areas like tap and vine, the commons, etc. walkable attractive spaces. Cute shops and
cafes. Lots of theater, music, art, and farmers markets. Good zoning so that all of the town
has a planned look.

2/26/2021 4:02 PM

541 No tents on the greenway no man poop on our sidewalks and we can let our kids and
grandkids play at a park without fear of needles

2/26/2021 3:38 PM

542 My preferred vision would be a city that is not catering to the 1%. The transients. We are
letting a small percent of the population dictate the way we live.

2/26/2021 2:20 PM

543 My vision is that our valley still has agricultural/green spaces - I don't want us to be another
urbanized valley of concrete. Good public transportation keeps roads from overcrowding. We
will still have lots of music, art and other cultural opportunities. Just want to have a relaxed,
healthy, outdoorsy vibe

2/26/2021 2:14 PM

544 MORE RESTAURANTS!!! Please change rules so that nice businesses can be established in
medford. BEAUTIFY MEDFORD - get rid of all the dumps and homeless camps and garbage.
See how bend did their beautify bend project and had so greatly improved the looks of bend.
BUILD COMMINITY SWIMMING POOLS!!!

2/26/2021 12:29 PM

545 A little bit more expansion, updated roadways for smooth travel, no huge skyscrapers, strong
community, plenty of assistance programs.

2/26/2021 12:04 PM

546 Assistance for the homeless population. This will help with safety, and excess trash around
town. Especially under overpasses, along the greenway and in our parks (especially park
bathrooms, they are disgusting.)

2/26/2021 10:50 AM

547 Still a small town feel, but with all of the access, updates, and modernization of bigger cities. I
would love to see Medford keep the charm, but lose the run-down feel. I would also love to see
a push for sustainability as Medford develops. Not just catching up to other developing towns,
but leading out in innovative green practices - like sustainable wind and solar power.

2/26/2021 10:43 AM

548 The community still supports each other and is connected, much like we were after the fires
last fall. The housing crisis is past, and low-income housing is readily available. Safety is a
priority, and natural resources are available for mixed use recreationally. The economy is doing
well, and the education system offers challenging opportunities and opens up options for all
young people (from college to trade skills).

2/26/2021 10:24 AM

549 *Safe and clean. 100% of green space/bike paths safe for families. *Homeless situation
recognized and viable plan in place to manage their care and remove encampments from
greenways. *Continued robust parks and recreation offerings, including community recreation
centers (indoor or outdoor pools would be nice). *RCC thriving *More options for preschool
*Continued development of art and culture (ex. more outdoor music events that families can
attend). *Focus on partnerships with farms and the food scene. (Ex. food truck mania event)
*Highlight cultural contributions. Ex. Create a Native American cultural center to share their
history and contributions (past and present) in the area. A children's discovery center would be
very beneficial to families in Medford.

2/26/2021 9:34 AM

550 Making downtown the hub of the city. Encouraging business to be downtown. 2/26/2021 9:28 AM

551 Promoting and supporting small businesses, focus on crime and homelessness. This is
running rampant here and I cannot continue to raise my child without something happening). I
am not saying that we don't want to live in a diverse environment or that we should be shipping
off our homeless population, but we have got to do something. Per capita, it is too much and I
have seen a huge increase over the past 10 years. I no longer feel safe.

2/26/2021 9:22 AM
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552 There needs to be incentives to bring stores and shops to the valley. Not just big stores but
encouraging small business growth with tax holidays for the first year or two so that we are a
more attractive place for businesses.

2/26/2021 8:59 AM

553 I would love for Medford to expand and eventually become a city that rivals Eugene or even
Portland.

2/26/2021 8:57 AM

554 Better connecting roads and more exits on the 5fwy in town. More shopping and entertainment
and the homeless out of the city parks.

2/26/2021 8:38 AM

555 Clean up and revitalize downtown Medford. Add sophistication and charm of boutiques, local
restaurants, shopping, art + art walks. Re-pave streets downtown (Riverside and Columbus
Ave good examples). Homeless garbage and trash is cleaned up. Homeless relocated to safer,
more out of sight areas of town. Keep beautiful orchards and vineyards in-tact - do not replace
with marijuana farms.

2/26/2021 8:29 AM

556 It's a hidden gem! Not any bigger but with the superfluous chain stores, run down
establishments replaced with quality restaurants/stores. Fields filled with sunflowers, crops of
grains (rather than hemp), corn, squash, and fruits/berries. People gathering in beautiful parks,
for concerts, play, and picnics then travelling on clean peaceful roads or bike paths back home
again afterwards.

2/26/2021 8:26 AM

557 More restaurants, coffee shops, small businesses More recreation opportunities Greater
variety of after school programs Less of a homeless problem -no camping on public property,
change in public perception, holding everyone in the community to the same standards

2/26/2021 8:09 AM

558 Move the Greyhound bus station away from downtown. It's destroying our downtown 2/26/2021 7:53 AM

559 I would love our city center to grow and become more welcoming. More local restaurants to be
on Main Street. Main Street is dying and lost and does not attract people to want to come too.
The green way is disgusting. It could have great potential like the bend river trail. Now it is a
place that I am scared to take my family.

2/25/2021 9:22 PM

560 Updated, cared for, clean Small enough to have rural community feel with more modern
amenities available. Prioritize safety.

2/25/2021 7:55 PM

561 No masks, no fear, no lies, no forced seclusion, a reversal in the number of kids with autism
rather than the rise we have been experiencing at an alarming rate. Happy, mentally healthy
kids in secure families. Clean air, clean food, neighbor helping neighbor and truly caring about
each other. Same: weather, beauty...

2/25/2021 7:42 PM

562 There is proper care and facilities for homeless individuals and families, mentally ill and drug
addicts. There is investments in the beautification (not gentrification) of neglected areas (i.e.,
most of Medford in 2021). There are more festivals and community celebrations. Medford still
has affordable housing in 2040 but not cheap, sprawl. Good planning producing quality
affordable living with greenscape and trees and cleanliness.

2/25/2021 6:42 PM

563 My preferred vision is for medford to no longer have the Greenway. I am honestly scared that
In 2040 medford may not exist because of a fire. It came very close last year and nothing is
being done to remove the homeless from the area.

2/25/2021 6:10 PM

564 I see Medford more family friendly with sidewalks in every city streets anymore community
parks and neighborhoods. I see Medford not allowing homeless people to hang out in the city
parks and lay on the sidewalks.

2/25/2021 5:55 PM

565 Ease of transportation from one side of town to the other. Bike and walking paths, more
playgrounds that feature creative play areas.

2/25/2021 5:13 PM

566 Clean with small details like lights and sidewalks so that you feel safe walking around. Not too
many houses. Lots of shopping and restaurants and things to do for families and for couples
wanting to go on a date. Medford should be known for its great services and has some of the
best doctors. I want it to be a destination place where people visit from out of town and I am
proud to live here.

2/25/2021 4:57 PM

567 Livable wage jobs 2/25/2021 4:42 PM

568 Better transit system with more options than just the bus 2/25/2021 9:48 AM

569 This is difficult since it’s likely my kids won’t be here and I won’t either. I don’t see an end to
the housing problems here and will likely force us to move

2/24/2021 8:40 PM
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570 I think Medford could take advantage of it's climate and wine production to become a
destination for activities around that. I could envision the city (especially downtown) taking on
an Italian flavor since the area is similar to parts of Italy and the wine production has matured.
How about an Italian themed festival, encourage Italian restaurants, markets, etc. Start to
have some Italian design elements in buildings. I'm not necessarily suggesting a Little Italy,
but developing enough of an Italian presence that people would like to come visit and enjoy it.
Walla Walla Washington has a vibrant downtown with 25-30 wine tasting rooms in it's
downtown, we could have that or something similar if we collectively decided to do that.
Couple that with what Ashland, Jacksonville, and the great outdoors have to offer and there
could be terrific travel packages put together with Medford being the destination. It would take
a coordinated effort but if we could get agreement on the vision then many things would start
to happen to support that vision.

2/24/2021 2:37 PM

571 Vibrant, a fantastic place to live, lots of outdoor venues to enjoy our weather, scenery, and
amazing food/beverage industries, clean and inviting parks, the greenway a center piece and
point of pride (not a dump, fire hazard, scary, unsafe debacle that it is now). Regional hub for
all business, arts, sports, medical, that collectively is a magnet for new business/employers
and makes it easier to recruit talent here. Great schools, family friendly, safe, clean, trees.

2/24/2021 2:11 PM

572 I hope that the sense of community continues to grow and thrive in the years ahead. A city is
only as good as the people who live there, work there and serve there. I really hope that we
don't continue to fall victim to the filth and destruction being created by the homeless camps
and pockets that seem to be growing by the day.

2/23/2021 9:06 PM

573 Total loss of greenway access and Bear Creek will completely polluted by then from trash with
massive camp buildup and drug abuse. The same is not there anymore. I was evacuated two
times last summer and one time the summer before due to man made wildfires. I am afraid to
live here now.

2/23/2021 6:24 PM

574 A place where youth WANT to stay because there are GOOD job opportunities and good social
gathering attractions and platforms available. Our kids leave for college and don't come back
because we have nothing to offer them

2/22/2021 9:35 AM

575 Hopefully more peaceful and to truly have a voice in state politics 2/20/2021 3:10 PM

576 Hopefully growing up in housing not out in sprawl 2/18/2021 6:21 AM

577 Homeless camps on Greenway eliminated/ alot more affordable housing and alot more better
paying jobs

2/17/2021 9:12 PM

578 Housing is a big concern with the fires we had last summer and we were already struggling
with housing. Need to build more low income housing because it is getting more and more
expensive to live here. Need to have more resources for drug/alcohol programs, mental health
facilities, more pubic transportation,

2/17/2021 12:37 PM
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Q8 The Medford 2040 Vision will include topics such as: ·    Economic
development·    Education·    Community connections·    Housing·   

Healthcare·    Arts and culture·    Transportation·    Public safety·    Parks
and recreation·    Other quality of life topicsDo you have additional

comments about your vision for Medford on these topics?
Answered: 462 Skipped: 116
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Definitely needs more arts and culture options. 3/12/2021 10:35 PM

2 Address the homeless issue first and foremost. Then have people propose their ideas in
person and online as a contest and see what we learn from different ideas. I think all the above
topics should be prioritized, but some higher than others. I would like to see our town neat and
clean. Free of debris and garbage and well-maintained.

3/12/2021 3:53 PM

3 Invest in drug abuse treatment services...provide needed services to those who are homeless
while also enforcing good standards of public behavior and shared spaces that are safe for all,
including our children.

3/12/2021 3:01 PM

4 Homeless camps 3/12/2021 2:20 PM

5 That as Medford tries to balance all of these area's keeping public safety always in mind. If
people do not feel safe in a community those that can will leave as we are currently seeing in
the bigger cities. Medford is a beautiful city filled with caring and compassionate people, build
on that don't break it down.

3/12/2021 1:28 PM

6 These are all important topics for Medford to work on. Public Safety needs to be at the top
then Economic development.

3/12/2021 11:13 AM

7 Just as long as you don’t go socialist, it’s fine with me. 3/12/2021 10:54 AM

8 Sounds good 3/12/2021 8:56 AM

9 Not at this time. 3/12/2021 7:08 AM

10 no 3/12/2021 6:29 AM

11 Thank you for this! 3/12/2021 5:57 AM

12 No. I already stated my visions 3/12/2021 5:31 AM

13 No that covers it 3/12/2021 4:31 AM

14 Better looking parks 3/12/2021 1:22 AM

15 Yes, get rid of the nuesense homeless, stop feeding strays, offer them jobs or shove them out 3/11/2021 11:45 PM

16 Bear Creek. 3/11/2021 10:47 PM

17 I think our economic development has been above par. However, maybe over the next 20
years we could bring in some higher caliber companies in the IT field, and in the retail field.
Maybe a Coach store, Abercrombie & Fitch, MAC, etc. Education definitely has room for
improvement. Yes we have RCC, but a trade school would be very useful. I would also love to
see coding introduced at the elementary level. Community connections: well, there are
business networking opportunities, which is great, but not a whole lot of ways for single people
to meet. The community events we do have like parades, concerts, movies are wonderful, but
I'd love to see more of them in the future. Housing: There is a very obvious crisis in this
department. We just need more affordable housing with less of a waitlist. Home ownership
programs would also be helpful. Healthcare: I feel we are way above par here. But one thing I
think would be useful in the next 20 years is some sort of weight loss clinic for the morbidly
obese. Obesity is a huge problem nation-wide, and I think people want to do better but don't
know how. A center with classes on nutrition and specialists to help the extremely obese start
working out in a way that isn't painful for them would be so helpful. Arts and Culture: I think we
are about at par in this category. It's difficult to assess with a town like Ashland nearby, but it
does feel like we could do better with both education and things like galleries and events
promoting the arts. Transportation: it seems needs are adequately met at the moment, with the
exception of bike paths. Public safety: I'm not comfortable with the amount of homeless
people on the streets, not to mention how many people seem to be completely whacked out on
drugs. This desperately needs to be addressed. Parks and Rec: my favorite thing about
Medford :-). Especially love Bear Creek Park and Holmes Park. I want to like Hawthorne Park
but it is still scary. Over the next 20 years I hope to see the parks maintained and not
destroyed, and kept clean and safe for kids.

3/11/2021 9:49 PM

18 Transportation: the sidewalk network is unconnected and not reliable. Separated bike path
network is nonexistent. Buses need to run until at least after bars close, and we need far more

3/11/2021 9:01 PM
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bus lines. Rail needs to serve the entire valley, with several branches. Main roads should have
streetcars or light rail, right to the edges of development (15m frequency minimum).

19 Public schools providing better quality of instruction. Better regulation of hemp grows.
Accountability for illegal burns. Drug enforcement at many of the local motels

3/11/2021 8:28 PM

20 My biggest concerns are Education & affordable housing. More arts & culture please! Nice to
Have OSF in Ashland & Britt in Jacksonville, but we need more in Medford.

3/11/2021 7:08 PM

21 More, SAFE parks 3/11/2021 6:50 PM

22 Sounds like it covered but something for homeless people. 3/11/2021 6:46 PM

23 make it a place people want to be 3/11/2021 4:20 PM

24 More routes for rvtd to help those who need transportation longer hours 7 days a week 3/11/2021 3:50 PM

25 no 3/11/2021 3:22 PM

26 No 3/11/2021 2:35 PM

27 Effective drug counseling, no horrible homeless issues. 3/11/2021 2:11 PM

28 No more building homes on farming plots and agricultural plots. Only the wealthy can afford
them and no more influx of population growth.

3/11/2021 1:34 PM

29 No 3/11/2021 12:51 PM

30 no 3/11/2021 12:44 PM

31 I would like to see parks more evenly distributed though out the city. 3/11/2021 12:42 PM

32 No 3/11/2021 12:30 PM

33 Homeless population control 3/11/2021 12:26 PM

34 More robust public transportation. 3/11/2021 12:15 PM

35 Healthcare,we need better healthier, saner ways of helping people having health and mental
health problems.

3/11/2021 12:11 PM

36 We need the Holly Theater (and more places like it), and the events and concerts that it will
bring. The division between people who live on the east and the west side of Medford is
unsettling and rooted in racial and class disparity that is reinforced by people's "that's just the
way it is here" attitude. The Medford leadership could go a long way in changing this damaging
distinction by investing more intentionally in the west side in the coming 20 years.

3/11/2021 12:02 PM

37 Try inclusiveness and empathy. Been a bit lacking in most of the City Counsel etc. 3/11/2021 11:45 AM

38 Give the proper authority back to the police to do their jobs so that Medford is safe. Get the
media and city leaders to stop lying to public: the Inn at the commons was to be "luxury
apartments" and the Redwood Inn is to be for "fire victims" when the truth is these are housing
for homeless and now Inn at the Commons is a drugfest. Truth telling is the only way to move
forward and solve problems.

3/11/2021 11:29 AM

39 Housing problem has to be addressed now! We had a house fire the same week as the Almeda
fire & we could not find anywhere to live in our budget that was kid & pet friendly for months!

3/11/2021 10:59 AM

40 That is a good list! 3/11/2021 10:53 AM

41 no 3/11/2021 10:50 AM

42 State Governor who will work with Medford mayor & local authorities on health & safety of our
city instead of sending us the homeless from her city in Portland

3/11/2021 10:49 AM

43 Need better public safety 3/11/2021 10:28 AM

44 Diversity and Inclusion 3/11/2021 9:54 AM

45 Strong continued support for public safety! 3/11/2021 9:46 AM

46 The unhomed populous needs to be addressed. As I walk to work each day, I walk past
syringes, and human waste.

3/11/2021 9:34 AM
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47 No 3/11/2021 9:15 AM

48 I think another topic they should address for the community is how they are going to address
the homeless population in Medford. Whether it be due to the fires, pandemic or something
else.

3/11/2021 8:48 AM

49 No 3/11/2021 8:46 AM

50 It is hopeful that all business will be fully open before 2040. Businesses should be fully
supported by the city and county. Would like to see a full accounting of the money taken in
and paid out.

3/11/2021 8:41 AM

51 There are definitely areas of Medford that need to be attended to In the interest of quality of
life. We have abandoned, run down buildings, a huge homeless presence on the Bear Creek
Greenway, and evidence of failed businesses everywhere.

3/11/2021 8:28 AM

52 A public safety issue that comes to mind right away is the allowance of the use of illegal
fireworks around the 4th of July and New Years Eve. I would like to see the prohibition of
mortars and explosives actively enforced.

3/11/2021 8:21 AM

53 Get more low income housing and cameras. with security around them for people to live safe
ther

3/11/2021 8:16 AM

54 A balanced approach of these topics. 3/11/2021 8:07 AM

55 Our housing costs would not appear so imposing if we had more jobs in middle class sectors
so employed young families could have reasonable balance of income and expenses. Hard to
comment on arts/culture/community connections during COVID. When we hear talk about
"affordable housing" we need to consider housing affordable for the employees of new
businesses that want to come in, not just HUD voucher residents or increasing the HUD
/subsidized housing availability. We need an incentive - say funding for subsidized housing for
1 year for new business employees to allow them to get established and then in one year, raise
rent to market value. These kinds of vouchers could be funded through sources the city can
find/philanthropists or permit fees.

3/11/2021 7:38 AM

56 No 3/11/2021 7:15 AM

57 Better street illumination 3/11/2021 7:09 AM

58 Support small business but making it affordable to rent/build and grow business. Public
transportation should be more frequent and go more places to make it easier to use. Build up
and stop building out!

3/11/2021 7:03 AM

59 An art center/or downtown area where art is openly displayed- like murals etc, like the angel
wing mural by the parking structure on riverside,

3/11/2021 7:02 AM

60 No 3/11/2021 6:52 AM

61 No 3/11/2021 6:49 AM

62 More options for homeless 3/11/2021 6:04 AM

63 Nope 3/11/2021 6:00 AM

64 No 3/11/2021 5:37 AM

65 No 3/11/2021 5:28 AM

66 No 3/11/2021 2:48 AM

67 Housing cost need to come down. A middle class family can’t even buy a house. We need to
focus on our city’s drug problem and crime. We need a bigger jail too.

3/11/2021 1:14 AM

68 No. 3/11/2021 12:47 AM

69 Too 3: housing we need more of it. We need pathways to ownership. Jackson County Housing
Authority really needs a revamping. We need more housing and their assessment of housing
costs are way off. I was just helping a friend with their voucher and it was eye opening and
angering.

3/11/2021 12:21 AM

70 I have much to say about all of these topics. I don't believe Medford will do anything about 3/10/2021 11:43 PM
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them, as long as we follow the leaders in Salem.

71 Better bus transit. More art museums. 3/10/2021 11:16 PM

72 No 3/10/2021 10:07 PM

73 That list is good 3/10/2021 9:50 PM

74 Resources, services & support to the lgbtq & other diverse communities inclusively 3/10/2021 9:15 PM

75 We have a housing crisis, of course. But infringing on our natural beauty/orchards/farms, etc to
increase housing is not the answer. Perhaps lower taxes and fees for local business owners
could help drive lower costs of living and housing.

3/10/2021 9:06 PM

76 More affordable housing 3/10/2021 9:04 PM

77 SAFETY! SAFETY! SAFETY! SAFETY! 3/10/2021 8:54 PM

78 Getting rid of the greenway! 3/10/2021 8:54 PM

79 Not at this time 3/10/2021 8:50 PM

80 No 3/10/2021 8:47 PM

81 Celebrate cultural diversity. Integration of more bilingual school programs. Continued focus on
outdoor activities.

3/10/2021 8:36 PM

82 More care for the elderly since I will be in that group sooner than Id like. Make sure those
places are SAFE and CLEAN unlike now.

3/10/2021 8:31 PM

83 Medford needs a robust public engagement process to really have any vision really be taken
seriously by the people who call it home or this will just be another document that sits on a
shelf.

3/10/2021 8:19 PM

84 park safety, greenway safety 3/10/2021 8:13 PM

85 Less tent cities 3/10/2021 7:22 PM

86 Just what's above. I am generally very happy with Medford. I would love to see some more
affordable housing

3/10/2021 7:17 PM

87 More jobs with living wages for families 3/10/2021 7:11 PM

88 The entire education system needs to be revisited. The way it currently is set up, sets most
kids up for failure nor does it sufficiently get kids ready for the real world. All people are and
learn differently and are skilled in some things more than others. They cannot all be graded
and judged the same. It sets them up for failing in classes and low self esteem because they
believe it’s their fault vs there was and what they are learning. If the education system was
revisited, think of how many healthy grown ups would grow from this. Our healthcare system is
messed up. We pay out of pocket each month, then have high deductible and dental costs that
people are not able to afford so are less likely to get checked regularly. Also food shouldn’t
cost so much. This is a need and far too many, including my household go without food many
times as I get paid once a month and too much for assistance but only enough to barely make
it. Food should be in every home. No person or family should ever be without.

3/10/2021 6:59 PM

89 Clean parks. Arts and culture better education and absolutely no camping on or near greenway. 3/10/2021 6:46 PM

90 Bringing younger voices to the discussion. It feels like we have a bunch of (no offense meant)
old white men making decisions still. Make informed decisions about the future with the voices
of those who will be more impacted. As a young family, we have made the decision to move
out of the Rogue Valley because it feels like it’s ready to service only retirees and we are
finally ready to take our family somewhere that cares about all constituents. Thank you. I hope
that doesn’t sound harsh, certainly not intending to.

3/10/2021 6:42 PM

91 Less taxes and permits needed. The more restrictions placed on landowners, the fewer there
will be. The more we try to control with policies and restrictions, codes, the less housing will be
available. We keep taking rights away from landowners, so who will want the headache of
owning property?

3/10/2021 6:12 PM

92 No 3/10/2021 6:10 PM

93 Affordable summer camps like Santo Center, more affordable housing, support businesses, 3/10/2021 5:43 PM
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expand Medford’s downtown

94 Improve transportation 3/10/2021 5:34 PM

95 Better control or flexibility in zoning to create a flow of developments of homes, apartments,
churches and schools separate from businesses and industries...

3/10/2021 5:23 PM

96 no 3/10/2021 5:12 PM

97 Housing. Stop limiting peoples creative ideas on their own properties. Let them house
additional families if they so choose and have the space for. We have the room, we just have
too many regulations for the growing population to keep up.

3/10/2021 5:10 PM

98 The housings is becoming way too expensive. Instead of fighting for minimum wage we should
be fighting for rent control, renter and home owners rights. Also, I was almost homeless
because apartment buildings wouldn't take my 15lb, house trained dog. Also, all the homes
being built are waaaay tooo close together with no yard space or parking. It's hard to have
anyone over when there is no parking. From COVID-19 we've learned we need people. Parking
should not be the reason people can't come over. Also, we need a balance of houses with
yards and apartments / condos. Medford is being built like the big cities where the houses are
sharing walls. It's just not family friendly or comfortable.

3/10/2021 5:01 PM

99 High speed fiber optic cable, free WiFi, more sustainable energy use and supply, burying
electric utilities where possible.

3/10/2021 4:27 PM

100 Parks and recreation being safe to the people that pay taxes in Medford. 3/10/2021 4:22 PM

101 Water park , a large shopping village with great restaurants. Like the village in Meridian Idaho 3/10/2021 4:14 PM

102 Better public transportation would be great and would allow more people to work outside of
where they live. Currently having very few routes on weekend and nights have crippled many
locals on where they can work

3/10/2021 3:57 PM

103 Just off the top of my head, it would also be great to see an increased focus on public
transportation (some of Medford's busiest areas could perhaps benefit from a limited rail
system of some sort), and also I think it would generally increase the quality of life of Medford
residents if the city made as many moves as it possibly could towards decriminalization of
drugs (not sure how much power a relatively small city can have here, but removing the stigma
surrounding drug usage and giving people who still use safe avenues to do so, that's how we
win the "war on drugs").

3/10/2021 3:30 PM

104 Public safety and the rights of law abiding citizens need to take priority. Let's help those less
fortunate, but there must be enforcement of laws to prevent our city from deteriorating due to
drugs which are huge contributors to the problem of illegal camping. Protect our city's beauty,
function and safety.

3/10/2021 2:57 PM

105 Less car dependence High quality education Sense of pride community spirit 3/10/2021 2:48 PM

106 Again, I think we need a mental health and addiction team to help around the community. The
only times I have called police have been to get help for people who were in crisis. They need
more support from that. We also need a radical change to help our homeless population. We
need to create housing for all.

3/10/2021 2:46 PM

107 More nightlife and concentrated food and entertainment areas downtown. More low income
housing, and consider housing first programs. More tiny homes and low/no barrier shelters.
More murals, museums, art events put on by the City of Medford, and the like. More bus
routes and hours, and long term a light rail or tram or something similar. More trash cans and
regular trash pickup, more low barrier shelters, and less punitive reactions to poverty and
homelessness will increase public safety rather than increasing officers or policing the
greenbelt. Provide sharps containers and public restrooms.

3/10/2021 2:46 PM

108 arts and culture and public safety are my two main concerns 3/10/2021 2:42 PM

109 Those are all good. 3/10/2021 2:33 PM

110 More low-cost and condensed housing. Yes, a low skyline is good. But there's still plenty of
room to tear down the downtown slum hotel/motels and make apartment buildings that are
affordable and convenient. Eminent Domain exists, please make use of it. Problem properties
need to be removed from their problem owners and made use of.

3/10/2021 2:27 PM
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111 No 3/10/2021 2:18 PM

112 Economic development should be done in an accessible way for residents of all economic
standing. People of low income who do not have their own transportation should be able to
shop and walk through downtown. Transportation needs to be a 24/7 service that creates
equity of access to employment. Lack of car ownership should not prevent anyone from
getting a job for which they are qualified. Bicycling needs to be supported on city streets aside
from the Greenway. I don't feel safe riding from Medford to Central Point. The Greenway was
created for leisure, not transit. It takes too long to ride anywhere on the Greenway. Healthcare
needs to be trauma-informed. People with marginalized identities should be able to feel safe
and have access to the care they need. For example, trans-people should not have to feel
scared when finding a doctor. Black people should not have to worry about being turned away
or not heard when seeking care. Public safety needs to be equitable. As a queer person, I do
not feel safe. My friends of color do not feel safe. Many of us leave Medford permanently as
soon as we can to find places where we do not fear for our physical safety. Community
education needs to be more of a priority. Make it financially feasible to take adult classes for
health, language, diet, finance, etc. Partner with the Library to make this happen. Art and
culture should be promoted by the city, rather than artists having to bend over backward to get
mural permits. We should have the opportunity to walk downtown and see people of all
identities and cultures represented in art any day we are in downtown medford.

3/10/2021 2:16 PM

113 Rehabilitation for the older sections of town. Each town responsible for keeping the greenway
cleared of brush, lights and large trees along the greenway-no ground cover.

3/10/2021 2:13 PM

114 deal with homelessness and diversity training in the police force 3/10/2021 2:10 PM

115 No 3/10/2021 2:08 PM

116 We need a massive injection of upkeep and litter control. Clean up neighborhoods. 3/10/2021 2:06 PM

117 Restructure the police to better address criminal behavior due to addiction and lack of services 3/10/2021 1:59 PM

118 Murals everywhere!! 3/10/2021 1:57 PM

119 the cost of living in Medford Oregon has become so astronomical that most families are
contemplating at this time to move out of the valley. Rich people from California are older
people who have money have come in with visions of their own and have destroyed the quality
of life in the valley. I would like to see a balance put back into play. And there is nothing in this
Valley for young people to do anymore there's no skating there's no skateboarding there's don't
do this don't do that. Bring back the rollerblading on The Greenway bike races on The
Greenway parks where you don't have to worry about drug people and needles laying around
where you feel safe to take your grandkids.

3/10/2021 1:47 PM

120 More safe and secure apartment buildings for younger adults. 3/10/2021 1:32 PM

121 cleanliness, houseless population 3/10/2021 1:29 PM

122 None that come to mind. 3/10/2021 1:22 PM

123 seriously get rid of your nazis and your klan members, especially the ones in the police and
the government.

3/10/2021 1:20 PM

124 Public transport needs to be reinvented. Other options to car travel need to be determined and
implemented. A bicycle friendly downtown would be a progressive step for Medford.

3/10/2021 1:11 PM

125 The dispensaries look mostly really gross 3/10/2021 1:02 PM

126 N/A 3/10/2021 12:55 PM

127 We need to fix Medford's road issues. 3/10/2021 12:50 PM

128 No 3/10/2021 12:47 PM

129 Nothing to add here 3/10/2021 12:45 PM

130 No 3/10/2021 12:37 PM

131 the housing/space in general is at such a premium that average people simply cannot get
ahead-- this not only affects living spaces but also hopes for community-oriented spaces like
collective art studios. I don't know the solution to this but hope a road to greater accessibility
can be found.

3/10/2021 12:32 PM
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132 Inclusive to POC/Spanish speaking 3/10/2021 12:01 PM

133 Recycling, expanded alcohol and drug services, more environmentally friendly. 3/10/2021 11:50 AM

134 You better act fast! It gets worse here by the minute. 3/10/2021 11:30 AM

135 No 3/10/2021 10:53 AM

136 Clean it up 3/10/2021 10:51 AM

137 Public safety should be at the top 3/10/2021 10:46 AM

138 no 3/10/2021 10:24 AM

139 think having more outlets for people with art, physical activities, and hobbies. somewhere safe
where people can do these activities and meet other people in the community.

3/10/2021 10:08 AM

140 No 3/10/2021 10:02 AM

141 Increase safety and make cost of living more realistic. Increase housing for middle class
families

3/10/2021 9:45 AM

142 I would certainly like to see housing become more affordable without being subsidized by
taxpayer dollars.

3/10/2021 9:44 AM

143 n/a 3/10/2021 9:40 AM

144 While mentioned previously I would like to see the Bear Creek be clean enough that people
can float/play in it.

3/10/2021 9:33 AM

145 Clean up the city and not make it hospitable indigent homeless who have no interest in
improving their lives but living off society and breaking the laws

3/10/2021 9:19 AM

146 No 3/10/2021 9:11 AM

147 no 3/10/2021 9:03 AM

148 Stricter penalties for crimes. Getting the homeless out of the parks so they can be used by the
citizens.

3/10/2021 8:04 AM

149 A way to get and keep people of ALL levels involved and a part of the decision making 3/10/2021 7:59 AM

150 No 3/10/2021 7:33 AM

151 Greater job opportunities Affordable housing Support of public safety Proper funding for parks
and recreation Expanding arts and culture Community support for education

3/10/2021 7:27 AM

152 Keep the drug addicts and homeless out of here. You’ve a battle ahead. If you haven’t been to
Portland in the last 6 months, just go. It will put the fear of that spreading so bad that you
would fill out a questionnaire like this!

3/10/2021 7:25 AM

153 Housing needs to be true housing. A house. Not a hotel, a trailer or a "tiny home village" while
the wealthy build mega apartments and more McMansions

3/10/2021 7:11 AM

154 Of course all these topics are important and housing is actually and education is the one
biggest reasons I’m leaving Jackson county. At the rise of cost of living and no affordable
housing available and no chance of being a home owner in any kind of near future I am
leaving. It saddens me. Rogue valley has always been my dream place to live. It’s beauty and
amazing weather have been heaven. Now I have to leave because the housing situation here.
Covid, fires have not helped this and it has snowballed. The rich getting richer and the poor
even more poor with no light at the end of the tunnel. Education isn’t our communities fault but
that of the teachers union and our state leader Kate Brown. I pray for my southern Oregon that
in 2040 it will be part of the Greater Idaho or Jefferson state. 

3/10/2021 7:04 AM

155 Don't give future city managers contracts that pay them more than 95% of the population AND
pays for their house and car on top of it.

3/10/2021 6:53 AM

156 I would rather see more houses built than apartments. 3/10/2021 6:12 AM

157 How about building on a transplant center in medford. Kidney, Heart, pancreas....shouldn't have
to drive to OHSU.

3/10/2021 5:25 AM
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158 We need to bring industry here to support younger generations 3/10/2021 5:15 AM

159 Be less tolerant of street people. No one wants to visit the town with them living all over town. 3/10/2021 4:58 AM

160 I would like to see the Expo remolded to bring bigger names/bands/events. 3/10/2021 4:46 AM

161 no 3/10/2021 4:08 AM

162 Having activities for all incomes to enjoy, and safer streets to enjoy them would be great! 3/10/2021 1:12 AM

163 I think these topics are right on par. 3/10/2021 1:08 AM

164 More entertainment 3/10/2021 12:07 AM

165 N/A 3/9/2021 11:23 PM

166 Good topics mental health and homelessness, drug treatment 3/9/2021 11:07 PM

167 Fix the green way. Weed abatement and fire safety. Repeat, housing. Stop ignoring the dire
lack of housing in this area. Rezone the countless acres of "commercial only" property, and
build houses. There are so many new stores, restaurants, and other commercial buildings
being put up, and hardly any houses being built in Medford. Stop adding jobs when there aren't
enough houses here already.

3/9/2021 10:53 PM

168 I would never encourage my kids(teens) to use public transit as it does not feel safe near the
transfer station. Housing prices and rent are getting ridiculous. Especially for a town that has
such trash piles and homeless camps all along the freeway. (Which may be the only places
people see of medford as they are driving by. ) School over crowding needs to be addressed
as well.

3/9/2021 10:41 PM

169 Fire safety, city weed abatement to prevent another Almeda level wildfire; getting people off of
the greenway; improving the justice system.

3/9/2021 10:40 PM

170 Yes 3/9/2021 10:23 PM

171 Most of you will be to old by then Why don't you look at fixing tomorrow instead of 19 years
from now

3/9/2021 10:22 PM

172 More housing/a more vibrant and safe downtown. 3/9/2021 10:18 PM

173 Medford has many great hole-in-the-wall places, often surrounded by less than desirable
surroundings. It would be nice to have a section or district in town where people know they can
go to enjoy a night on the town. They can park and enjoy a couple blocks worth of places to
explore- and not worry about their safety.

3/9/2021 10:18 PM

174 Nope. Looks like you've got a good agenda. 3/9/2021 10:07 PM

175 Public safety has to be #1. Homelessness, transients, meth heads and crime will destroy this
town

3/9/2021 10:03 PM

176 More public safety along the Greenway and problem areas. 3/9/2021 9:53 PM

177 Diversity and support of local owned businesses 3/9/2021 9:45 PM

178 Yes get rid of the bums on the greenway make it nice clean up downtown 3/9/2021 9:40 PM

179 Livability, hope, addiction services 3/9/2021 9:31 PM

180 Can't have too much culture with skid row visible from I5. This city has no more pride. 3/9/2021 9:22 PM

181 Public safety, it’s lacking! 3/9/2021 9:09 PM

182 No 3/9/2021 9:08 PM

183 Dealing with the abundance of homeless and drug addicts 3/9/2021 9:08 PM

184 Rehab facilities 3/9/2021 9:05 PM

185 The City will refrain from trying to provide many services that are readily available from private
enterprise.

3/9/2021 9:04 PM

186 Deal with homeless population. Not to be mean but get rid of the ones that are causing
problems (i.e. one way ticket out of here for free).

3/9/2021 8:55 PM
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187 More independent small businesses, less big store corporations. Big stores access online
only.

3/9/2021 8:49 PM

188 Invest in more infrastructure for schools. Our schools pale in comparison to facilities in Bend,
which is a similar sized town. Attention has been given to much of the east side of Medford,
especially in terms of nice homes, shopping, and parks. Seems like little thought has been put
into equally developing the west side area. A lot of affordable housing is put on the west side
with no new park/recreation development (i.e.griffin creek area). While affordable housing is
important, it can also be made with better curb appeal to enhance the look of the area it’s in.
Creating a bigger divide between the two sides of town is extremely discouraging, especially
as a home owner who has invested in the westside of town.

3/9/2021 8:49 PM

189 No stupid gas station and car wash on mcandrews and Springbrook! 3/9/2021 8:33 PM

190 NA 3/9/2021 8:22 PM

191 Need to get the homeless situation under control. It’s gross and they get away with it, as a
home owner I can’t leave my motor home parked on the street for more than 24 hours and I’m
getting community officers at my door, disgrace

3/9/2021 8:18 PM

192 Something for the kids please, if we don't do something they will have more of a chance to turn
to drugs.

3/9/2021 8:16 PM

193 Our housing already is horrible and so over priced, it's dangerous to walk a bike path or go to
supermarket

3/9/2021 8:13 PM

194 Homelessness. 3/9/2021 8:07 PM

195 none 3/9/2021 8:02 PM

196 Homeless are given a better option than the greenway 3/9/2021 7:56 PM

197 We definitely need better public transportation. If you don't live in Medford proper, you're
basically out of luck for transportation. A nice high speed rail system to get us from here to
Portland would be welcome, too

3/9/2021 7:52 PM

198 Get rid of the "transient greenway camps". 3/9/2021 7:35 PM

199 No 3/9/2021 7:35 PM

200 Need better flight options out of MFR 3/9/2021 7:34 PM

201 There needs to be fun, safe recreation centers for kids to play at, not a park that can be
overrun by crime, but a safe place like where I grew up. There was a baseball field and a
building that had supervision with ping pong tables, pool tables, games that made kids play
together

3/9/2021 7:33 PM

202 Housing costs should be cheaper in 2040 than they are now. It is the most embarrassing thing
about Medford; here, you can work two jobs and still live in your car.

3/9/2021 7:32 PM

203 Continuing educational opportunities. Several options for art and culture. Don’t overcrowd
schools. Have high school graduation numbers. Welcoming environment for upcoming
business to locate here.

3/9/2021 7:23 PM

204 Everyone will be safer if people aren't struggling to survive. Seriously, fix the housing crisis.
You can't, and shouldn't, gentrify this town. Zone and build affordable housing NOW

3/9/2021 7:20 PM

205 No 3/9/2021 7:18 PM

206 PLEASE PLEASE do not let Medford turn into San Francisco or Venice. PLEASE!!!! It is on
its way, I am telling you, we are in serious trouble if something isn't done RIGHT NOW about
the ever growing homeless problem in Medford. Everyone should be focused on this ever
growing problem. We cannot have people living on the streets and in the parks and on the
greenway, lighting fires, leaving trash and drug paraphenalia. Crime has GREATLY increased
since this problem has ballooned. I have seen it over the past 15 years get worse and worse. It
is not fair to tax paying citizens that work hard and want to go home at the end of the day to
their home and feel safe, to have their cars constantly broken into. People jumping into their
backyards and stealing. We can't use the parks there anymore. The last time we visited a park
in Medford, there were used needles on the grass, a group of ten homeless people camped out
in the gazebo, a few more sleeping in the bushes, a homeless male in the women's bathroom

3/9/2021 7:18 PM
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showering in the sink. It's scary to be a mom with young kids and have this all going on. I am
begging you, please, get rid of or close down the greenway. We can't use it anyway the way it
has been allowed to become a homeless camp. PLEASE ban camping within city limits. There
are PLENTY of free campgrounds with appropriate toilet facilities that would be a much better
option for people that want to live that way. There are no toilets on the greenway, nor showers,
or safe fire pits. It is honestly getting so bad that if it gets much worse, my family will consider
moving out of the state. We have worked too hard to live surrounded by trash, needles, and
homeless encampments. I really feel for people who have fallen on hard times, but after seeing
the police reach out to these people multiple times with all manner of help and it be declined
with statements like "We have a right to live this way/here," these people don't want the help.
They choose to live this way. Many have drug problems. That is why they won't go to a shelter
or housing. They aren't allowed to do drugs there, so they stay put where they can. Still more
have mental problems that are not being addressed. I understand people have rights, but how
right is it to allow a mentally incompetant person to live under a tarp with holes in it, dirty,
freezing, and starving? Some people NEED to be put into a mental facility, and yes, against
their will in some cases, or they will never have a chance to get help. I implore you, please
please, don't let this city turn into Oakland, or Venice, or worse. We are better than that.

207 I would like Medford to thrive and leave Methford a thing of the past. 3/9/2021 7:15 PM

208 Liveablity law enforcement running the bumbs out of town and return the open spaces to the
people that oay taxes and work here.

3/9/2021 7:14 PM

209 Expand the airport flights 3/9/2021 7:09 PM

210 The above covers it, but where the funding goes can affect how the community will respond.
E.g., The waterfall that graces the corner of Oakdale and eighth a long time ago I thought was
fine. The art they replaced that with and the cost of doing so could have been done less
expensively, and the remains funds to go to school art supplies for grade schools.

3/9/2021 7:07 PM

211 I like constant safety in our parks for the kids 3/9/2021 7:00 PM

212 Housing to not be so high like it is now 3/9/2021 6:55 PM

213 No 3/9/2021 6:54 PM

214 Truly, we need to be developing housing in a price range that young families can afford. I would
like to see more vocational training in the high schools.

3/9/2021 5:06 PM

215 No 3/9/2021 4:46 PM

216 Get the Bear Creek cleaned up & accessible to builders let’s utilize it 3/9/2021 3:54 PM

217 Education should include trade schools. 3/9/2021 2:41 PM

218 No 3/9/2021 2:27 PM

219 Streets well lit. 3/9/2021 2:13 PM

220 please add Business development and support to this list someplace near the top since it
funds jobs and taxes

3/9/2021 2:12 PM

221 Change the narrative. Quit making homelessness illegal while not making solutions for
homelessness. Medford has a bad reputation, so change the narrative

3/9/2021 2:00 PM

222 Ensure that when businesses are requesting approval to be located in downtown Medford and
the surrounding areas, that they "fit in" with the feel and ambiance of what the vision is.

3/9/2021 1:37 PM

223 We desperately need to quit buying into the PC culture. It's a devastating ideology and the
evidence is everywhere. Wake up!

3/9/2021 1:37 PM

224 Public safety should be a top priority. I shouldn't have coworkers that are afraid to go on a walk
in downtown during their breaks or be afraid to use the Greenway or Hawthorne Park. The
gangs, the drug use/abuse, the homeless are a very real blight to Medford. After spending any
time downtown why would any entrepreneur want to open a business there? I understand the
homelessness issue is very, very difficult to solve or it would already have been. But when we
continue to undermine the family, teach kindergartners they can be any gender they want,
legalize drugs and give money away like candy what other outcomes do we expect? Seriously,
we have failed and now it feels like it's too late to do anything about it other than feel bad and
give tents and sleeping bags away.

3/9/2021 1:25 PM
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225 Public safety is a crucial part of our growing community. 3/9/2021 1:17 PM

226 Public safety.... control and solution to homelessness 3/9/2021 12:57 PM

227 In these times of uncertainty, I think that safety is paramount, we love and respect our men in
blue.

3/9/2021 12:52 PM

228 Historical preservation of our old downtown buildings 3/9/2021 12:51 PM

229 No 3/9/2021 12:34 PM

230 Senior access 3/9/2021 12:05 PM

231 no 3/9/2021 11:49 AM

232 f 3/9/2021 11:38 AM

233 Invest in the clean up and development of the 99 corridor, downtown area and Bear Creek
green way. Put attention into making Medford look and feel like a place people want to live or
visit through thoughtful development and city planning.

3/9/2021 11:09 AM

234 No 3/9/2021 10:37 AM

235 Easier access to healthcare and mental health services. 3/9/2021 10:22 AM

236 Restaurants Theatres Safe Parks for Families 3/9/2021 10:17 AM

237 I know i sound like a broken record...but i think all of these topics are strong except Public
Safety.

3/9/2021 9:44 AM

238 these all fall under my previouse answer the neihborhoods need to come back and be good
ones again.

3/9/2021 9:27 AM

239 We need to work to solve our houselessness situation - ZERO access shelters and human
facilities for those in that situation.

3/9/2021 9:23 AM

240 Transportation and roadways. Medford has adopted this new system of decreasing the road
from a 4 lane to 2 lane with bike access. What I have witnessed is that the bike usage is no
different, the reduction in lanes cause more traffic witch leads to more lights being ran and
consequently more accidents.

3/9/2021 9:10 AM

241 I think Housing, Public safety and economic development should be the top priority 3/9/2021 8:52 AM

242 Our city has always worked at solutions to these problems. Thank you 3/9/2021 6:37 AM

243 Commitment to doing our part in addressing climate change. 3/9/2021 5:29 AM

244 Dealing in a better way with the transient/homeless element. 3/9/2021 4:50 AM

245 None 3/8/2021 10:15 PM

246 It seems like between Covid and the fires we have lost 10 years. 3/8/2021 9:40 PM

247 No 3/8/2021 8:37 PM

248 It would be nice to see the city be used for the people not the transient. We have so much to
offer but we allow it to spoil. People enjoy Bend and Boise, we could be so much more but we
are settling for putting our building efforts into homeless camps.

3/8/2021 8:32 PM

249 Affordable housing desperately needed, not necessarily low income just affordable for average
income working families

3/8/2021 5:48 PM

250 We need more bus stops. We need more events at parks. We need to reclaim our parks. 3/8/2021 4:43 PM

251 No 3/8/2021 3:47 PM

252 How about housing for the homeless? 3/8/2021 2:17 PM

253 Economic development and housing must come first. 3/8/2021 2:16 PM

254 Must develop programs to keep homeless off the streets! Especially shelters in the winter! 3/8/2021 1:32 PM

255 My future vision for Medford is to have affordable housing, little to no healthcare, education 3/8/2021 1:14 PM
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and transportation expenses. Investing in our youth and in Cristian programs to promote values
in our community that have been almost lost due to the advancing technology which is
promoting violence and other immoral decisions. We need to promote a healthy love of God
and one another back into our communities.

256 No these cover pretty much everything 3/8/2021 12:46 PM

257 No other comments 3/8/2021 12:30 PM

258 Public safety is number one concern. 3/8/2021 12:28 PM

259 No 3/8/2021 11:47 AM

260 The city is currently in a downward spiral. What has been allowed to happen recently at Inn at
the Commons and the proposal for America's Best Value Inn is absolute nonsense. These
things do nothing to promote our great area and make normal tax paying citizens want to move
here. Clean it up!

3/8/2021 11:45 AM

261 The cost of living is not the best. Hopefully things will improve in that area. 3/8/2021 11:44 AM

262 no 3/8/2021 11:39 AM

263 It would be good to focus energy on developing a high-tech corridor that increases the number
of high-paying jobs that do not require office space. If we have a lot of spare office space,
perhaps we could develop mixed use buildings. More programs for moving the unhoused into
safe and supportive housing, with drug treatment and other social services. Schools with a
comprehensive anti-racism curriculum.

3/8/2021 11:37 AM

264 Don't allow the homeless to camp along Bear Creek. "If you allow it, they will come". Who
doesn't want to camp along a beautiful creek? That's why we go up camping in the woods! But
the city is allowing them to camp along Bear Creek, and more and more seem to be coming.

3/8/2021 11:25 AM

265 No 3/8/2021 11:23 AM

266 air quality summer fires 3/8/2021 11:14 AM

267 No 3/8/2021 10:55 AM

268 We have great healthcare. we need to strengthen transportation infrastructure both public and
private. we need more diverse police department. too much homelessness.

3/8/2021 10:50 AM

269 Id like to see the housing and reform of Homelessness to be handled by those that have had
success in this matter such as the Gospel Mission.

3/8/2021 10:39 AM

270 No. 3/8/2021 10:29 AM

271 no 3/8/2021 10:10 AM

272 I would like to see a real resort with a spa, extensive pool with lazy river, to draw people into
the area but also for staycations and business conferences.

3/8/2021 9:26 AM

273 No. 3/8/2021 12:07 AM

274 Not at this time. I am excited about the concept of your vision statement and plans. 3/7/2021 9:26 PM

275 New construction should have design appeal to blend with environment. Not just blocks of
houses or strip malls.

3/7/2021 7:28 PM

276 Make it clean again. Driving through, now there is trash everywhere making it feel dirty and
unsafe. It feels and looks undesirable to live here. When adding new buildings or
neighborhoods, please make it interesting. Add a gathering place like a park, picnic area, clean
paths with seating available, a nice structure.. anything.

3/7/2021 11:42 AM

277 Make it more interesting. Add structure, beauty, personality to anything new. Not just another
business or neighborhood that looks like just another building, but add something unique with
it.

3/7/2021 11:35 AM

278 No 3/7/2021 9:01 AM

279 Get rid of tents & trash that are a visual eyesoee 3/7/2021 8:12 AM

280 I hope it will go on smoothly 3/7/2021 5:40 AM
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281 Not at this time. 3/7/2021 2:52 AM

282 Mentioned above 3/6/2021 9:51 PM

283 I think this survey is a good start. I think the next 20 years of development can be better
thought out and planned for than the past 20 years.

3/6/2021 6:19 PM

284 Please Please solve our homeless/poverty problems. It is an embarrassment for travelers to
see all the tents and unsafe for families to use the Greenway.

3/6/2021 2:50 PM

285 Add keeping the environment clean and also a plan for cleaning up all of the garbage littering
the city!

3/6/2021 7:19 AM

286 Mental health 3/5/2021 7:34 PM

287 Public safety is big. Without more effort there we won’t be here in 2030 much less 2040. 3/5/2021 7:08 PM

288 Would love to see a developed park park along the Green Way. Expand the tiny home village.
Develop a communication plan for emergencies coordinated with other local cities. Increase
mental health services.

3/5/2021 6:44 PM

289 Diversity, equity and inclusion should be called out and included in all the above topics (not
separated, but integrated)

3/5/2021 6:25 PM

290 Economic Development Housing Public safety Workforce training for filling higher wage
positions Improved high school graduation rates More Voc-Tech training capacity

3/5/2021 5:31 PM

291 Get the homeless population under control, we pay taxes for streets and land and they live and
defile it for free

3/5/2021 5:12 PM

292 Stop trying to make more housing for the homeless. 3/5/2021 3:59 PM

293 those are all great ,affordability for several on that list would be great to 3/5/2021 3:23 PM

294 Please make sure that people who are in these conversations are diverse. Ask the locals, use
trusted agencies among the different communities in Medford.

3/5/2021 2:46 PM

295 More arts and culture. Higher quality schools. More recreation and parks. A city pool. 3/5/2021 2:45 PM

296 Public safety- so many places no longer feel clean and safe. The Winco and Fred Meyer
shopping areas in South Medford. Safeway in North Medford.

3/5/2021 2:13 PM

297 Part of the homeless problem is the issue of the heart of people... There's a spiritual need that
needs to be addressed. Faith-based recovery programs will help provide this issue for people
struggling with homelessness.

3/5/2021 2:11 PM

298 no 3/5/2021 2:03 PM

299 Hopefully cleaning up the streets and stop enabling these junkies that are ruining our town. 3/5/2021 1:36 PM

300 Public safety is huge. When people don't have homes and are not invested in the well-being of
a town, crime rates go up.

3/5/2021 1:28 PM

301 Stop focusing on the problems and focus on the success stories and follow the examples that
brought success. Stop allowing media to dominate the minds of the public.

3/5/2021 12:26 PM

302 My vision also includes topics which are global as well as local - non-polluting energy,
reversing global warming, to conserving land for food production, eliminating land and ocean
waste accumulation.

3/5/2021 12:18 PM

303 No 3/5/2021 12:08 PM

304 Safer areas for pedestrians and cyclists 3/5/2021 11:01 AM

305 Just remember that we can't provide everything to everyone. Someone has to pull the cart and
if everyone is inside the cart - no one is able to pull.

3/5/2021 10:44 AM

306 I think we need more arts and culture accessible to everybody in the community. 3/5/2021 10:42 AM

307 No additional other than to stress again how important the housing situation getting alleviated
is.

3/5/2021 10:03 AM

308 I think all of this could be incorporated in downtown and building out and up the "Mall" 3/5/2021 9:35 AM
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309 Environmental concerns! 3/5/2021 9:30 AM

310 Housing should be at the top of that list. 3/5/2021 8:58 AM

311 I think the homeless situation in downtown Medford needs to be addressed. I work downtown,
and I have witnessed on a regular basis people shooting up, digging through garbage for food,
etc. I have lived in Philadelphia in the past and worked downtown there, and Medford seems to
be on par with that city as far as its homeless problems go which is a sad statement to make.
I think Medford tries to sweep up the issue on a daily basis in order to improve appearances,
but that is not a permanent nor sustainable nor smart solution.

3/5/2021 8:38 AM

312 Homelessness 3/5/2021 8:18 AM

313 No 3/5/2021 7:57 AM

314 I work with a lot of the community and a lot of people are moving out of southern Oregon
because they say they don’t feel safe anymore. The downtown area is completely failing, We
need more police support to be able to make us feel safe.

3/5/2021 7:40 AM

315 That I truly belive with the consistent help and love from others we will blossom in to a town
that others will look up to and want to mimic our success

3/5/2021 7:37 AM

316 Make the community safer. What are we going to look like in 2040 if we don’t reverse course
with these fast growing “tent cities” in the area and the crime they bring?

3/5/2021 7:26 AM

317 None 3/5/2021 7:21 AM

318 Proactive. Not reactive. No hidden agendas. 3/5/2021 6:54 AM

319 Senior housing, community 3/5/2021 5:44 AM

320 None at this time 3/4/2021 11:29 PM

321 It is hoped that public safety management will be strengthened, especially on the roads 3/4/2021 10:43 PM

322 I absolutely LOVE the programs that the Medford Parks & Rec puts on. They are fantastic!
And they are very reasonable in cost, which allows lower income families to also participate.
The cost of sports can be quite high for many families, thus leaving out many future potential
young athletes.

3/4/2021 10:01 PM

323 #1 Promote clean/green business #2 Promote education in the skilled trades (fill in the current
gaps) #3 ? #4 increase the percentage of home ownership especially for (Starter Homes) #5
Healthcare is on track #6 increase amount of money allocated to the Arts Commission (Don't
take away funds for other city projects) #7 Calm and slow traffic improve bicycle and
walkability scores across the board #8 So many crimes are related to the use of illicit drugs ; I
will leve it to those with expertise in the field to curb crime #9 Improve the water in Bear Creek
to promote a clean well oxygenated/aerated waterway. Reassess Little Liberty Park for public
use. #10 Noise pollution caused by the Viaduct Please continue to reassess and take the
publics comments to heart.

3/4/2021 9:21 PM

324 Do not compromise single vehicle traffic at the expense of mass transit and bicycle paths. 3/4/2021 8:32 PM

325 Downtown growth and revitalization. 3/4/2021 8:27 PM

326 We love Medford. Thank you for putting out the survey. 3/4/2021 8:16 PM

327 Medford is undergoing a behavioral health crisis and is suffering from some of the worst mental
health care systems in the US. Oregon is ranked 51st in the US for mental health care and
Medford/Jackson County are not exceptions.

3/4/2021 8:15 PM

328 No 3/4/2021 8:12 PM

329 Be tougher on the homeless situation that keeps expanding. The trash and human feces in our
public parks, the Greenway, and along Bear Ceeek are simply unacceptable.

3/4/2021 8:03 PM

330 Not really. 3/4/2021 8:00 PM

331 Safety at parks 3/4/2021 7:51 PM

332 Better and more accessible public transportation 3/4/2021 7:14 PM
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333 More of bias, inclusivity, and harm reduction training for city officials and police. Don’t support
building a new jail. Support better access to mental health services, regular health screenings,
and addiction services. Love the bus system and the parks but let’s get the bus running on
Sunday!

3/4/2021 5:35 PM

334 All need to be developed more. Especially different kinds of housing. 3/4/2021 5:25 PM

335 No 3/4/2021 3:26 PM

336 Enforce laws. 3/4/2021 12:13 PM

337 Just like any growing city were going to have to look at new roads for traveling so that we’re
not gonna have a big bog down area just like Bend has.

3/4/2021 11:39 AM

338 Affordable housing 3/4/2021 11:31 AM

339 No 3/4/2021 11:01 AM

340 Develop the economy in a wide and sustainable way, not just 'growth'. Support a wider range of
business development. Community is paramount. Create an environment that fosters the arts
and helps them thrive. Incorporate community and community engagement into long-term
planning decisions.

3/4/2021 10:31 AM

341 We have got to clean the town up the green way is an embarrassment! The Vagrant population
is out of control and our city is suffering. We have even considered moving out of this valley
that we love so!

3/4/2021 10:01 AM

342 Emphasize priority to bring more students to downtown Medford. Vibrant-thriving cities always
have a strong young and educated population base. Lobby to get SOU to bring more programs
and classes to their downtown campus. Encourage RCC to expand their doentown offerings.
Get in communication with OSU, UofO, or PSU to get a plan in place to bring a satelite
campus to Medford. More young and educated citizens = a thriving and fun city.

3/4/2021 10:00 AM

343 Housing in Medford is barely affordable for many residents. I feel owner should be encouraged
to add mother in law type quarters. We need to have more public transportation and new ideas
for economic development. I don't know how to do this - we need small areas for homeless so
people can use the parks and bikeway. From August - November no homeless along the bike
way due to fire hazards. We need to learn from last year's fires. Additionally, we need a central
warning and update system that works and is tested so we are not in the spot we were in last
year.

3/4/2021 9:00 AM

344 The health care community has been allowed to develop w/o much governmental interference.
Let that occur in community, religion, housing, economic areas.

3/4/2021 8:56 AM

345 We need more housing, and affordable housing. We need a local outreach program like
CAHOOTS to actually help homeless populations.

3/4/2021 7:52 AM

346 The education here seems great, we do need more affordable housing and housing for
homeless. Healthcare is top notch. Haven't used public transportation, but it is a necessity for
any fairly large city. I support the pool complex.

3/4/2021 7:50 AM

347 I'm not sure what is meant by "community connections". I'd like it to include respectful,
thoughtful, innovative solutions to homelessness.

3/4/2021 7:17 AM

348 no 3/4/2021 7:13 AM

349 No 3/4/2021 7:00 AM

350 Be strong and realistic about the eventual outcome these can bring. 3/4/2021 6:59 AM

351 The whole valley used to be beautiful. My vision would be to stop development and take care
of what you have now. Education needs to be reimagined nit dumping more money into it.
Right now we cannot have community connections. Housing needs to be priority for those
misplaced by the fires started by the homeless. Healthcare is one of the good things but there
is a need for more physicians. It seems more and more care in Medford is done by Nurse
Practitioners and there is really no real incentive for new Physicians to come here, Arts and
culture are great but right now I feel no money should be spent towards it as there is so much
more bleeding in other areas. Transportation needs to be updated and I don’t mean bike paths.
We need additional bus stops and busses. Public safety is a joke. The police officers hands
are tied dealing with the homeless, mentally ill drug addicts. The parks are a bright spot in the

3/4/2021 6:45 AM
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Valley but there is so much fecal matter (human and dog) and homeless in the parks you can’t
go and enjoy them with your family. Also, the hemp growing makes the Valley smell like a
skunk 3 months out of the year. Usually 2 months are forest fires so the air quality is bad in
the summer and fall.

352 Drug treatment, mental health 24/7 walk in clinic, less police, affordable housing for all 3/4/2021 12:04 AM

353 Nope 3/3/2021 11:21 PM

354 Utilize the expo more, host more events, tourism means money. 3/3/2021 10:19 PM

355 I would love to see downtown be more developed. Affordable housing for the people who
actually need and deserve it. A economic plan to support small businesses, bars, music, fun
places to enjoy with family and friends. Get rid of the homeless encampments! Driving down
the 5 Freeway makes Medford look like skidrow! How are you going to get smart productive
people to move here when the first image they see is homeless junkies and a porn shop? I'm
starting to regret moving here.

3/3/2021 9:25 PM

356 Clean up the Bear Creek bike path 3/3/2021 9:11 PM

357 To be honest I’m not optimistic. I assume the place will be crowded with more bargain
shopping superstores, sticky chain restaurants, and tent cities.

3/3/2021 9:07 PM

358 Homeless population 3/3/2021 8:49 PM

359 I would like to still be able to see green fields and trees and oaks and not nothing but housing
tract after housing tract. Clear blue skies, not smog choked skies.

3/3/2021 8:44 PM

360 more affordable housing 3/3/2021 8:42 PM

361 Turn E McAndrews into a two lane street, with bike lanes on either side and a center turn lane,
to both slow people down from roaring up and down a high speeds, making it dangerous to
walk and live in this street. Seriously, make it stop. We've been begging you for years.

3/3/2021 8:12 PM

362 Homelessness is a real issue that needs to be resolved. Criminals walking around at night
checking cars is out of control. Housing options are very limited.

3/3/2021 8:03 PM

363 Nope 3/3/2021 7:43 PM

364 Medford made a list for the ten worst cities to live in because of the availability of medical
care. I totally agree! Stronger enforcement of our existing laws. Support homeowners by
providing collective bargaining for power bills and street/sidewalk maintenance. Homeowners
are the backbone of the community - not an ATM.

3/3/2021 7:28 PM

365 The above topics mirror my concerns. 3/3/2021 7:23 PM

366 Let it grow!! The housing demand is so high in the area. We need to expand the city limits and
have developers build! Southern Oregon can be a sprawling community unlike any other in
state (location).

3/3/2021 6:59 PM

367 . 3/3/2021 6:55 PM

368 No 3/3/2021 6:50 PM

369 N/a 3/3/2021 6:49 PM

370 Nope 3/3/2021 6:48 PM

371 Having more help for the homeless. Better resources for teens. Continuing to build on the
Pathways programs at the high schools. Bring in more big name shows, of different varieties &
for people of all ages.

3/3/2021 6:46 PM

372 What about a solution for transients who have a penchant for setting fires? 3/3/2021 6:45 PM

373 Maybe the Greenway that we envisioned and paid for, and is now overrun by homeless
camps?

3/3/2021 6:39 PM

374 Bring back the mills. 3/3/2021 6:28 PM

375 Yes. More of all of it. 3/3/2021 6:23 PM

376 Homeless population 3/3/2021 6:20 PM
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377 Please do not let Charter schools continue to proliferate. I am an educator and have seen first
hand their negative impact on school districts in whole. Medford needs to lead Jackson County
into the future and with a competent and bold vision forward, it can become a destination
people speak of when they think of the Pacific Northwest.

3/3/2021 6:15 PM

378 Entertainment center 3/3/2021 6:10 PM

379 Need a wider range of jobs in more fields to attract bigger cross section of workers. Need
several larger roads to deal with traffic to get it off smaller streets.

3/3/2021 5:54 PM

380 That covers my concerns! 3/3/2021 5:54 PM

381 The greenway homeless issue has to be remedied in some way, it’s gross and scary 3/3/2021 5:53 PM

382 Take steps to attract more employers 3/3/2021 5:53 PM

383 more safe bike paths 3/3/2021 5:52 PM

384 Just be better. 3/3/2021 5:50 PM

385 Yes more arts! We love TMTO 3/3/2021 5:39 PM

386 Entertainment/ things that bring in different cultures/ tourists 3/3/2021 5:36 PM

387 lands owned by city to be made fire safe, clean up fire hazard over growth 3/3/2021 4:45 PM

388 I don't see anything about Diversity. Arts and Culture does not equate to increased diversity
nor less white privilege.

3/3/2021 4:30 PM

389 Need to expand public transportation to under served areas 3/3/2021 4:25 PM

390 No 3/3/2021 4:22 PM

391 Homelessness needs to be addressed. Working alongside rogue retreat. More services need to
be available. Especially mental health

3/3/2021 3:44 PM

392 Absence of prolific drugs and homelessness problems. 3/3/2021 3:32 PM

393 Let's embrace diversity without insisting conformity. 3/3/2021 11:15 AM

394 Noise pollution prevention. 3/2/2021 10:03 PM

395 Housing is most definitely an issue, my company has lost a lot of good people because they
were unable to afford the inflated housing prices.

3/2/2021 9:58 PM

396 Most of these topics centers on a downtown to be proud of. 3/2/2021 2:36 PM

397 I’m concerned about resources for low income households. How do we continue to unite the
community to care about and help provide for single parent households, where childcare is so
expensive that a single parent can hardly afford to work, yet not working is not an answer
either? I’d love to see Medford’s faith communities unite to lead the way in solving these types
of issues (much like some are leading the way with homeless issues, etc.)

3/2/2021 12:04 PM

398 NA 3/2/2021 11:05 AM

399 We need to aggressively address the drug culture and the associated crime. Until this is done
and criminals are effectively dealt with we will not have the items you mention above,
especially the quality of life. We don't need to incrementally address these issues, we need a
complete revolution. Please take our city back!

3/2/2021 8:54 AM

400 I hate that Medfords nickname is "Methford"... We need an established, proactive, drug
rehab/treatment plan.

3/2/2021 8:08 AM

401 More community building events such as pear blossom, community Field days etc.. 3/2/2021 6:44 AM

402 We need more schools at all levels. Population is increasing and so will class sizes. Not good.
Housing has GOT to get more affordable for everyone. Rentals are ridiculously high. Home
ownership is out of reach for most of the population. Police presence has got to step up. I can
drive around town all day and maybe see one police car. RED LIGHT runners are a menace
and no consequences for their actions. If you need more revenue...install cameras and fine the
red light runners. As population explodes, so will the need for more retail stores, grocery and

3/1/2021 6:57 PM
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drug stores, and restaurants. Employment opportunities will fall in line with these increases.
However, wages will need to provide the workers with a decent living.

403 address the homeless situation and those that prefer to be homeless and wander the
greenway....I have heard many times that people are not feeling safe

3/1/2021 1:14 PM

404 Promote preschool, make it affordable and accessible. Education overall will improve a lot
when more kids have gone to preschool.

3/1/2021 10:59 AM

405 good list...public safety and parks and recreation should be top of the list 3/1/2021 9:34 AM

406 Continuation and expansion of the airport and transit; More diverse housing types built;
Continued and diversified employment hub; Creation and upkeep of parks and recreational
facilities;

3/1/2021 8:49 AM

407 Great topics 3/1/2021 8:46 AM

408 Need to have a strong commitment to Public Safety and a continued emphasis on a good
public parks (make the greenway safe and usable again).

3/1/2021 8:19 AM

409 stop throwing money at schools. a new south medford building will not make south a better
school. the private schools have been far better than the public schools in the valley for a long
time. push back against the teachers unions. don't destroy the housing market with rent control
and other stupid policies. look at california (rent controlled) and texas (no rent control) if you
want to see what makes housing affordable. be a sanctuary city for housing developement.
medford has amazing healthcare for a town our size, no need to change. just keep it up.
homeless is the biggest issue facing medford.

3/1/2021 6:04 AM

410 NO 2/28/2021 6:32 PM

411 Figure out what to do with the greenway and support solving our homeless problem!!!!!!! 2/28/2021 2:28 PM

412 We need to stop the harmful of teaching of evolution and the big bang theory in our schools,
which go against four scientific laws and are not backed by any solid science. We need to get
LGBTQ teachings out of our schools. These teachings go against what God shows us to be
true in the Bible and if we go against God we will not be blessed.

2/28/2021 1:03 PM

413 Although transportation has improved it would be nice to have more options and more
accessibility. Medford's Parks and Recreation is top notch (some of the best use of tax payer
money!). Obviously air quality continues to be an issue.

2/28/2021 12:59 PM

414 No 2/28/2021 11:45 AM

415 The county lost a valuable resource with the J'ville museum closed. I think Medford needs to
connect with its roots and then build for the future.

2/28/2021 8:58 AM

416 Education, mental healthcare needs revision, and public safety are vital. Safe and inviting
parks and recreation is mandatory!! Assistance for improving older neighborhood safety and
qualities.

2/27/2021 7:35 PM

417 More emphasis on willingness to teach, learn, promote, foster inclusion of marginalized
communities

2/27/2021 3:54 PM

418 Until there is affordable housing, homelessness makes spaces unsafe for children 2/27/2021 2:21 PM

419 I really appreciate the survey because in the last 10 years we have seen Medford, the
community we love, negatively impacted by some of the things allowed to pollute our city. We
as citizens have not felt heard or valued. Safety, drugs, homeless population, and taxes are
important issues for me and my family. Medford is special. I do not want it to be like Seattle or
Portland.

2/27/2021 11:48 AM

420 Live, laugh, and love 2/27/2021 8:49 AM

421 The greenway is such a beautiful public space and I really appreciate the police force being
balanced and wise in their approach to making it safe. I hope the community will support them
in this rather than constantly complain. I do hope we find a way together to make it a safer
community space where people such as women, kids can run or walk without being bitten or r
step on drug needles. I don’t think it’s the police’s job to do this but we need them and
leadership over this.

2/27/2021 6:25 AM

422 No. I'm not expecting anything to improve much. 2/26/2021 9:51 PM
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423 A total Crack down on loitering and camping in illegal areas will make for huge changes for
2040. Use of property tax money to improve traffic flow as we grow. More schools need to be
built.

2/26/2021 8:50 PM

424 climate change is real and is knocking at our door. Medford's vision for the future should
include policies that promote sustainability in our community. A particular policy should be
requiring dark sky lighting on all development and refevelopment.

2/26/2021 7:11 PM

425 No 2/26/2021 7:11 PM

426 We need to come up with a plan to decrease the homeless population and clean up the green
way for good

2/26/2021 6:02 PM

427 No 2/26/2021 5:52 PM

428 love living here 2/26/2021 4:38 PM

429 No 2/26/2021 4:33 PM

430 Better bike lanes. More outdoor music 2/26/2021 4:27 PM

431 No 2/26/2021 4:23 PM

432 we must consider the needs of low income people, affordable housing, good schools, and jobs
that pay a living wage.

2/26/2021 4:02 PM

433 Ya, screw the above and put the criminals (homeless) in jail and not a city paid motel!!!!’ 2/26/2021 3:38 PM

434 No. 2/26/2021 2:20 PM

435 Housing and mental health care needs to happen for the homeless. Maybe like an old school
"poor farm" where inhabitants have chores to do to make the place function - such as
gardening, laundry, cleaning. We need to focus on a clean environment by going green. We
have lived here since 1988 and public safety has taken a serious turn for the worse in the last
5 years or so. Not sure how to address that. We also need to be fire conscious in all of
Southern Oregon - air quality has spiraled out of control in the last few years too.

2/26/2021 2:14 PM

436 Yes! Careful planning is needed. Don’t put a million homes on tiny lots. Rather make some
nicer communities of homes on larger size lots. Keep the farming and orchard areas in town
and greenways and parks. MAKE THE BIKEPATH SAFE TO BE UPON by changing the
homeless policies and giving the Medford police dept the authority to remove unwanted people
from the city. Send them to warmer climates.

2/26/2021 12:29 PM

437 Strengthen internet capabilities throughout the city to make online education and work a
backbone of our growth instead of trying to stick to the status quo.

2/26/2021 12:04 PM

438 Additional assistance for mobile home owners in parks. I currently need a new roof. I'm over 2
years out on the ACCESS wait list and can't get other forms of assistance that require a lien
on the property. Due to divorce and being a single parent I don't have the credit or the income
to go get a standard loan.

2/26/2021 10:50 AM

439 Please consider sustainability when considering any of these topics. 2/26/2021 10:43 AM

440 Those are all important considerations. 2/26/2021 10:24 AM

441 No more pay to park in downtown. It is confusing and discourages people from going to this
part of the city.

2/26/2021 9:28 AM

442 N/A 2/26/2021 9:22 AM

443 Medford should help the school district find, acquire and pay for more schools. Our schools are
at capacity and education is our future. If this is a vision for 2040, there isn't any reason why
the city can't help with all of this.

2/26/2021 8:59 AM

444 we need to have another middle school and better classroom placement in the special ed
department. stop doing road diets!!

2/26/2021 8:38 AM

445 Medford really needs to work on cleaning up the homeless population - relocating them to safer
buildings and areas. The trash and garbage along I-5 and Bear Creek is deplorable. Clean up
streets like Riverside and Columbus. It would be really great to see Medford blossom into a
vibrant downtown social scene.

2/26/2021 8:29 AM
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446 I'd love if families could safely ride bikes through out Medford and back and forth from
Jacksonville, on bike paths. Which would also help reduce pollution & traffic, increase quality
of life, and beautify the area. Thank you for reading my comments!

2/26/2021 8:26 AM

447 Put a safety rail on McAndrews to protect pedestrians 2/26/2021 7:53 AM

448 Focus on the public safety of the green way. No one wants to live in Portland. We are allowing
our city center to become an eye sore.

2/25/2021 9:22 PM

449 Public safety-clean up greenway/make parks safe for families to utilize Prioritize funding to
educational staffing needs

2/25/2021 7:55 PM

450 The ability for teachers to teach academics rather than everything else that robs them if that
ability.

2/25/2021 7:42 PM

451 No sprawl! Better care of what we already have. Perhaps investing in renewable, clean energy
to support jobs.

2/25/2021 6:42 PM

452 More low income housing is needed to help the homeless population and to help the younger
generation who are trying to start out and get on their feet. I'm honestly afraid to use many of
the parks due to homeless and drugs. If the homeless continues to worsen I can honestly see
us leaving the area. I don't want to raise our kids around that.

2/25/2021 6:10 PM

453 Continue to clean up lots with empty homes or buildings. Ensure sidewalks are in all
neighborhoods so adults can go on walks and kids can get to school safely. But more
neighborhood parks around town and keep the homeless people out of them.

2/25/2021 5:55 PM

454 Elementary Schools will include full time PE teachers so kids can have PE twice a week with
a PE specialist. Also, have a Spanish teacher at each school that will teach Spanish to the
elementary age kiddos.

2/25/2021 5:13 PM

455 I would like Medford to be a place that people want to go to. The best schools and healthcare
should be available to everyone living there. Stop cramping houses together and give each
other some room. Make it a place where people take pride in themselves and take care of their
houses.

2/25/2021 4:57 PM

456 Homeless problem 2/25/2021 4:42 PM

457 I hope that Medford will continue to develop wisely and find the ability to solicit and incentivize
companies to come here and provide good paying jobs. I have appreciated that the police
department tries to build relationships within the community and I hope they can continue to
work and keep our community safer from the drugs and problems that have long manifested in
Medford.

2/23/2021 9:06 PM

458 If you clean up the green way from black berries, that is good, but since I live near Bear Creek
in C.P. I noticed they camp anyway out in the open and pollute the creek with E.coli. The
answer is to not make it better for folks who are homeless to move here from California for
Oregon services. We should take care of our own, but not make it where we have more than
we can deal with from other liberal states over flow. WE must take care of our own from the
wildfires and COVID crisis but not other states over flow.

2/23/2021 6:24 PM

459 We need to not be a city that draws more homeless and low income people by providing so
many services to them while ignoring the need to bring in higher level opportunities. The focus
in the past year or more has backfired in drawing more and more unhoused, HUD voucher
people from out of state because we seem to be making it easier to get services. We need to
help our own low income residents first. We are too small to bear the load and weight of
everyone else

2/22/2021 9:35 AM

460 No 2/20/2021 3:10 PM

461 Yes, Please stop catering to the Homeless! if you build it, tent cities etc, they will come 2/18/2021 6:21 AM

462 Nope 2/17/2021 9:12 PM
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31.14% 180

41.87% 242

2.08% 12

1.21% 7

8.30% 48

15.40% 89

Q9 How did you learn about this survey?
Answered: 578 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 578

Email

Social media

Presentation

News source

Word of mouth

Other (please
specify):
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Other (please specify):
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY): DATE

1 Living Waters Church 3/12/2021 5:22 PM

2 Living Waters Church 3/12/2021 3:01 PM

3 Carol Fiddler - faith community liaison 3/11/2021 10:47 PM

4 Facebook 3/11/2021 6:46 PM

5 work 3/11/2021 4:20 PM

6 My Church 3/11/2021 3:22 PM

7 work place 3/11/2021 1:18 PM

8 Church 3/11/2021 12:26 PM

9 Rogue Valley Fellowship posted it on line. 3/11/2021 8:41 AM

10 The pastor of our church forwarded this link to our church family. 3/11/2021 8:28 AM

11 Friend passed it on to us 3/11/2021 6:49 AM

12 Church Living Waters 3/11/2021 6:04 AM

13 Church 3/11/2021 1:14 AM

14 Living Waters Church 3/10/2021 10:07 PM

15 Church site 3/10/2021 9:04 PM

16 LWRV 3/10/2021 9:02 PM

17 my daughter is a teacher at logos 3/10/2021 7:26 PM

18 Facebook 3/10/2021 6:46 PM

19 work email 3/10/2021 2:10 PM

20 Information from my employer. 3/10/2021 12:55 PM

21 Rogue Valley Fellowship Social Media 3/10/2021 12:45 PM

22 church (rvf) 3/10/2021 10:24 AM

23 Facebook 3/10/2021 7:27 AM

24 Grace Point Fellowship. 3/9/2021 9:18 PM

25 Facebook 3/9/2021 6:55 PM

26 employer and Latinx Interagency Networking Coalition 3/9/2021 2:27 PM

27 Grace point church 3/9/2021 2:13 PM

28 CASA of Jackson County - Jennifer Mylenek 3/9/2021 12:51 PM

29 Facebook 3/9/2021 12:05 PM

30 Grace Point Fellowship 3/9/2021 10:17 AM

31 Asst. City Manager Kelly Madding; Tom Fisher - Downtown Medford Association Meeting 3/9/2021 9:23 AM

32 co-worker 3/9/2021 8:52 AM

33 Medford Gospel Mission 3/9/2021 6:37 AM

34 Mercy's Gate 3/9/2021 4:50 AM

35 Mercy's Gate 3/8/2021 8:37 PM

36 Carol Fiddler 3/8/2021 5:41 PM

37 I volunteer w/ Mercy's Gate Rogue Valley 3/8/2021 4:43 PM
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38 Rogue Retreat 3/8/2021 2:16 PM

39 Mercy's Gate 3/8/2021 12:28 PM

40 United Way forwarded the email 3/8/2021 11:37 AM

41 Rogue Retreat employee 3/8/2021 10:55 AM

42 Sin in law who works for city 3/7/2021 8:12 AM

43 recommended by Westminster Presbyterian Church 3/6/2021 2:50 PM

44 St Mark’s newsletter 3/6/2021 12:33 PM

45 Westminster Presbyterian Church 3/5/2021 8:16 PM

46 friend 3/5/2021 2:45 PM

47 Executive Director CASA 3/5/2021 2:30 PM

48 Workplace 3/5/2021 2:13 PM

49 Email passed on at work (Rogue Retreat) 3/5/2021 10:03 AM

50 work notification 3/5/2021 8:58 AM

51 work 3/5/2021 8:18 AM

52 My Church 3/5/2021 12:04 AM

53 Twitter 3/4/2021 11:29 PM

54 First Baptist Church Medford 3/4/2021 7:14 PM

55 Mercy’s Gate 3/4/2021 3:26 PM

56 Church 3/4/2021 11:39 AM

57 NextDoor 3/4/2021 10:31 AM

58 emailed newsletter - this is a great new step 3/4/2021 9:00 AM

59 church 3/4/2021 8:56 AM

60 MedfordAlert on Twitter 3/3/2021 5:54 PM

61 church email 3/3/2021 5:52 PM

62 Our church 3/3/2021 3:44 PM

63 RSS 3/3/2021 11:07 AM

64 Medford School District Family Bulletin 3/1/2021 8:23 AM

65 n/a 2/28/2021 6:14 PM

66 School newsletter 2/28/2021 11:45 AM

67 Medford School District email 2/27/2021 7:35 PM

68 School newsletter 2/27/2021 3:54 PM

69 School district 2/27/2021 2:21 PM

70 Medford School District 2/27/2021 11:48 AM

71 Medford School District 2/27/2021 8:41 AM

72 MSD 549 email 2/27/2021 6:25 AM

73 School Newsletter. 2/26/2021 9:51 PM

74 Msd link 2/26/2021 8:50 PM

75 Medford School newletter 2/26/2021 4:27 PM
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76 church bulletin 2/26/2021 4:02 PM

77 work - Medford school district 549c 2/26/2021 2:14 PM

78 Medford School District Staff Newsletter 2/26/2021 10:50 AM

79 Included in a work staff bulletin, I work for MSD. 2/26/2021 9:34 AM

80 Medford School District 2/26/2021 9:28 AM

81 Staff Bulletin 2/26/2021 9:22 AM

82 work 2/26/2021 8:59 AM

83 Medford School District staff bulletin 2/26/2021 8:26 AM

84 Work -MSD549c 2/26/2021 8:09 AM

85 work 2/26/2021 7:53 AM

86 MSD549C 2/25/2021 7:55 PM

87 Medford School District newsletter. 2/25/2021 6:42 PM

88 rotary 2/24/2021 2:11 PM

89 Mercy's Gate 2/23/2021 9:06 PM




